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Chapter 1
Overview

Welcome to the QC-5000
The Quadra-Chek 5000 is an advanced software application for multi-
sensor measurement systems.  It features a graphical user interface for
simple point and click operation.  Point the cursor to a feature on the
measure toolbar and click.

The QC-5000 measures part features using the simplest geometric com-
ponents: points.  Lines can be created from two points, circles from three
points, and cones from six points.  Simply probe the points and the QC-
5000 measures the feature.

Once the required number of points are entered the QC-5000 displays
the feature in the part view window.

The QC-5000 continues building the part in the part view window as
features are added.
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It is easy to use the QC-5000 because each measurement requires only a
few points.  All geometry and mathematics are handled by the software.
Once the basic measuring principles are understood the QC-5000 can be
programmed to handle repetitive measuring tasks.  Finally, inspection
and  quality reports can be produced to document your results.
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About This Guide
This guide is intended for end users of the QC-5000 metrology software,
supervisory, and installation personnel.  A basic familiarity with the Win-
dows computing environment and operation of attached measuring sys-
tems is assumed.  Material in this guide is divided into five chapters cov-
ering everything from basic operation to system configuration.  Keep this
guide in a convenient location for future reference.

Chapter 1: Overview
It all begins here, just point and click.  There are only two things in the
QC-5000 interface: windows and toolbars.  This chapter tells you which
is which and what to do with them.  Understanding each window and
toolbar helps you get the most from the QC-5000.

Chapter 2: Quick Start
This chapter gets you up and running quickly.  Use this chapter to learn
the most basic QC-5000 tasks.  Each task in this chapter is described in
greater detail elsewhere in this guide.

Chapter 3: Probes
If it’s about probes, it’s in this chapter.  Learn to manage and calibrate
VED and touch probes using probe library.   All data comes into the QC-
5000 through probes.  Use the information in this chapter and you won’t
go wrong.

Chapter 4: Programming
Programming puts it all together.  This chapter shows you how to create
a streamlined, computer-prompted procedure  to handle repetitive in-
spections with speed and accuracy.  Use the programming feature to maxi-
mize your productivity with the QC-5000.

Chapter 5: Templates & Tolerancing
Picking up where chapter 4 leaves off this chapter covers datum magic,
measure magic, layers, offset alignments, and tolerancing.  The QC-5000
organizes and present data in a number of formats.  For your convenience
there are several data templates you can use to organize and present your
results.  Use this chapter to learn how to use templates more efficiently.
This chapter also describes how to export QC-5000 data to other soft-
ware.

Appendix A
Appendix A describes profile measurement.  The appendix includes dis-
cussions of nominal profiles, profile tolerances, measurement results and
the on-screen tools and windows provided to facilitate profile measure-
ment.

Index
There’s nothing worse than skimming through a user guide looking for
something when you’re in a hurry.  To save you the hassle we indexed this
guide.  Simply flip to the back, find your topic, and off you go.
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Icons and Type Faces
This guide uses the following icons  and type faces to highlight informa-
tion:

WARNING
The raised hand icon warns of situations or conditions that can lead to
personal injury or death.  Do not proceed until you read and thoroughly
understand a warning message.  Warning messages are shown in bold
type.

CAUTION
The exclamation point icon indicates situations or conditions that can
lead to measurement error, equipment malfunction or damage.  Do not
proceed until you read and fully understand a caution message.  Caution
messages are shown in bold type.

NOTE
The note icon indicates additional or supplementary information about
an activity or concept.  Notes are shown in bold type.

Warnings, cautions, and notes are shown in this typeface.

Italics
Italics indicate menu items or button icons.  For example,

Step 1
Select customize from the tools menu.

The italics instruct the user that customize is an item on the tools pull-
down menu.
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Starting the QC-5000

To open the QC-5000

Step 1

Double-click the QC-5000 icon on the Windows desktop.

The following screen indicates that the program is loading.  It takes a
couple seconds for the program to load completely.
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Windows and Toolbars
The QC-5000 uses a graphical user interface which means that instead of
typing in a bunch of complicated commands you can do things by point-
ing and clicking the mouse.

In this manual we’ll refer to the graphical user interface as the QC-5000
desktop.  Although setups may vary, a typical QC-5000 desktop looks
like this.

There are only two things to point and click at on the QC-5000 desktop:
windows and toolbars.  Here’s how to tell them apart.
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Windows display information.  Some windows contain buttons or re-
quire input but their basic function is to display information.  For ex-
ample, the part view window displays a graphic of the part.

Toolbar buttons  execute common tasks.  For example, the measure tool-
bar contains buttons for various measurement functions.  To perform a
measurement, click on the desired feature button (line, circle, plane, etc.).
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QC-5000 Windows
The QC-5000 desktop has four windows: DRO (digital readout), results,
part view, and features list.

DRO
The DRO window displays the location of the X, Y, and Z axes (in mm or
inches) from the datum.  Click the button beside the respective axis to
zero it.

The Results Window
The results window displays the results of a feature measurement.  This
window contains the following:
• Feature specifications
• Lock/unlock feature
• Feature type diagram / feature stamp

Feature Specifications
Feature information is displayed in the results window.  Use the results
window to add information to the features list.
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To move information from the results window to the features
list

Step 1
Highlight the desired information in the results window.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the information to the fea-
tures list.

Step 3
Release the mouse button.

Step 4
Click the as multiple new columns button in the dialog box.

The feature window now displays the new parameters.

Information in this window is dependent on the type of feature.  For
example, the window shows radius/diameter values for spherical features
but not for linear ones.
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Locked/unlocked features
Some parts use more than one reference frame to measure all its features.
Locked features always display results from the reference frame they are
measured in the results window.  Unlocked features are display results for
the current reference frame.

To unlock a feature

Step 1
Click the lock icon in the results window.

To lock a feature

Step 1
Click the lock icon in the results window.
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Feature type diagram /feature stamp
Clicking on the feature stamp icon opens the feature stamp window.  The
feature stamp window shows a graphic display of the feature and the
distribution of the measurement points.  Points discarded from the mea-
surement are shown in red.  Use the view toolbar to change the perspec-
tive in the feature stamp window.

To open the feature stamp window

Step 1
Click the feature stamp button in the results window.
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The Part View Window
The part view window displays a graphical representation of the part and
its features.  Use the view toolbar to change the appearance of the part
view window.

This is a typical view toolbar.  Remember that QC-5000 toolbars can be
customized.  Toolbars pictured in this guide may vary from those on your
system.

Four pane part view displays the part from four separate vantage points.
Highlighted panes are outlined in blue.   Place the cursor on the pane and
click to highlight.  Only one pane can highlighted at a time.

The most common part view window appearances are shown here.

Single pane part view
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Four pane part view
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View Rotator
Change the display angle of the part view window with the view rotator.

To use the view rotator

Step 1

Click the view rotator button on the view toolbar OR select view rotator
from the view menu..

Step 2
Place the cursor over the view rotator window as shown.

Step 3
Move the cursor over the view rotator window until the part is displayed
as desired.
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Template Windows
Template windows display data output from QC-5000 measurements and
programs.  See Chapter 5: Tolerancing & Templates for more information
on using template windows.

Nest templates windows as shown to conserve space on the QC-5000
screen.  For example, the window below contains the features, program,
and report templates nested in a single window.  View the desired tem-
plate by selecting the proper tab.  In the example below, the feature tab is
selected.

To separate template windows

Step 1
Place the cursor over the desired tab as shown.

Step 2
Hold the left mouse button and drag the tab outside the current window
as shown.
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Step 3
Release the left mouse button.
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To nest template windows

Step 1
Place the cursor over the desired template window as shown.

Step 2
Hold the left mouse button and drag the template over the desired win-
dow.

Step 3
Release the mouse button.
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Status Bar
The status bar runs across the bottom of the screen and displays such as:
• Date
• Type of coordinates (Polar/Cartesian)
• Selected units of measurement (in./mm)
• Active Layer
• Active probe tip
• Projection Plane
• Active Reference Frame
• Angle Display Mode
• SLEC/NLEC Status
• Recording or Editing Mode

                           

Use the status bar to toggle between settings. Place the cursor over the
mm/inch section of the status bar.  Click the mouse to toggle between
inches and millimeters.  This is a quick way to change the units of mea-
sure.  Other settings in the status bar can be toggled in the same way.

To add items to the status bar

Step 1
Select customize from the tools menu.

Step 2
Select the status bar tab as shown.
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Step 3
Highlight the desired item as shown.

NOTE
Items currently in the status bar have an 'X' in the box next
to them. An empty box indicates the item is currently not
on the status bar.

Step 4
Click the show button.

Step 5
Click OK.
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To delete items from the status bar

Step 1
Select customize from the tools menu.

Step 2
Select the status bar tab as shown.

Step 3
Highlight the desired item as shown.

NOTE
Items currently in the status bar have an 'X' in the box next
to them. An empty box indicates the item is currently not
on the status bar.
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Step 4
Click the hide button.

Step 5
Click OK.
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Main Menu Bar
This section shows the content of the QC-5000 pull-down menus.  A
discussion of the various menu commands follows in later chapters.  Use
this section to familiarize yourself with the menus. Place the cursor over
the desired menu and click to view pull-down menus.

Toolbars
Toolbars contain buttons that execute common tasks.  Use toolbars in-
stead of hunting through pull-down menus for commands.  Simply click
the desired button and the task is begun.  Toolbars correspond to the
main menu.  For example, buttons in the view toolbar correspond to
commands on the view menu.

Datum toolbar
Use the datum toolbar to establish datums and reference frames.  Buttons
in the datum toolbar correspond to items on the datum menu.

Measure toolbar
Use the measure toolbar to measure and construct features.  Buttons on
the measure toolbar correspond to items on the measure menu.

Probe toolbar
Use the probe toolbar to access probe functions and settings.  Buttons on
the probe toolbar correspond to items on the probe menu.

View toolbar
Use the view toolbar to adjust the part view window. Buttons on the view
toolbar correspond to items on the view menu.
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Tolerance toolbar
Use the tolerance toolbar to perform tolerances on selected features. But-
tons on the tolerance toolbar correspond to items on the tools menu.

Program toolbar
Use the program toolbar to access programming functions.  Buttons on
the program toolbar correspond to items on the tools menu.

File toolbar
Use the file toolbar to access file functions.  Buttons on the file toolbar
correspond to items on the file menu.

VED toolbar
Use the VED toolbar to access VED probe tools.

Custom toolbar
Use custom toolbars to create toolbars for specific tasks.
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To place a toolbar on the QC-5000 desktop

Step 1
Select toolbars from the view menu.

Step 2
Highlight the desired toolbar as shown.

NOTE
Toolbars on the QC-5000 desktop have an 'X' in the box
next to them.  An empty box indicates the item is currently
NOT on the desktop.

Step 3
Click the show button.
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To remove a toolbar from the QC-5000 desktop

Step 1
Select toolbars from the view menu.

Step 2
Highlight the desired toolbar as shown.

NOTE
Toolbars on the QC-5000 desktop have an 'X' in the box
next to them.  An empty box indicates the item is currently
NOT on the desktop.

Step 3
Click the hide button.

Customize your toolbars by adding or deleting buttons. Add buttons for
common tasks .  Delete seldom used buttons to keep toolbar size manage-
able.
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To add buttons to a toolbar

Step 1
Select customize from the tools menu.

Step 2
Select the toolbars tab in the customize dialog box.

Step 3
Highlight the desired toolbar in the toolbars list as shown.

Step 4
Highlight the desired button in the all possible buttons list.

Step 5
Click the copy button.
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Step 6
Click OK.
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To remove buttons from a toolbar

Step 1
Select customize from the tools menu.

Step 2
Select the toolbars tab in the customize dialog box.

Step 3
Highlight the desired toolbar in the toolbars list as shown.

Step 4
Highlight the desired button in the buttons in toolbar list.

Step 5
Click the remove button.
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Step 6
Click OK.
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Chapter 2
Quick Start

Getting Started
Use this chapter to learn the basic operating principles of the QC-5000.
Instructions in this chapter show the user how to create a complete in-
spection program.  The quick start program includes:

• 2 reference frames
• VED measurements
• Touch probe measurements
• 2-D features
• 3-D features
• Constructed features
• Tolerances
• Formulas

NOTE
Systems not equipped with touch probes can substitute or
omit the 3-D measurements  in the quickstart program.

All tasks demonstrated are described in greater detail in other chapters.
Inexperienced users should review those chapters before attempting the
quick start program.

General Preparation
Follow the instructions in this section before beginning the quick start
program.

To open the QC-5000 software

Step 1

Double-click the QC-5000 icon on the Windows desktop.

The screen above indicates that the program is loading.  It takes a couple
seconds for the program to load completely.
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To set machine zero

Follow the machine zero procedure established by your supervisor, OEM,
or distributor before beginning this section.

To display the feature list

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select features.5ft as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To display the program template

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select program.5ft as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Nest template windows to keep the work space from getting too clut-
tered.  Click on the tab to view the desired nested template.

To nest the template windows

Step 1
Place the cursor on the title bar of the window as shown.

Step 2
Hold the mouse button and place the window as shown.
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Step 3
Release the mouse button.

Select the Active Probe
Select the touch probe as the active probe before recording the quick start
program.

To select the active probe

Step 1
Click on the status bar until contact probes is displayed as shown.

The contact probe group is now active.

Probing Technique
Probing technique refers to the method of moving CMM axes and enter-
ing point data with a touch probe.  All features are made up of points and
all points are taken with probes.  In order to get good results from the
QC5000 software it is important to use proper probe technique and to
input proper probe settings.

Good probing techniques
• approach the feature from a 90 degree angle
• approach the feature from a distance of at least 1mm
• do not probe a feature from an angle of 45 degrees or less

Bad probing techniques
• dragging probe across a part
• dropping probe off the edge of a part
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Recording the Quick
Start Program

Follow the instructions in this section to record the quick start program.

Clearance moves

CAUTION
Use clearance moves to avoid collisions between the probe
and the part.

Clearance moves are necessary to create CNC paths around the part and
other obstructions.  For example, to safely move the probe from point A
to point C, insert a clearance move at point B.

If the clearance moves are omitted, the probe will move in a straight line
from point A to point C.  The resulting collision could damage the probe.
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 To insert a clearance move

Step 1
Move the probe to the desired clearance point.  Select a point that will
allow the probe to travel safely away from obstacles.

Step 2
Click the goto here button on the program toolbar.

Use this procedure whenever directed to insert a clearance move in a
program.
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Creating the Start Point
It is a good practice to start the program at a point that is well clear of all
part geometry.  Move the probe to a clear position above the part.  Make
certain the probe is clear of obstructions in the XY plane.  Use this posi-
tion as the start and end point for the inspection in this chapter.

To record the quick start program

NOTE
Open a new part file before recording the quick start
program.

Step 1
Click on the record button on the program toolbar.

The QC-5000 is now recording all actions as a part program.  Use part
programs for repetitive inspection tasks.  For example, if you need to
inspect 100 identical parts create a program while inspecting the first
part.  Run the program to inspect the remaining 99 parts.

CAUTION
Unintentional probe collisions can result if the probe is not
well clear of the part when run.  Begin and end programs
at points well clear of any obstruction.
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To move the probe to the start point

Step 1
Position the touch probe at the start point as shown.

Step 2
Click on the goto button on the program toolbar.
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Recording the Part
View Window

Follow the instructions below to record the part view display into a pro-
gram.  Use this procedure every time the part view window display is
changed while recording a program.

To record the part view window display

Step 1
Right-click on the program template and select special steps as shown.

Step 2
Select record part view display.
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Creating the Datum
To create the primary plane

Step 1
Click the primary plane button on the datum toolbar.

Step 2
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 3
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 4
Insert  a clearance move at clearance point 1 as shown.
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Step 5
Click on the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 6
Probe third point as shown.

Step 7
Probe fourth point as shown.

Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The primary plane appears in the part view window.
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Creating the
Secondary Alignment

To create a secondary alignment

Step 1
Click the secondary line button on the datum toolbar.

Insert a clearance move as shown.

Step 2
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 3
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 4
Insert a clearance move as shown.
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Step 5
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 6
Insert a clearance move as shown.

Step 7
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 8
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 9
Probe the third point as shown.
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Step 10
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 11
Move the probe to the end point as shown.

Step 12
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

The secondary alignment appears in the part view window.
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Creating the
Zero Point

Measure the circle feature indicated to create the zero point.

Switch the active probe to VED for this measurement.

To activate the VED probe group

Step 1
Click on the status bar until VED probes is displayed as shown.

The VED probe group is now active.  Use the following procedure to select
the desired magnification.
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To select a magnification

Step 1
Click on the status bar until the desired magnification is displayed.

Position the circle in the video window as shown.

To create an arc tool

Step 1
Right click and select new VED probe from the list.
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Step 2
Place the wand tool as shown and click.

Step 2
Place the wand tool as shown and click.
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Step 3
Place the wand tool as shown and hold down the mouse button.

Step 4
Drag the wand tool in the desired scan direction.

An arc tool is created with edge scan in light-to-dark direction.
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To re-size a VED probe tool

Step 1
Place the hand cursor over the over the tool as shown.

Step 2
Hold the left mouse button and move the hand cursor to the desired size.
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To create a zero point

Step 1
Place the probe tool as shown.

Step 2
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.
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Step 3
Place the hand cursor over the corner of the probe tool as shown.

Step 4
Hold the mouse button and drag the corner of the probe tool to rotate as
shown.
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Step 5
Move the part and place the probe tool as shown.

Step 6
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.
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Step 7
Rotate the probe tool as shown.

Step 8
Move the part and place the probe tool as shown.
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Step 9
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.

Step 10
Rotate the probe tool as shown.
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Step 11
Move the part and place the probe tool as shown.

Step 12
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.
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Step 13
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 14
Click the zero button on the datum toolbar.

Step 15
Check X and Y axes as shown.

Step 16
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The reference frame appears in the part view window.
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Save the Reference
Frame

To save the reference frame

Step 1
Click the save reference frame button on the datum toolbar.

Step 2
Type a name for the reference frame.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Change the active probe group to contact probes.  Use the following pro-
cedure.
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To activate the contact probe group

Step 1
Click on the status bar as shown until contact probes appears in the box.

The contact probes group is now the active.

NOTE
The names assigned to probes and probe groups may vary
from those shown here.

NOTE
Dim the light controls to darken the live video window while
using the touch probe.
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Touch Probe
Measurement

Use the touch probe group to complete the following measurements.  Move
the probe to a safe start point well clear of the part geometry as shown.

CAUTION
Insert clearance moves as necessary to safely position the
probe.
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To measure a circle

NOTE
Three points are required to measure a circle.  Use more
points to increase accuracy.

Step 1
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 2
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 3
Probe the third point as shown.
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Step 4
Probe the fourth point as shown.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 6
Move the probe to the end point as shown.

Step 7
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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The circle appears in the part view window.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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Measuring 3-D Features
Follow the directions in this section to measure a circle, a cone, a cylinder,
and a plane.

Change the part view window perspective to south east view for these
measurements.  This will provide a better view for three-dimensional mea-
suring.

To change the part view perspective

Step 1
Click the south east view button on the view toolbar.

The part view window appears as shown.

Step 2
Right-click on the program template and select special steps as shown.
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Step 3
Select record part view display as shown.

The program template displays the steps as recorded.
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To measure a cone

Step 1
Position the probe as shown.

Step 2
Probe 3 points around the top of the cone as shown.

Step 3
Position the probe over the center of the cone at about the same level as
points 1, 2, and 3 as shown.

Step 4
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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Step 5
Probe 3 points around the bottom of the cone as shown.

Step 6
Position the probe above the center of the cone and clear of the part.

Step 7
Click the goto here button on the program toolbar.

Step 8
Probe two additional points as shown.

Step 9
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 10
Position the probe above the center of the cone at about the same level as
points 1, 2, and 3 as shown.

Step 11
Click the goto here button on the program toolbar.

The cone appears in the part view window.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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To measure a cylinder

Step 1
Position the probe as shown.

CAUTION
Insert any clearance moves necessary to avoid probe
collisions.

NOTE
Points 1,2, and 3 are around the top of the cylinder.

Step 2
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 4
Insert clearance point 1 as shown.

Step 5
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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Step 6
Insert clearance point 2 as shown.

Step 7
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 8
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 9
Insert clearance point 3 as shown.

Step 10
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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Step 11
Insert clearance point 4 as shown.

Step 12
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 13
Probe the third point as shown.

Step 14
Insert clearance point 5 as shown.
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Step 15
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

NOTE
Points 4, 5, and 6 are around the bottom of the cylinder.

Step 16
Probe the fourth point as shown.

Step 17
Insert clearance point 6 as shown.

Step 18
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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Step 19
Insert clearance point 7 as shown.

Step 20
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 21
Probe the fifth point as shown.

Step 22
Insert clearance point 8 as shown.
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Step 23
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 24
Insert clearance point 9 as shown.

Step 25
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 26
Probe the sixth point as shown.
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Step 27
Insert clearance point 10 as shown.

Step 28
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

NOTE
Points 7 and 8 are taken around the middle of the cylinder.

Step 29
Probe the seventh point as shown.

Step 30
Insert clearance point 11 as shown.
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Step 31
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 32
Insert clearance point 12 as shown.

Step 33
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 34
Probe the eighth point as shown.

Step 35
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 36
Move the probe to the end point  as shown.

Step 37
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

The cylinder appears in the part view window.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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To measure a plane

Step 1
Position the probe as shown.

CAUTION
Insert any clearance moves necessary to avoid probe
collisions.

Step 2
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 3
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 4
Probe the third point as shown.
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Step 5
Probe the fourth point as shown.

Step 6
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 7
Move the probe to the end point  as shown.

Step 8
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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The plane appears in the part view window.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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2-D Measurement
with VED

Follow the directions in this section to complete the feature measure-
ments.

Change the part view window perspective to top view for these measure-
ments.  This will provide a better view for VED measuring.

To change the part view perspective

Step 1
Click on top view on the view toolbar.

The part view window appears as shown.

Step 2
Right-click on the program template and select special steps as shown.
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Step 3
Select record part view display as shown.

Use the following instructions to switch to the VED probe group.
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To activate the VED probe group

Step 1
Click on the status bar until VED probes is displayed as shown.

The VED probe group is now active.

Follow the instructions in the section to measure circles 3 through 8.

Position the circle 3 in the center of the field of view (FOV) as shown.
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To create a circle probe tool

Step 1
Place the wand tool in the center of circle 3 as shown and click.

Step 2
Place the wand tool as shown and click.
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Step 3
Place the wand tool as shown hold the left-mouse button and drag out of
the circle.

Step 4
Release the mouse button.
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The circle tool is created
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To measure circle 3

Step 1
Place the circle tool over circle 3 as shown.

NOTE
Video measurements are most accurate in the center of
the field of view (FOV).  Center the probe tool by double-
clicking the tool button on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Click the center mouse button.
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Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

The circle appears in the part view window.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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To measure circle 4

Step 1
Move circle 4 into the field of view as shown.

Step 2
Place the wand tool in the center of the circle.
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Step 3
Click the center mouse button.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The circle appears in the part view window.
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Measurement results are displayed in the results window.

Use either method to measure circles 5 through 8.
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To construct a bolt hole circle

Step 1
Click the circle button on the measure toolbar.

Step 2
Highlight circles 3 through 8 in the features list as shown.

NOTE
Users can also select features by clicking on them in the
part view window.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The circle appears in the part view window.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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To construct a nearest distance

Step 1
Highlight circles 3 and 6 in the features list as shown.

NOTE
Hold down the control (ctrl) key to select items that are
not sequential in the features list.

Step 2
Click the distance button on the measure toolbar.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 4
Right-click in the results window and select nearest distance.

The constructed nearest distance between the two circles appears in the
part view window.
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To construct a farthest distance

Step 1
Highlight circles 4 and 7 in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Click on the distance button on the measure toolbar.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog.
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Step 4
Right-click in the results window and select farthest distance.

The constructed farthest distance between the two circles appears in the
part view window.
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To construct a center-to-center distance

Step 1
Highlight circles 5 and 8 in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Click the distance button on the measure toolbar.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 4
Right in the results window and select distance between features.

The constructed center-to-center distance between the two circles ap-
pears in the part view window.
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Creating the Second
Reference Frame

To change the part view

Step 1
Click the SE view button on the view toolbar.

The part view window appears as shown.

Step 2
Right-click on the program template and select special steps as shown.
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Step 3
Select record part view display.
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To measure a circle

Step 1
Place the circle in the field of view (FOV) as shown.

Step 2
Place the probe tool as shown.
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Step 3
Rotate the probe tool as shown.

Step 4
Place the probe tool as shown.
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Step 5
Click the center mouse button.

Step 6
Rotate the probe tool as shown.
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Step 7
Place the probe tool as shown.

Step 8
Click the center mouse button.
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Step 9
Rotate the probe tool as shown.

Step 10
Place the probe tool as shown.
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Step 11
Click the center mouse button.

Step 12
Click OK in the dialog box.

The circle appears in the part view window as shown.
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Measurement results are displayed in the results window.
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To create the second reference frame

Step 1
Highlight circle 20 in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Click the zero button on the datum toolbar.

Step 3
Check X and Y axes in the dialog box.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The reference frame indicator (RFI) shows the position of the second
reference frame in the part view window.
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To save a reference frame

Step 1
Click the save reference frame button on the datum toolbar.

Step 2
Type a name in the text box as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

The status bar shows the current reference frame.
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To create a duplicate feature

Step 1
Highlight circle 15 as shown.

Step 2
Click the circle button on the measure toolbar.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The duplicate feature of circle 22 appears in the second reference frame.

NOTE
Click the lock icon in the results window to lock/unlock
features.  Locked features are display results only in the
reference frame measured.

Unlocked features display results in the current reference
frame even if measured in a different reference frame.
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To construct an angle

Step 1
Highlight planes 1 and 8 in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Click the angle button on the measure toolbar.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The constructed angle appears in the part view window.
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To select the active probe

Step 1
Click on the status bar until contact probes is displayed as shown.

The contact probe group is now active.

To measure a line

Step 1
Probe point 1 as shown.

Step 2
Probe point 2 as shown.

Step 3
Probe point 3 as shown.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The line appears in the part view window as shown.

Measurement results are displayed in the results window.

Step 5
Move the probe to the end point as shown.

Step 6
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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To measure a line

Step 1
Probe point 1 as shown.

Step 2
Probe point 2 as shown.

Step 3
Probe point 3 as shown.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The line appears in the part view window as shown.
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Measurement results are displayed in the results window.

Step 5
Move the probe to the end point as shown.

Step 6
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.
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To construct an angle

Step 1
Highlight the lines 23 and 24 in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Click the angle button on the measure toolbar.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

The angle appears in the part view window.
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To perform a bi-directional tolerance

NOTE
This is an example of a group tolerance.  Use group
tolerances to apply one tolerance to a group of features.
A bi-directional tolerance can be applied to single features
or groups of features.

Step 1
Highlight the desired features in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Right-click in the results window and select tolerance, then select bi-direc-
tional tolerance.
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Step 3
Delete the stars (*) from the X, Y, and Z boxes.

Step 4
Click on the radius button as shown to change it to diameter.
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Step 5
Enter the nominal diameter value and the + and - tolerances.

Step 6
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The tolerance results are displayed in the features list.
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To perform a true position tolerance

Step 1
Select the desired feature in the features list as shown.

Step 2
Right-click in the results window and select tolerance, then select true
position.

Step 3
Delete the Z tolerance value.
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Step 4
Enter the desired nominal and tolerance values.

NOTE
Remove values from all fields that are not desired in the
final tolerance report.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The tolerance results window is displayed as shown.  Click OK to accept
the tolerance results.
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To perform a width tolerance

Step 1
Select the desired feature in the features list.

Step 2
Right-click in the results window and select tolerance, then select width.

Step 3
Enter values for width tolerance.
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results are displayed in the features list.
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To open the all tolerance template

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select the Alltol.5ft template as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The all tolerance template is displayed as shown.  All toleranced and
untoleranced features are displayed in this template until it is modified by
the user.
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To modify template properties

Step 1
Right-click in the all tolerances template and select template properties.

Step 2
Select filters.

Step 3
Select show features that meet any of the following conditions.
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Step 4
Click the add button.

Step 5
Type overallpass=1 and click OK as shown.

Step 6
Click the add button.

Step 7
Type overallpass=0 and click OK as shown.
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Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.

Only toleranced features are now displayed in the all tolerances template.
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To enter a formula

Step 1
Right-click in the results window and select add field.

Step 2
Type pi*sqr(radius) as shown.

Step 3
Type label as shown.
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 5
Drag the result into the features list as shown.

The area of all circle features is now displayed in the features list.
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Dynamic data exchange
Use the DDE output feature to export data to a spreadsheet application
in real time while the program is running.  Follow the procedure below to
DDE output to Microsoft Excel.

To DDE output to Excel

Step 1
Open Excel and create a new file to receive the DDE output.

Step 2
Highlight the desired feature in the features list as shown.
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Step 3
Right-click in the results window and select DDE output as shown.

Step 4
Type Excel in the application text box as shown.

Step 5
Type the name of the file created in step 1 as shown.
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Step 6
Enter the desired column or row for the data.

NOTE
Indicate columns by number NOT by letter.  Use 1 for A, 2
for B and so forth.

Step 7
Select the desired result coefficient as shown.

Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The data appears in the desired row and column of the Excel file.

The DDE step also appears in the program template.
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To export a tab delimited file to a spreadsheet

Step 1
Select the features to be exported from the features list.

NOTE
Hold down the ctrl key to select features that are not listed
sequentially in the features list.

Step 2
Select export from the file menu.

Step 3
Select tab delimited from the save file as type list in the export dialog box.
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Step 4
Type the name of the file in the file name text box.

Step 5
Use the folders box and drives list to select the storage location for the file.

Step 6
Click OK in the export dialog box.
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Step 7
Open the spreadsheet application and open the saved file.
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To export to a comma separated variable file (.csv)
Step 1
Select the features to be exported from the features list.

NOTE
Hold down the ctrl key to select features that are not listed
sequentially in the features list.

Step 2
Select export from the file menu.

Step 3
Select CSV from the save file as type list in the export dialog box.
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Step 4
Type the name of the file in the file name text box.

Step 5
Use the folders box and drives list to select the storage location for the file.

Step 6
Click OK in the export dialog box.
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Step 7
Open the spreadsheet application and open the saved file.
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To export to an Access database

Step 1
Select open template from the  windows menu.

Step 2
Open the QC5000ToAccess.5ft template as shown.

NOTE
The QC5000ToAccess.5ft template is located in the
c:\qc5000 directory.

The QC5000ToAccess.5ft templates appears as shown.
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Step 3
Select export from the file menu.

Step 4
Select the desired database as shown and click OK.

NOTE
There are three predefined exportable databases.  Use
QC5000_AC2000.mdb and QC5000_AC97.MDB to export
to Access2000 and Access97 respectively.  Use QC5000.mdb
to export to all other database applications.

NOTE
Predefined databases are stored in the c:\qc5000\exports
directory.

Step 5
Enter the table name as shown and click OK.

NOTE
Type the name featuresdata1 when using the predefined
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QC5000 databases.

Step 6
Start Access and open the current .mdb file and table to view the data in
the table.
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To complete the quick start program

Step 1
Move the touch probe to the position as shown.

Step 2
Select save from the file menu.

Step 3
Name the program and select the desired directory as shown.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To run the quick start program

Step 1
Select open from the file menu.

Step 2
Select the desired file as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 4
Click the new run button on the program toolbar.
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The program executes automatically.
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There are 4 types of probes allowed in probe library the multi-sensor QC-5000:

• Video edge detection (VED)
• Touch probes
• Laser probes (OEM)
• Optical crosshair

Multi-sensor QC-5000 systems can support all or any combination of the above
probes.  VED and video probes consist of a magnification and a probe tool.

For QC-5000 multi-sensor purposes magnifications are the same as probe tips
in probe library.  All probe calibration data is stored and maintained in probe
library.

Video probe tools determine the direction the QC-5000 scans while seeking an
edge.  For example, the circle probe tool directs the QC-5000 to scan from the
inside of a circle feature until it finds the edge.

Think of the magnification as the probe and the probe tool as the direction the
probe moves.

Video Edge Detection
(VED)

VED setup requires the creation and calibration of several magnifications.  Up
to 10 magnifications can be stored in the VED portion of probe library.

To create a new magnification

Step 1
Click the probe library button on the probes toolbar.

Click on the plus (+) sign next to VED as shown.

Step 2
Double-click on camera_1 as shown.
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Step3
Click the new button in the probe library window.

Step 4
Select the magnification radio button and click OK.

Step 5
Type the name of the magnification in the text box and click OK.

NOTE
Do not use spaces, dashes, or slashes in the names of probes,
magnifications, probe groups.

The new magnification is displayed as shown.
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To delete a magnification

Step 1
Click on the desired magnification in the probe library window as shown.

Step 2
Click the delete button.

Step 3
Click yes in the dialog box.
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The magnification is deleted from probe library.
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To assign a zoom position for a magnification

Step 1
Highlight the desired magnification as shown.

Step 2
Click on the mag tab.
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Step 3
Type the desired position as shown.

NOTE
Each magnification is assigned a different zoom position.  Zoom
position refers to the amount of magnification at a given lens
position.  The number of zoom positions is set by the OEM or
distributor during initial setup.

Step 3
Click OK.
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VED Calibrations
The following calibrations are required before using VED with the QC-5000:

• Auto focus teach (each magnification)
• Edge calibration (each VED probe tool)
• Pixel calibration (each magnification)
• Camera calibration (each camera)
• Parcentricity calibration (each magnification)

Use the glass master standard shipped with the QC-5000 to perform these cali-
brations.

NOTE
Perform all VED calibrations from the highest magnification to
the lowest magnification.  For example, if there are three
magnifications (low, medium, and high) perform calibrations
on high first.

NOTE
Ignore  calibration warnings as shown during the calibration
process.  Click the hide warning button and continue the
calibration.  The QC-5000 displays this message to warn users to
complete calibrations before performing inspections.

To perform an auto focus teach

Step 1
Highlight the desired magnification as shown.
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Step 2
Click on the auto focus tab as shown.

Step 3
Click the teach button.

Step 4
The teach dialog box appears as shown.
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Step 5
Position the Z axis with a circle completely within the field of view as shown.

Step 6
Click on the height probe button on the VED toolbar.

Step 7
Adjust the height probe tool as shown and adjust the light so the circle is black
and the background area is light grey.
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Step 8
Click next in the focus teach dialog box.

Step 9
Move the Z axis up until the image begins to lose focus as shown.

Step 10
Click next in the dialog box.

The system performs the auto focus teach.  The Z axis will move up and down
during this process.
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Step 11
Click finish to save the teach values.

The auto focus teach for the magnification is complete.  Perform this calibra-
tion for each magnification in probe library.
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After performing the auto focus teach, perform an edge teach for each VED
probe tool.  This example uses the simple tool but all VED probe tools are
calibrated using the same method.  Use edge teach to define the light-to-dark
edge characteristics for VED.

To perform an edge teach

Step 1
Click the autofocus button on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Position the Z axis with a circle completely within the field of view and in focus
as shown.

Step 2
Click the simple probe button on the VED toolbar.
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Step 3
Place the simple probe as shown.

Step 4
Right click in the video window and select teach VED edge.
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Step 5
Select auto as shown.

Step 6
Click OK.

The edge teach for the magnification is complete.
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Pixel calibration
Use the pixel calibration to calibrate camera pixels to the glass master standard.
Perform a pixel calibration for each magnification.

To perform a pixel calibration

Step 1
Position the largest circle on the standard in the center of the field of view as
shown.

Step 2
Click on the new probe button on the VED toolbar.
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Step 3
Click in the dark area of the circle as shown.  After each click an star appears in
that position.

Step 4
On the third click, hold the mouse button down and drag toward the edge of
the circle.
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Step 5
Release the mouse button once in the light area as shown.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 5 create a custom video tool.  The inside circle
on the tool is black and the outside circle is green.  This indicates
that the QC-5000 will look for points moving from the dark area
towards the light area.

Step 6
Click on the auto focus button on the VED toolbar.

Step 7
Click on the probe library button on the probe toolbar.
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Step 8
Click on the resolution tab and then click on teach.

Step 9
Enter the measured diameter of the standard circle and click continue as shown.

NOTE
Do not enter the diameter as measured with the QC-5000.  Use
the diameter found on the standard’s case.

Step 10
Click enter pt in the dialog box as shown.

NOTE
At least 90 points are required to perform a pixel calibration.
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Step 11
Click OK.

Step 12
Click OK in probe library.

The pixel calibration for this magnification is complete.  Perform pixel calibra-
tions for each magnification in probe library.
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To perform a camera calibration

NOTE
Perform necessary mechanical alignments according to OEM
instructions prior to performing a camera calibration with the
QC-5000.

Step 1
Highlight the lowest magnification in probe library as shown and click set cur-
rent.

Step 2
Highlight the desired camera as shown.
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Step 3
Click on the orientation tab and then click the teach button.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 5
Adjust the field of view as shown.
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Step 6
Turn on axis lock as shown.

Step 7
Use the circle probe to measure the circle on the left.
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Step 8
Click the center mouse button.

Step 9
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 10
Use the X axis to move the circle to the right side of the field of view as shown.

NOTE
Do not move the Y axis.  Select joystick from the tools menu and
then choose axis lock.

Step 11
Use the circle probe to measure the circle on the right.
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Step 12
Click enter pt in the dialog box.

The video window appears as shown.

Step 13
Click OK.
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Step 14
Click OK  in probe library.

The camera calibration is now complete.

NOTE
Perform a mechanical re-alignment if the camera skew is greater
than 1 degree.
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Parcentricity calibration
Perform a parcentricity calibration to ensure the optics center of each lens is
properly aligned.  All systems with more than one magnification require
parcentricity calibration.  Parcentricity calibrations are performed only after all
other calibrations are complete.  Use a circle on the standard that will fit the
field of view in all magnifications.

To perform a parcentricity calibration

NOTE
In this demonstration the following magnifications appear in
probe library: High, MedHigh, Medium, MedLow, and Low.
Individual users may have selected different names for the
magnifications stored in probe library.  To duplicate this process
use the highest magnification for step 1.

NOTE
Do not move the stage  between magnifications while
performing the parcentricity calibration.

Step 1
Highlight the highest magnification  as shown and click set current.
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Step 2
Center the desired circle in the field of view.

Step 3
Click the offset tab.

Step 4
Place a check in the reference checkbox as shown.
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Step 5
Click the teach button.

Step 6
Highlight the medhigh (or next highest) magnification  as shown and click set
current.

Step 7
Click the offset tab.

NOTE
Make certain the reference box is unchecked.
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Step 8
Click the teach button.

Step 9
Probe the circle as shown using the circle probe.

Step 10
Click the enter pt button.
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The video window appears as shown.

Step 11
Click OK.
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The QC-5000 automatically switches to the medhigh magnification.

Step 12
Probe the circle as shown using the circle probe.
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Step 13
Click the enter pt button in the dialog box.

The video window appears as shown.

Step 14
Click OK.

The parcentricity calibration for high and medhigh magnifications are com-
plete.  Use this process to perform parcentricity calibrations for the remaining
magnifications.
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VED Probes
Use VED probes to measure features with a distinct light-to-dark edge.  VED
probes are animated by small hash marks that move along the green probe
outline.  The animation shows the scan direction and the direction of edge
detection.

The QC-5000 contains the following VED probes:

• New VED probe
• Simple probe
• Circle probe
• Buffer probe
• Average probe
• Nearest probe
• Farthest probe
• Height probe
• Width probe
• Blob probe
• Pattern probe
• Worm probe

New probe tool
Use the new probe tool to create simple, circle, or buffer probes.

To access the new probe tool

Step 1
Click on the new probe button on the VED toolbar.

OR

Step 1
Right click in the video window as shown.
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Step 2
Select new tool from the menu.
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Hand cursors
Use the hand cursors to re-size, rotate, and move probe tools in the video win-
dow.  The arrow cursor becomes a hand cursor when placed next to a probe tool.

To move a probe tool

Step 1
Place the hand cursor in the center of the tool as shown.
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Step 2
Hold the mouse button down and drag the tool to the desired position.

Step 3
Release the mouse button.
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To re-size a probe tool

Step 1
Place the hand cursor on the portion of the tool to be re-sized.

Step 2
Hold the mouse button down and drag until the tool is the desired size.
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Step 3
Release the mouse button.

NOTE
Both the inner and outer portion of a probe tool may be resized
using this procedure.
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To rotate a probe tool

Step 1
Place the hand cursor at the end of the tool to be rotated.

Step 2
Hold the mouse button down and drag in the direction of the desired rotation.
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Step 3
Release the mouse button.
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Simple probe
Use the simple probe to take a single point on an edge.

To create a simple probe

Step 1
Click on the  new probe tool button on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Hold the mouse button down and drag in the desired scan direction.
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Step 3
Release the mouse button.
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Circle probe
Use the circle probe to find the diameter and center XY coordinates of a circle or
arc.  The circle probe is also used in calibration procedures.

To create a circle probe

Step 1
Click on the new probe tool button on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Click at two points along the circle edge as shown.
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Step 3
Hold the mouse button down on the third point and drag in the desired scan
direction.

Step 4
Release the mouse button.
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Buffer probe
Use the buffer probe to take up to 1000 points along an edge.

To create a buffer probe

Step 1
Click on the new probe tool on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Click at two points along the desired edge as shown.
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Step 3
Hold the mouse button down and drag in the desired scan direction.

Step 4
Release the mouse button.
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Average probe

Use the average probe to determine the average point along an edge.

Nearest probe

Use the nearest probe to find the nearest XY coordinates of an edge in the direc-
tion of the scan.
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Farthest probe

Use the farthest probe to find the farthest XY coordinates of an edge in the
direction of the scan.

Height probe

Use the height probe in conjunction with autofocus to perform a point or height
measurement.
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Width probe

Use the width probe to perform a width measurements or to determine a mid-
point.

Blob probe

Use the blob probe to find the center of mass on irregular features.
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Pattern probe

Use the pattern probe to perform pattern recognition.
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Worm probe
The worm probe is used to measure regular and irregular features, totally in-
cluded within the field of view or extending beyond the field of view.  The worm
tool can be used to measure points, lines, arcs, circles and profiles.

Selecting the worm probe
The worm probe is selected by clicking Worm in the VED Probes menu, or by
clicking the Worm probe icon of the VED toolbar.

Create the worm probe using the New VED Probe
The worm probe can be created by double-clicking and dragging the New VED
Probe cursor icon in the desired scan direction.

Creating the worm probe across a light-to-dark or dark-to-light boundary auto-
matically orients to scan across the boundary properly, as shown below.

Select the New VED Probe... double-click and...
drag the probe cursor in the

desired scan direction

Double-clicking the
New VED Probe...

and dragging it
across a bounary...

correctly orients the
Worm probe
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Firing the Worm probe
Firing the worm probe causes a number of scans to be generated perpendicular
to and across the perimeter of the image edge in the perpendicular direction
indicated by the probe.  Each scan acquires a data point at the edge of the
image.  Click the middle mouse button or the Enter Pt
button to fire the probe.

This process of scanning to acquire points is functionally identical to firing a
series of simple probes across the image edge.

Changing the perpendicular scan direction
The perpendicular scan direction can be changed by clicking and dragging ei-
ther end of the worm probe rotationally.

To change the scan direction...

Examples of the Worm tool acquiring points
along a line...

around a circle... and around a slot

click the probe tip... and drag the tip rotationally
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Selecting the light contrast orientation
The Worm probe light-to-dark or dark-to-light scan orientation must be con-
figured properly to acquire points.  An orientation can be selected by clicking
the desired VED toolbar icon.  Orientations include:

• Light to dark transition
A probe configured to acquire a point on a light to dark
transition will not function on dark to light transitions.

• Dark to light transition
A probe configured to acquire a point on a dark to light
transition will not function on light to dark transitions.

• First transition
A probe configured to acquire a point on the first transition
will function properly on any clean, well-defined transition

Orientations can be
changed by double-click-
ing the front tip of the
probe as shown here.

Repeatedly double-clicking
the probe tip cycles
through the three light
contrast orientations.

Light-to-dark

Dark-to-light

First

Double-clicking the
tool tip...

changes the light
contrast configuration
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Changing the perimeter scan direction
The direction shapes are scanned around their perimeters can be toggled from
side to side by clicking the hand cursor on the scan line.

Terminating perimeter scans
The scanning process stops when:

• The scans are interrupted by the field of view rectangle
• The scans are terminated by the stop sign
• Scans are completed around an entire perimeter

Clicking the scan line... changes the perimeter
scan direction

Scans are interrupted by the field
of view rectangle

Scans are terminated by the stop
sign

Scans are completed around an
entire perimeter

Perimeter scan
direction

Perimeter scan
direction
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Terminating scans with the stop sign
When separated from the worm probe, the stop sign can be placed at any point
on the image edge to terminate the scanning process.

The stop sign is separated from the worm probe by double-clicking the hand
icon over the center of the probe.  The stop sign can then be positioned at any
point by clicking and dragging it.

The stop sign is green when connected, and red when separated from the probel.

The stop sign is reunited with the probe by clicking and dragging it back over
the center of the probe and releasing the mouse button, or by double-clicking
the stop sign.

Extending scans beyond the field of view
The field of view is indicated by a rectangle that encloses the contents of the
video window.  Red rectangles stop scans at the edge of the field of view, green
rectangles permit the scanning to extend beyond the field of view.

The field of view rectangle can be
toggled from red to green to ex-
tend scanning beyond the field of
view rectangle.  Click on the field
of view rectangle to toggle it be-
tween red and green.  When scans
are extended beyond the field of
view, the CNC stage will repeat-
edly reposition the camera over the
part so that all required perimeter
edges are scanned.

Stop sign placed for scanning left Stop sign placed for scanning right

Separate the stop sign by
double-clicking it

Once the stop sign is
separated...

Click and drag it to the
desired location

Click on the field of view rectangle... to toggle it to green and permit
scanning beyond the field of view
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Video Probes
In addition to the VED probes there are two video probes that are not properly
considered edge detecting.  They are:

• Crosshair probe
• Video chart probe

Crosshair probe

Use the crosshair probe take individual points.

Video charts probe

Use the video charts probe  to place .dxf file overlays on the video screen.
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Edge Teaching
Use the teach button on the VED toolbar to teach edge characterization.  There
are three edge algorithms used by the QC-5000.  They are as follows:

• First
• Strongest
• Auto

Select first to instruct the QC-5000 to select the first edge meeting the mini-
mum edge strength.

Select strongest to find all edges in the scan direction and select the strongest
edge found.

Select auto to instruct the QC-5000 to re-calculate the minimum edge strength
each time the probe tool is fired.
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To perform a simple edge teach

Step 1
Click on the simple probe button on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Place the simple probe over the desired edge.

Step 3
Click on the teach button on the VED toolbar.

Step 4
Select the desired edge algorithm (first, strongest, or auto).
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Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

There are three edge types recognized by the QC-5000.  They are as follows:

• Either
• Light-to-dark
• Dark-to-light

Select either to instruct the probe tool to seek the first edge it encounters, either
light-to-dark OR dark-to-light.

Select dark-to-light to force the probe tool to seek dark-to-light edges only.

Select light-to-dark to force the probe tool to seek light-to-dark edges only.
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To perform an advanced edge teach

Step 1
Click on the simple probe button on the VED toolbar.

Step 2
Place the simple probe button over the desired edge.

Step 3
Click on the teach button on the VED toolbar.

Step 4
Click on the advanced button as shown.
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Step 5
Select the desired edge algorithm.

Step 6
Select the desired edge type.

NOTE
Set the desired minimum contrast by entering a value in the min
contrast text box if a specific level is desired.  Otherwise click
the teach button after selecting algorithm and edge type.

Step 7
Click on the teach button.
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Step 8
Click OK.
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Probe Library
Probe library organizes all the probes used with the QC-5000 software.  Use
probe library to set up and manage probes and probe settings.

Probe set up functions include:
• creating probe groups
• designating a master probe

Management functions include:
• storing reference offset data
• storing probe qualification data
• adding/deleting probes from groups

Probe Families
& Groups

Click the probe library button on the probe toolbar to view the tool library
dialog box.

Probes are organized into families and groups.   Families consist of groups.
Groups consist of probe tips.

Probe families organize similar probe groups.  For example, the contact probes
family contains the groups: TouchProbe and StarProbe.

Click on the plus (+) sign next to the contact probes family.
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Observe the three default probe groups: TouchProbe and StarProbe.

TouchProbe group
Touch probes have an internal switch that sends an electronic signal when the
probe contacts the part.  This electronic signal allows the auto-enter feature of
the QC-5000 to automatically enter the point.

StarProbe group
Star probes are actually a variant of touch probes.  Each star probes have five tips
arranged bottom, left, right, front, and back.  These tips appear by default in the
StarProbe group.
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To create a new probe group

Step 1
Highlight the desired probe family for the new group.

Step 2
Click on the new button.

Step 3
Type a name for the group in the name text box.
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Check the auto change box  for probes interchangeable with other groups.  If
using an indexable or friction  probe, check the appropriate box.  Otherwise,
proceed to step 4.

Step 4
Enter the desired probe direction distance. This is the distance the probe must
travel in a direction prior to making contact with the part.

NOTE
Probe direction distance determines in which direction probe
compensation is applied.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The new group appears in the probe library as shown.
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Probe Calibration
There are two factors that influence probe measurements: the radius of the
probe tip and the spatial (X, Y, and Z) position of the probe tip.  All measure-
ments are based on the location of the center of the probe tip.  Probe compensa-
tion applies a calculation to correct for the radius of the probe on each measure-
ment.  The compensation for each probe tip is calculated automatically when
the probe is taught.

Click on the TouchProbe group and observe the probes in the right-hand data
box.  The following information appears in the probe data box by default name
of the probe, date of probe qualification, and the name of the person who per-
formed the qualification.

NOTE
The date and the name of the person qualifying the probe are
taken from the Windows system clock and login respectively.

Probe qualification, or probe teaching, refers to the process of establishing the
dimension of the probe tip.  This process typically involves taking a number of
probe hits on a qualification sphere with a known diameter.  Qualifying, or
teaching, a probe also provides offsets for probe compensation.
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Master probe tips
Teaching a probe also establishes the spatial (X, Y, and Z) position of the probe
tip (master probe tip) or the X, Y, and Z offsets (non-master tips) from the
master tip.  There is only one master tip for multi-sensor systems.  All tips are
referenced to the master tip regardless of group.  The X, Y, and Z values of each
probe in a group is compared to the master probe.  The difference becomes the
X, Y, and Z offset value for each non-master probe tip.

For example, a star probe group has five probe tips: one master tip and four
non-master tips.  The X, Y, and Z position on the non-master tips are all calcu-
lated by the offset from the position of the master tip.  Since the tips on a star
probe are fixed and repeatable simply re-teaching the master tip is sufficient to
update the entire group.

The same holds true for index probes.  Each position can be entered into probe
library as a new tip.  Establishing one position as the master tip allows all the
non-master tips (positions) to update when the master tip is re-taught.

To teach (qualify) a master probe tip

Step 1
Highlight the desired probe as shown.

Step 2
Check the reference offset checkbox as shown.
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Step 3
Click on the teach button.

Step 4
Probe the qualification sphere as shown.

NOTE
4 points are the minimum required for a sphere measurement.
Use more points to increase the accuracy of your measurements.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The probe information is updated in the probe library.

Qualification results are displayed in the results window.
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To teach (qualify) a non-master probe tip

Step 1
Highlight the desired probe as shown.

Step 2
Click the teach button.
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Step 3
Probe the qualification sphere as shown.

NOTE
4 points are the minimum required for a sphere measurement.
Use more points to increase the accuracy of your measurements.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The updated probe information appears in the probe library.
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Qualification results are displayed in the results window.
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Cross Calibration of
Touch Probe and
Camera

Touch probes and VED cameras are mounted in different physical locations on
the measuring system.  Cross-calibrate the touch probe and the VED camera to
compensate for the offset.

NOTE
The VED family is the master family in this demonstration.

To cross calibrate a touch probe to a VED camera

Step 1
Click on contact probes as shown.

Step 2
Click on the offset tab.
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The reference probe high dialog box appears as shown.

Step 3
Position the ring gauge in the video window as shown and place the buffer tool as
shown.

Step 4
Click the autofocus button on the VED toolbar.

When the autofocus is complete, use the simple tool to measure the ring gauge.
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Step 5
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 6
Probe the second point as shown.
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Step 7
Probe the third point as shown.

Continue taking points in this manner until 8 points have been taken.

Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.

The teach probe tip dialog box appears as shown and the QC-5000 switches to
the reference  touch probe tip.
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Step 9
Probe 8 points on the ring gauge as shown.

Step 10
Click OK in the dialog box.

The teach probe tip dialog box appears as shown.
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Step 11
Probe a point on top of the ring gauge as shown.

Step 12
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 13
Click OK in probe library.

The calibration is complete.  Check the accuracy by measuring the ring gauge
with both probes a second time.
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Using a Probe Rack
Use a probe rack to store additional probe tips.  Probe tips housed in the probe
rack can be exchanged during inspections according to need.  For example, a
probe rack allows the user to switch from a single probe tip to a star probe tip.

All probe transitions must occur through the appropriate established methods.
You must never manually change a probe tip or manually place/remove probes
from ports in the rack. Valid probe transitions can be set in the Probe Library
dialog box by selecting the probe you wish to switch to, then select the "Set
Current" button. Proper probe transitions can also be included in a program.
If at any time, either during normal operation or while a program is executing,
the QC-5000 fails to correctly perform a probe change, then the affected probes
will need to be unloaded from the probe rack, then reloaded.

Probe Rack Setup
Set machine zero each time you launch the QC-5000.  A repeatable machine
zero position is required to find the probe rack.

Follow the  instructions of the probe rack manufacturer to install the probe rack
on your system.  Once the probe rack is mounted and it's position entered in
the QC-5000 it cannot be moved.

NOTE
Mount the probe rack so the current probe can reach each of
the ports.

NOTE
Mount the rack firmly so there is no movement in any direction.
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Probe rack orientation
The four orientations accepted by the QC-5000 are as shown.

+X Orientation
Along the back edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the
+X direction (see below).
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+Y Orientation
Along the left edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the +Y
direction (see below).
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-X Orientation
Along the front edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the
-X direction (see below).
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 -Y Orientation
Along the right edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the
-Y direction (see below).
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Probe Rack Calibration
Calibrate the probe rack to establish its position on the measuring table and
define the location of probes within the rack.

Select CNC from the tools menu to display the CNC window.  Calibration
information is entered on the probe rack settings tab of the CNC window.

Select the appropriate number of ports and orientation for the rack you will be
using.  Other settings on this tab are explained below but require adjustment
only if there is difficulty loading a probe tip.

Initial clearance:
the position the probe moves in preparation for docking.

Docking distance:
the distance the probe moves into the rack port to dock or pickup a probe.

Retract distance:
the distance the probe moves from the rack port after docking.

Dropping in Z:
the distance the Z axis moves into the rack during a probe drop.

Pickup in Z:
the distance the Z axis moves from the docking port after probe pickup.

Release in Z:
the distance the Z axis moves from the docking port during a probe drop.

Approach in Z:
the distance the Z axis moves into the rack during a probe pickup.
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Port position offset:
the offset distance along the axis of the rack between the center of the docking
module and the center of the probe tip used for calibration.

Enter port position offsets in the QC-5000 as follows:

If the rack orientation is X Positive: Enter the X value
If the rack orientation is X Negative: Enter the negative of the X value
If the rack orientation is Y Positive Enter the Y value
If the rack orientation is Y Negative Enter the negative of the Y value
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DATRACK part program
Use the DATRACK part program  to establish and save the coordinate system
of the rack.  There are eight DATRACK programs stored in the c:\qc5000\Probe
Rack folder.  Select the appropriate program for the probe rack installed.

• 4 port rack in the +X orientation DATRACK4XP.5pa
• 4 port rack in the +Y orientation DATRACK4YP.5pa
• 4 port rack in the -X orientation DATRACK4XN.5pa
• 4 port rack in the -Y orientation DATRACK4YN.5pa
• 6 port rack in the +X orientation DATRACK6XP.5pa
• 6 port rack in the +Y orientation DATRACK6YP.5pa
• 6 port rack in the -X orientation DATRACK6XN.5pa
• 6 port rack in the -Y orientation DATRACK6YN.5pa

To check probe rack orientation

NOTE
Enter NLEC or SLEC data before calibrating the probe rack.

Step 1
Measure a line along the front of the probe rack as shown.

NOTE
Do not move the Z axis.
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Step 2
Click OK in the dialog box.

NOTE
Re-adjust the orientation of the probe rack if the angle of the
line is greater than 1.0 degree from the nominal orientation.

Run the desired DATRACK part program.

To run the DATRACK program

NOTE
Use a 2mm probe tip with a 20 mm stylus when running the
DATRACK program.

Step 1
Select open from the file menu.

Step 2
Select the desired DATRACK program as shown.
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Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 4
Click yes in the dialog box.

Step 5
Click the new run button on the program toolbar.

Follow the on-screen prompts to complete the DATRACK program.

NOTE
Use the following procedure if this error message is displayed.

To edit the initial settings of the DATRACK program

Step 1
Click on the + next to initial settings as shown.
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Step 2
Highlight the select probe line as shown.

Step 3
Double-click on the line to edit it.

Step 4
Click to insert the current probe as shown.

Click the new run button on the program toolbar to run the edited program.
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As the DATRACK program runs the user is prompted to complete several tasks.
Use the following procedures to complete the DATRACK program.

To enter the datum in the DATRACK program

Step 1
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 2
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 3
Open all probe rack ports as shown.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 5
Probe the first point on the probe rack as shown.

Step 6
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 7
Probe the second point on the probe rack as shown.

Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 9
Probe the third point on the probe rack as shown.

Step 10
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 11
Click OK in the dialog box.

At this point the program completes the necessary steps to create a reference
frame for the probe rack.

Step 12
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The probe rack appears in the part view window as shown.

The probe rack is calibrated and ready for probes to be loaded.
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To load a probe

Step 1
Position the probe in front of the desired port as shown.
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Step 2
Click the load button as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To unload a probe

Step 1
Click the unload button as shown.

Step 2
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Chapter 4
Programming

The QC-5000 is user programmable.  Users can perform a series of steps and
save it as a program for later use.  When the program is executed the QC-5000
prompts the user to perform the necessary steps for the inspection of the part.
This function is useful for repetitive measuring of large quantities of parts.  QC-
5000 programs are part specific, that is each program is for a specific part.  A
sample program and instructions to create it are included in this chapter.

Programming Overview
The QC-5000 programming feature works like a tape recorder.  The following
sections explain programming features and demonstrate how to create, save,
and run a program.  To avoid confusion, use the QC-5000 demo part for the
following sections.  Any multi-feature part may be substituted in later pro-
grams.

Keep in mind that QC-5000 programs execute sequentially. If a step references
a feature, that feature must already be measured. Here are two simple tips for
hassle free programming:

• Only reference features that have been measured prior to the step that
references them.

• Do not delete a features that are part of a construction.

NOTE
In this section all instructions refer to the program toolbar.  The
same procedures can be performed using the pull down menus
at the top of the screen as well.

NOTE
Toolbars in the QC-5000 software can be customized.  This manual
attempts to display the most common toolbar arrangements.
Some users may find the toolbar setup on their system varies
from those shown here.
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The Program Toolbar
To display the program toolbar select ‘toolbars’ from the View pull down menu.
In the Toolbars dialog box, click on ‘program’ in the list box on the left then
click the Show button. Click the OK button to continue.

Record/Edit Program

Click the record/edit button to start recording a program. The QC-5000 soft-
ware will record all actions from this point as a new program or as an addition to
an existing program.   To stop recording, click the Pause Program button (see
below).

Pause Program

Click the Pause Program button to stop a currently running program or to stop
recording/editing a program.  The last step executed before the program was
paused is highlighted in the program window.

New Run

Click the New Run button to run a program from the first step.  When New
Run is clicked the program begins from the first step regardless of the step
selected in the program window.

Run Program From Current Step

Click the Run Program From Current Step button to run a program from the
currently selected step in the program window.

Run Just Current Step

Click the Run Just Current Step to execute only the currently selected step and
then pause the program.
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Recording a Program

To create a program

Step 1
Select new from the file menu.  Then select part.

Step 2
Click the record/edit button on the program toolbar.

Step 3
Type a program name as shown.
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Step 4
Click OK.

Step 5
Perform the desired steps.
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To open a saved program

Step 1
Select open from the file menu.

Step 2
Highlight the desired program as shown.

Step 3
Click the OK button.
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Running A Program
Running a saved program is easy. Open the part file using the method below.

To run a program

Step 1
Select new from the file menu.

Step 2
Select run from the sub-menu.

OR

Step 1
Click the new run button on the program toolbar.
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Sample Program
Automate repetitive measurement task using the QC-5000 programming fea-
ture.  Use the information in this chapter to create QC-5000 part programs.  A
part program is a series of measurements and associated tasks that run auto-
matically when executed.  For example, a part program may contain the mea-
surement of a feature as well as the CNC moves required for the measurement.

Click the record/edit button on the program toolbar to begin a program.  Next,
measure a series of geometric features. Each step is recorded into the program
including probe changes, light control, and probe movements.

Use advanced programming features such as conditional statements, arrays, and
palletization to measure complex parts with a minimal set of instructions. Im-
port CAD files to streamline and simplify programming.

Demonstrations in this chapter use the demo part included with the QC-5000
system.

Begin each part program with a new part file.  This ensures that only the desired
tasks are included in the part program.

To create a new part file

NOTE
Save any files that are currently open before creating a new part
file.

Step 1
Select new part from the file menu.

NOTE
The following joystick setup options are used in this chapter:
• Button 1 – speed toggle
• Button 2 – axis lock
• Button 3 – goto command
Users may find it helpful to match these settings.

Establish a reference frame to align the part on the stage and set a datum. Use
the primary plane, secondary line, and zero as shown for this demonstration.

NOTE
This demonstration uses a multi-sensor system equipped with a
touch probe and VED (video edge detection).   The steps can be
completed using a single sensor system (VED or touch probe) if
necessary.
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To record a program

Step 1
Click the record/edit button on the program toolbar.

The status bar displays recording in red.
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To display the feature list

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select features.5ft as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To display the program template

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select program.5ft as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Follow the instructions below to record the part view display into a program.
Use this procedure every time the part view window display is changed while
recording a program.
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To record the part view window display

Step 1
Right-click on the program template and select special steps as shown.

Step 2
Select record part view display.

CAUTION
Use clearance moves to ensure the probe does not collide with
the part or other obstructions on the measuring stage.  For
example, to safely move the probe from point A to point D,
insert clearance moves at point B and point C.  If the clearance
moves are omitted, the probe will move in a straight line from
point A to point D.  The resulting collision could damage the
probe.
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 To insert a clearance move

Step 1
Move the probe to the desired clearance point.  Select a point that will allow the
probe to travel safely away from obstacles.

Step 2
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Use this procedure whenever directed to insert a clearance move in a program.
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To measure the primary plane

Step 1
Click the primary plane button on the datum toolbar.

Step 2
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 3
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 4
Insert  a clearance move at clearance point 1 as shown.

Step 5
Click on the goto button on the program toolbar.
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Step 6
Probe third point as shown.

Step 7
Probe fourth point as shown.

Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The primary plane with the RFI (reference frame indicator) is displayed in the
part view window.
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Use clearance moves to position the probe for the next measurement.

To measure the secondary line

Step 1
Click the secondary line button on the datum toolbar.

Insert a clearance move as shown.

Step 2
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 3
Probe the first point as shown.

Step 4
Insert a clearance move as shown.
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Step 5
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 6
Insert a clearance move as shown.

Step 7
Click the goto button on the program toolbar.

Step 8
Probe the second point as shown.

Step 9
Probe the third point as shown.
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Step 6
Click OK in the dialog box.

The secondary line is displayed in the part view window.
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To switch the active probe to VED

Step 1
Click on the status bar until VED is displayed.

Step 2
Click on the status bar until the desired magnification is displayed.

NOTE
Systems equipped with a probe rack display the following
prompt:

Use clearance moves to position the probe for the next measurement.
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To create an arc tool

Step 1
Right click and select new VED probe from the list.

Step 2
Place the wand tool as shown and click.
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Step 2
Place the wand tool as shown and click.

Step 3
Place the wand tool as shown and hold down the mouse button.
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Step 4
Drag the wand tool in the desired scan direction.

An arc tool is created with edge scan in light-to-dark direction.
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To measure the zero feature

Step 1
Place the probe tool as shown.

Step 2
Click the center mouse button.
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Step 3
Place the hand cursor over the corner of the probe tool as shown.

Step 4
Hold the mouse button and drag the corner of the probe tool to rotate as shown.
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Step 5
Move the part and place the probe tool as shown.

Step 6
Click the center mouse button.
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Step 7
Rotate the probe tool as shown.

Step 8
Move the part and place the probe tool as shown.
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Step 9
Click the center mouse button.

Step 10
Rotate the probe tool as shown.
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Step 11
Move the part and place the probe tool as shown.

Step 12
Click the center mouse button.
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Step 13
Click OK in the dialog box.

The circle is displayed in the part view window.
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To create a zero point

Step 1
Click the zero button on the datum toolbar.

Step 2
Check the X and Y axes as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

The center of the circle is XY datum and the Z datum is the primary plane.
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To save the reference frame

Step 1
Click the save reference frame button on the datum toolbar.

Step 2
Type a name for the reference frame.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Use one of the small circles around the cone feature for the next measurement.
Follow the directions below to complete the task.
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To measure a circle

Step 1
Position circle 2 in the FOV (field of view) as shown.

Step 2
Click the circle tool button on the VED toolbar.

Step 3
Use the hand cursor to re-size the circle tool.
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Step 4
Click the autofocus button on the VED toolbar.

Step 5
Click the center mouse button.

Step 6
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Move circle 3 into the FOV as shown and measure it using the same process.
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To construct a distance

Step 1
Click the distance icon on the measure toolbar.

Step 2
Highlight circles 2 and 3 in the features list as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The distance is displayed in the part view window.
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To save a program

Step 1
Select save from the file menu.

Step 2
Type the desired named as shown.

Step 3
Select the desired directory and click OK.

This completes the program.
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To run a program

Step 1
Position the probe clear of the part as shown.

Step 2
Click the new run button on the program toolbar.
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Program Properties
Double-click on the program properties step to view the program properties
dialog box.

The program properties dialog box appears as shown.

NOTE
The supervisor password is required to access the program
properties dialog box.

NOTE
Program properties is the first step of every program and cannot
be deleted.
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Fixturing tab
The fixturing tab contains the following options: none, temporary, and perma-
nent. These refer to the type of fixture used to position parts on the stage. The
default is permanent.

None
Select none if no fixture is to be used.   The user must measure the reference
frame manually for each part.  Once the reference frame is measured the QC-
5000 will complete the program automatically.

Temporary
Select temporary for fixtures that are not permanently positioned on the stage.
For example, a temporary fixture may be placed on the stage to measure only
certain types of parts.  It is removed to measure other parts.

To use the temporary fixture mode, save the reference frame when creating the
part program.  The next time the program is run, the QC-5000 will prompt the
user to measure the reference manually before completing the program in CNC
mode. Once the user measures the reference frame, the remaining parts and
their reference frames are measured automatically.

Permanent
Select permanent for fixtures that are permanently positioned on the stage.  Choose
permanent if the system is always used to measure the same parts in the same
fixture. In permanent fixture mode, the QC-5000 automatically measures the
entire part when the user selects new run.
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General tab
The general tab contains the following checkboxes:
• Use machine reference frame
• Empty feature list before running
• Use probe teach values as recorded
• Do not report any errors during program running
• Prevent program from being modified by anyone but the supervisor
• On a measurement failure goto label
• Randomly measure this percent of guide features

Use machine reference frame
Check to use machine zero at the start of a program.  Uncheck to use part zero.

Empty feature list before running
Check to delete all features from the features list before running.

Use probe teach values as recorded
Check to use previously recorded probe teaches.

Do not report any errors during program running
Check to ignore all errors while running the program

Prevent program from being modified by anyone but the supervisor
Check to require the supervisor password from users before allowing changes.

On a measurement failure goto label
Check to create a goto step if a measurement fails.

Randomly measure this percent of guide features
Used to measure a random number of features on a part, normally guide fea-
tures are features that are never measured except in this special case where a
percentage of them will be.
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Initial Settings
Initial settings are the system settings when record button is clicked. Unless
intentionally removed by the programmer, initial settings is always the second
step of every program.

Click the + sign in front of  the initial settings to view its steps.

The initial settings super step is expanded as shown.

Display part view map
Draws the part as it is measured in the part view window.

Hide position indicator
Hides the position indicator until the reference frame is saved.

Light control
Captures the current light control when the user clicks the record/edit button.

Probe path data
Inserts the default probe path data parameters into the program. Probe path
Data determines the velocity of the system when probing and traversing.  It also
sets the approach, search, and retract distances for touch probes. Double-click
on the probe path data step to display the probe path data dialog box.
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Velocity factor
Probing %:
percent of the max speed the stage will move as it takes touch probe points.

Non-probing %
speed the stage moves when not probing. This is generally set to 100%.

Approach
the point at which the system transitions from non-probing speed to probing
speed.

Search
distance the system will continue probing to acquire a probe hit beyond the
nominal coordinate.

Retract
distance the probe will retract upon making contact with the part.

Depth
Not Implemented for this release.

Clearance
Not implemented for this release.

Switch to magnification
sets the active VED magnification as the default magnification for the part.

Select probe
Sets the active touch probe as the default touch probe for the part.

Filtering
Inserts the values and toggles on/off the 4 image analysis filters.

Turn off high accuracy mode
Notes if high accuracy mode is on or off at the beginning of the program.

Focus lock
Notes if focus lock is on or off at the beginning of the program.

Display linear values in millimeters
Notes current units (inches or mm) at the beginning of the program.

Display positions in cartesian coordinates
Notes the current coordinate system (polar or cartesian) at the beginning of the
program.

Display angles in degrees-minutes-seconds
Notes the current angle display (decimal degrees or degrees-minutes-seconds) at
the beginning of the program.

Set probe compensation to cardinal
Notes the current probe compensation (cardinal or polar) at the beginning of
the program.
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Editing Programs
Use the editing feature to make changes to previously recorded programs.  QC-
5000 programs consist of steps and super steps.  Super steps are actually a series
of related individual steps.  For example, click the plus sign in front of Circle 6
to view its four sub steps.

Double-click on a step followed by an ellipsis (…) to edit it. For example, double
click on the select probe “circle” step.  The fields for size, position, scan direc-
tion, probe tool can all be edited.

To edit a wait for point(s) step

Step 1
Double-click on the desired step.

Step 2
Move the probe to the desired position.

Step 3
Click use current in the dialog box.
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

NOTE
When editing touch probe positions, the system will move close
to the actual probing position but will not actually make contact
with the surface.  To edit the actual touch probe position, probe
the edge at the desired position.  The QC-5000 will update the
position in the dialog box.

The new position is entered into the program.
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To edit a light control statement

Step 1
Double-click on the desired light control statement.

Step 2
Use the light controls to adjust the lighting to the desired settings.
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Step 3
Click on the light control statement.

The new light settings are now entered into the program.
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To change the coordinate of a clearance move or goto position
step

Step 1
Double-click on the desired position step.

Step 2
Move the probe to the new position.

Step 3
Click the here button in the dialog box.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

OR
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Step 1
Double-click on the desired position step.

NOTE
Relative coordinates can be entered by clicking the relative button
and entering the desired XYZ coordinates.

Step 2
Enter manual coordinates in the dialog box.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Creating User Messages
A user message is an onscreen message that is a part of a program.  For example,
it may be useful to remind an operator to check a certain feature in a particular
way.  To do this you might insert the message "Make sure to take points clock-
wise from the left."  User messages can say anything, even "Have a nice day."

To create A User Message

Step 1
Higlight the place in the program template where the message is to be inserted.

Step 2
Select programming then special steps then user message from the tools menu.

Step 3
Type the desired message as shown.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Programming Wizards
Use programming wizards to create the following program steps:

• Grids
• Polar grids
• Palletizations
• Random placements

Grids
Use the create a grid wizard to measure arrays or a series of like features within
a single part. For example, create a grid to measure an array of evenly spaced
holes on a pc board.  The QC-5000 requires the user to input the X and Y offset
distance, the X and Y distance from one feature to the next.

NOTE
All features in a grid must be evenly spaced.

Before creating a grid begin a new part program with a datum.

To create a grid

Step 1
Position the first array feature as shown.
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Step 2
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 4
Highlight the first array feature in the program template as shown.
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Step 5
Right-click in the program template and select programming wizards, then se-
lect create a grid.

Step 6
Enter the number of features and type in the desired X and Y offsets as shown.

NOTE
Items are the number of features in each axis direction.  Offsets
are the distance to the next feature relative from previous feature.
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Step 7
Click OK in the dialog box.

The grid is created and the program is ready to run.

Click new run to run the program.
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Polar grids
Use the create a polar grid wizard to measure a part with like features that are in
a rotational array.  For example, create a polar grid to measure a bolt hole pat-
tern.  This wizard requires the user to input the number of features and the
angle between the features.

NOTE
All features in a polar grid must be evenly spaced.

Before creating a polar grid, create a new part program.  Use the center of the
polar grid feature as the zero point of the part.

To create a polar grid

NOTE
Make certain the program is recording before completing the
following steps.

Step 1
Position the first feature in the polar array in the center of the field of view as
shown.
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Step 2
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 4
Right-click in the program template and select programming wizards, then se-
lect create a polar grid.
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Step 5
Enter the desired number of features in the times to repeat box.

NOTE
Enter the number of features in the polar grid in this box.

Step 6
Enter the desired angle in the angle increment box.

NOTE
Enter the angle between the features in the polar grid.

NOTE
The polar grid wizard can be used to measure any number of
feature in the polar grid.  For example, to measure only the first
three (of six) features, enter 60 for the angle and 3 for the number
of features.

Step 7
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Step 8
Select the desired probe tool and enter the desired number of scans as shown.

NOTE
The QC-5000 will default to the appropriate set probe tool for
the feature type.  Users may ignore the boxes for other feature
types.

Step 9
Click OK in the dialog box.

The polar grid is created and the program is ready to run.
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The polar array appears in the part view window as shown.

Click new run to run the program.
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Palletize
Use the palletize wizard for measuring multiple parts placed on a precision fix-
ture.

NOTE
All palletized parts must be in a fixture that evenly spaces the
individual parts.

Before palletizing parts, create a new part program measuring all the features of
the part.

NOTE
Save the reference frame in the part program immediately after
creating the datum.

To palletize multiple parts

NOTE
Make certain the program is recording before completing the
following steps.

Step 1
Highlight the desired features and the initial settings step as shown.
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Step 2
Right-click in the program template and select programming wizards, then se-
lect palletize.

Step 3
Enter the number of features and type in the desired X and Y offsets as shown.

NOTE
Items are the number of parts in each axis direction.  Offsets are
the distance to the next part relative from previous part.
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The palletization is completed and the program is ready to run.

Click new run to run the program.
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Random Placement
Use the random placement wizard for multiple parts on a stage without a fix-
ture.

NOTE
All parts must have the same orientation on the stage and be
square to the axes of the machine.

Before creating a random placement, create a new part program with reference
steps.

To insert reference steps in a part program

Step 1
Click the record/edit button on the program toolbar.

Step 2
Position the desired reference feature as shown.

NOTE
The reference feature is a repeatable point to help the QC-5000
locate the randomly placed parts.
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Step 3
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog.

The QC-5000 will use this feature to locate the randomly place parts.

Create a the rest of the part program measuring all the features of the part.

NOTE
Save the reference frame in the part program immediately after
creating the datum.
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To create a random placement

NOTE
Make certain the program is recording before completing the
following steps.

Step 1
Highlight the desired features, the reference point, and the initial settings step
as shown.

Step 2
Right-click in the program template and select programming wizards, then se-
lect random placement.
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The QC-5000 inserts the required steps for the random placement.

To run a parts program with a random placement

Step 1
Click the new run button on the program toolbar.

Step 2
Measure the reference point for the first part.

Repeat these steps until all parts are entered.
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Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

NOTE
Click the remove last button to remove the last point enter.  Re-
enter the point for that part.

NOTE
Click the use last run button to use the same offsets as the
previous run.

Before performing a copy and paste special, record a new part program with a
datum.

To copy and paste special

Step 1
Position the first array feature as shown.
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Step 2
Click the center mouse button to fire the probe tool.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.

Step 4
Highlight the first array feature in the program template as shown.
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Step 5
Right-click in the program template and select copy,

Step 6
Right-click in the program template and select paste special.
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Step 7
Enter the number of items and type the desired X and Y offsets as shown.

NOTE
Items are the number of features in each axis direction.  Offsets
are the distance to the next feature relative from previous feature.

Step 8
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The QC-5000 creates a grid on the part view and assigns a numbered feature
name to each feature in the grid.

The cut and pasted parts appears in the part view window as shown.

The program is ready to run.
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Expanding the
Program Toolbar

This section describes buttons commonly added to the program toolbar by QC-
5000 users.  A procedure for adding buttons to a toolbar follows this section.

Toggle Break Point

Click the Toggle Break Point button to attach a marker to the currently selected
step. A marker instructs the program to stop at a step in the program. To remove
a marker, select the step with the marker and click the Toggle Break Point but-
ton. Markers can be placed on more than one step within a program.

Program Comment

Click to enter a note into the program for future reference.  Program comments
are simply to explain a step or add information that might help later.  Com-
ments do not perform functions.

Edit Steps

Click the Edit Steps button to edit the currently selected step. The options
presented depend on which functionality is associated with the currently se-
lected step.  For example, if the current step is .... the following options are
presented, ...

If-Goto

Click to place an If-Goto statement in a program, see the Conditional State-
ments section for more information.

If-Then

Click to place an If-Then statement in a program, see the Conditional State-
ments section for more information.
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Else

Click to place an Else statement in a program, see the Conditional Statements
section for more information.

Else-If

Click to place an Else-If statement in a program, see the Conditional State-
ments section for more information.

Super Step

Click to group a selection of steps into a collapsible group (SuperStep).   This
organizes and shortens the display of large programs in the Program window.

Goto Label

Click to create a Goto Label for use with an If- Goto conditional statement.
The Goto Label is the action carried out if the test condition is true.

Offset Positions

Click to manually enter a coordinate that will offset the current coordinate.
This feature is useful for inspecting multiple parts mounted on a fixture.
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Program Toolbar
This section describes other buttons that users commonly place on the program
toolbar.  A procedure for adding buttons to the toolbar follows this section.

Toggle Break Point

Click the Toggle Break Point button to attach a marker to the currently selected
step. A marker instructs the program to stop at a step in the program. To remove
a marker, select the step with the marker and click the Toggle Break Point but-
ton. Markers can be placed on more than one step within a program.

Program Comment

Click to enter a note into the program for future reference.  Program comments
are simply to explain a step or add information that might help later.  Com-
ments do not perform functions.

Edit Steps

Click the Edit Steps button to edit the currently selected step. The options
presented depend on which functionality is associated with the currently se-
lected step.  For example, if the current step is .... the following options are
presented, ...

If-Goto

Click to place an If-Goto statement in a program, see the Conditional State-
ments section for more information.

If-Then

Click to place an If-Then statement in a program, see the Conditional State-
ments section for more information.
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Else

Click to place an Else statement in a program, see the Conditional Statements
section for more information.

Else-If

Click to place an Else-If statement in a program, see the Conditional State-
ments section for more information.

Super Step

Click to group a selection of steps into a collapsible group (SuperStep).   This
organizes and shortens the display of large programs in the Program window.

Goto Label

Click to create a Goto Label for use with an If- Goto conditional statement.
The Goto Label is the action carried out if the test condition is true.

Offset Positions

Click to manually enter a coordinate that will offset the current coordinate.
This feature is useful for inspecting multiple parts mounted on a fixture.
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To add  buttons to a toolbar

Step 1
Select customize from the tools down menu.

Step 2
Select the toolbars tab.

Step 3
Highlight the desired toolbar as shown.
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Step 4
Click on the desired button in the all possible buttons list.

Step 5
Click the copy button.

Step 6
Click OK.

 

The new button appears in the toolbar.
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To delete buttons from a toolbar

Step 1
Select customize from the tools down menu.

Step 2
Select the toolbars tab.

Step 3
Highlight the desired toolbar as shown.
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Step 4
Click on the desired button in the buttons in toolbar list.

Step 5
Click the remove button.

Step 6
Click OK.

The button is removed from the toolbar.
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Conditional Statements
Conditional statements can be a handy way to handle many inspection tasks.
For example, if a feature fails to meet specifications a conditional statement can
stop the inspection or require a second inspection.  A conditional statement can
also check that a feature is within a tolerance by using arithmetical operators
(more on this later).

The two basic elements of a conditional statement are the test condition and the
action.  Essentially conditional statements check the test condition and then do
something if the test condition is true and something else if it is false.

Test Conditions
Test conditions are the inspected feature of the part and any arithmetical opera-
tions required by the user.  If that seems a bit complex take a look at the condi-
tional statement below.

In this example, ‘If Input_1 > 5mm’ is the test condition.  ‘Input_1’ is the
inspected feature and ‘> 5mm’ is the arithmetical operation.  If you were to read
the test condition out loud it would be: If Input_1 is greater than 5mm.  This is
the test condition.  All that is needed now is an action.

Actions
Actions are any steps to be carried out by the program or a labeled line.  If-Then
statements carry out the steps described and If-Goto statements skip to the
labeled line.  Both types are shown below.

In this example, ‘Measure_1’ is the action.

The types of conditional statements used in QC-5000 programs are: If-Goto,
If-Then, Else, and Else-If.  Else and Else-If statements can only be used with an
If-Then statement for example: If-Then Else or If-Then Else-If.
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Arithmetic Operators
Test conditions are essentially mathematical equations.  The chart below lists
the arithmetical operators used in the QC-5000 software.

Arithmetic operators determine what happens in the test condition.  Take a look
at the following test condition to get a better understanding.

In this example, the ‘==’ arithmetic operator determines that Thing_1 must
equal 5mm for the test condition to be true.  The entire test condition reads: if
Thing_1 is equal to 5mm.   This means the action Measure_Thing_2 will only
be carried out if Thing_1 equals 5mm.

Changing the arithmetic operator changes the entire test condition.  For ex-
ample, if the ‘==’ in the example is changed to ‘<=’ Thing_1 must be less than
or equal to 5mm for the test condition to be true.
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If-Goto Statement
If-Goto statements check the test condition and, if it is true, go to a labeled line
within the program.  Use an if-Goto statement to skip ahead in a program if the
test condition is true.

In this example, if the feature measures greater than 5mm the program goes to
the line labeled ‘Label_1.’

To place an If-Goto statement in a program, click the If-Goto Statement button
in the program toolbar.
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If-Then Statement
If-Then statements check the test condition and, if it is true, carries out the
action and proceeds to the next program line.  If the test condition is false the
program continues to the next line without carrying out the action.

In this example, if the feature measures greater than 5mm the program carries
out the action ‘End_Program.’  If the feature measures less than 5mm the pro-
gram continues to the next line.

To place an If-Then statement in a program, click the If-Then Statement but-
ton in the program toolbar.
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Else Statement
Else statements are used in conjunction with an If-Then statement.  If the test
condition for the If-Then statement is false the program carries out the ‘else’
action.

In this example, if the feature measures greater than 5mm the program then
carries out the action ‘End_Program.’  If the feature measures less than 5mm
the program carries out the action ‘Measure_2.’

To place an Else statement in a program, click the Else Statement button in the
program toolbar.
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Else-If Statement
Else-If statements are also used in conjunction with an If-Then statement.  If
the test condition for the If-Then statement is false the program skips the ‘then’
action and checks the second test condition.  If the second test condition is true
the program carries out the second action and if it is false the program continues
to the next line.

In this example, if the feature measures greater than 5mm the program carries
out the action ‘End_Program.’  If the feature measures less than 5mm the pro-
gram checks the second test condition.  If the feature measures less than 6mm
the program carries out the action “Measure_2’ and if greater than 6mm goes to
the next program line.

To place an Else-If statement in a program, click the Else-If Statement button in
the program toolbar.
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Test conditions are constructed as formulas.  Use the following information to
help construct useful test conditions.

Parantheses( )
Use parantheses to order mathematical equations.  For example, in the follow-
ing equation

6*(4+2) = 36

the 4 and 2 are added together before being multiplied by the 6.

The same equation without the parantheses is as follows:

6*4+2 = 26

Here 6 is multiplied by 4 then added to 2.

Work from the innermost set of parantheses to the outermost set in equations
using multiple sets of parantheses.

For example,

((4+2)*(4+2)+1) = 37

Here the addition in the innermost parantheses is performed first, then the two
sums are multiplied and added to 1.

NOTE
The mathematical order of operations is always multiplication,
division, addition, subtraction.

Parantheses can also be used to call functions such a squares, square root, max,
min, etc.  For example,

sqrt(100) = 10

the function (square root)  is performed  on the number in the parantheses
(100).

Brackets [ ]
Use brackets to recall previously measured features for a formula.  For example,

[Circle 1]x

recalls the 'x' value of Circle 1.

A more complex equation might be

sqr([Circle 1]radius)*PI

Here the radius of Circle 1 is squared and multiplied by pi which produces the
area of Circle 1.
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Quote marks ""
Use quote marks to indicate an output in a formula.  For example, If([Circle
1]radius<=2.0,"Small")

prints the word "Small" in the column if the radius of Circle 1 is less than or
equal to 2.0.

A more complex equation might be

If([Circle 1]radius<=2.0,"Small","Big")

Here the "Small" is printed if the radius of Circle 1 is less than or equal to 2.0
and "Big" is printed if it is greater than 2.0.

Use empty quote marks "" to show no output.  For example,

If([Circle 1]radius>2.0,"","Small")

gives the same output as

If([Circle 1]radius<=2.0,"Small")

using a slightly different formula.

Min/Max
Use the min and max functions to find the minimum or maximum parameter
for a series of features.  For example,

Max(-1,-10,"Diameter")

will produce the maximum diameter of the last 10 circles measured.
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Chapter 5
Tolerancing & Templates

Tolerancing
Tolerance is the acceptable amount of deviation from the perfect, or nominal,
values of a part.  For example, a bi-directional tolerance states how much (+ or
-) the location of a feature may deviate from its nominal location.  Use the
tolerancing function to calculate positions, orientations, and bonuses to keep
tolerancing simple and manageable.  It is not even necessary to thoroughly
understand tolerancing to successfully use it with the QC-5000.

Tolerance Toolbar

Use the tolerance toolbar to activate any of the 12 tolerance functions supported
by the QC-5000.

NOTE
Tolerance is feature dependent.  This means that only certain
tolerance functions apply to certain features.  For example, a
cylindricity tolerance cannot be performed on a point.

To view the tolerance toolbar

Step 1
Select toolbars from the view menu.
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Step 2
Highlight tolerance as shown.

Step 3
Click the show button.  An 'X' appears next to tolerance.

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Bi-directional tolerance (circles, points, arcs, spheres)
Use bi-directional tolerance to specify nominal position and size for a selected
feature, specify upper and lower deviation allowed from nominal position and
size, and calculate pass/fail results.  Bi-directional tolerance compares the mea-
sured location of a center point (on at least one axis) to the nominal location of
that feature's center point.

To perform a bi-directional tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use only a circle, point, arc, or sphere.  Bi-directional tolerances
do not apply to other types of features.

Step 2
Click the bi-directional button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Type the nominal X and Y values for your part in the boxes as shown.
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Step 4
Type in the nominal + and nominal - values for your feature as shown.

NOTE
Nominal + and - values are the same as the tolerance value for
the feature.  For example, if a feature has a tolerance of + or -
0.006 inches then the nominal + and nominal - values are 0.006
inches.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance result window appears as shown.
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Pass/ Fail Displays
A green pass symbol in the features list indicates the feature is within its toler-
ances.

Red symbols indicate the feature failed one or more tolerances.

True position tolerance (circles, points arcs, spheres)
Use true position tolerance to specify nominal position and size for a selected
feature, specify upper and lower deviation allowed from nominal position and
size, and calculate pass/fail results.  True position tolerance compares the mea-
sured location of a center point (on at least one axis) to the nominal location of
that feature's center point and separately compares the size of that feature.  True
position tolerancing is regardless of size tolerancing.  This means that position
and size are calculated independently and do produce true position bonuses.

To perform a true position tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use only a circle, point, arc, or sphere.  True position tolerances
do not apply to other types of features.

Step 2
Click the true position/MMC/LMC button on the tolerance toolbar.
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Step 3
Type the nominal X and Y values for your part in the boxes as shown.

Step 4
Enter the specified diameter as shown.

Step 5
Type in the nominal + and nominal - values for your feature as shown.

NOTE
Nominal + and - values are the same as the tolerance value for
the feature.  For example, if a feature has a tolerance of + or -
0.006 inches then the nominal + and nominal - values are 0.006
inches.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.

NOTE
Position and size may have a different pass/fail result from each
other.  A red fail marker will appear in the features list if either
parameter fails.
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MMC/LMC (maximum material condition/least material condi-
tion) tolerance (circles, points arcs, spheres)
Use MMC/LMC tolerances for bores and bosses to specify nominal X, Y, and Z
positions for a selected feature, specify nominal diameter, specify nominal size,
specify bore or boss setting, and calculate pass/fail results.  MMC/LMC
tolerancing factors true position bonus into its calculations.

To perform a MMC tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use only a circle, point, arc, or sphere.  MMC tolerances do not
apply to other types of features.

Step 2
Select tolerance  then MMC from the tools menu.

Step 3
Type the nominal X and Y values for your part in the boxes as shown.
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Step 4
Enter the specified diameter as shown.

Step 5
Type in the nominal + and nominal - values for your feature as shown.

NOTE
Nominal + and - values are the same as the tolerance value for
the feature.  For example, if a feature has a tolerance of + or -
0.006 inches then the nominal + and nominal - values are 0.006
inches.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 6
Select boss or bore as shown.

Step 7
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance result window appears as shown.
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To perform a LMC

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use only a circle, point, arc, or sphere.  MMC tolerances do not
apply to other types of features.

Step 2
Select tolerance then LMC from the tools menu.

Step 3
Type the nominal X and Y values for your part in the boxes as shown.
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Step 4
Enter the specified diameter as shown.

Step 5
Type in the nominal + and nominal - values for your feature as shown.

NOTE
Nominal + and - values are the same as the tolerance value for
the feature.  For example, if a feature has a tolerance of + or -
0.006 inches then the nominal + and nominal - values are 0.006
inches.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 6
Select boss or bore as shown.

Step 7
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Concentricity tolerance (circles, arcs)
Use concentricity tolerancing to compare the measured position of a feature to
the measured position of another concentric feature (reference feature).  The
measured position of the of the basis feature is the nominal of the feature being
toleranced.

To perform a concentricity tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use only a circle or arc.  Concentricity tolerances do not apply to
other types of features.

Step 2
Click the concentricity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

NOTE
The center point of the tolerance feature must lie within the
tolerance zone to pass.  The tolerance zone is defined by the
diameter specified in the tolerance zone box.  This is the tolerance
value.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Select the reference feature as shown.

NOTE
If no features appear in the reference feature list concentricity
tolerancing is not possible.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Straightness tolerance (lines)
Use straightness tolerancing to calculate the straightness of a line and pass/fail
results.  Each point probed on a line is checked against the straightness toler-
ance.  A minimum of three points distributed along the line are required (more
points increase accuracy).

NOTE
It is possible to perform a straightness tolerance on a line with
only two points.  This tolerance is meaningless because it is
impossible for either point to be 'out' of the tolerance zone.  Use
a minimum of three points when performing a straightness
tolerance.

To perform a straightness tolerance (lines)

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a line only.  Straightness tolerances do not apply to other
types of features.

Step 2
Click the straightness button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Circularity/sphericity tolerance (circles, spheres)
Use circularity/sphericity as form tolerance for circles and spheres.  This toler-
ance defaults to circularity when the selected feature is a circle and sphericity
when the selected feature is a sphere.  A minimum of four points is required for
a circularity tolerance and five points for a sphericity tolerance.   The more
points used in the tolerance the more accurate the final result.

To perform a circularity tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a circle only.  Circularity tolerances do not apply to other
types of features.

Step 2
Click the circularity/sphericity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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To perform a sphericity tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a circle only.  Sphericity tolerances do not apply to other
types of features.

Step 2
Click the circularity/sphericity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).

Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Cylindricity tolerance (cylinders)
Use cylindricity  to compare the measured form of a cylinder to a specific toler-
ance zone and calculate pass/fail results.  Cylinder measurement requires a mini-
mum of six points.  Enter additional points to increase the accuracy of your
measurements.

To perform a cylindricity tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a cylinder only.  Cylindricity tolerances do not apply to other
types of features.

Step 2
Click the cylindricity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Flatness tolerance (planes)
Use flatness to specify form tolerance for planes.  Flatness tolerances require a
minimum of four points.  Enter additional points to increase the accuracy of
your measurements.

To perform a flatness tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a plane only.  Flatness tolerances do not apply to other types
of features.

Step 2
Click the flatness button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance result window appears as shown.
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Perpendicularity tolerance (lines, cylinders, cones)
Use perpendicularity to establish an orientation tolerance between linear fea-
tures.  Perpendicularity tolerancing compares the axial orientation of the se-
lected feature to the axis of a reference feature.  The actual tolerance zone is a
cylindrical area around the axis of the tolerance feature.  Specify the diameter of
the cylindrical tolerance zone to create the tolerance.

To perform a perpendicularity tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a linear features only.  Perpendicularity tolerances do not
apply to other types of features.

Step 2
Click the perpendicularity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Select a reference feature from the pull down list.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance result window appears as shown.
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Parallelism/Co-planarity tolerance (linear features)
Use parallelism as an orientation tolerance for cylinders, cones, and lines.  Par-
allelism tolerancing compares the axial orientation of the selected feature to the
axis of a reference feature.  The actual tolerance zone is a cylindrical area around
the axis of the tolerance feature.  Specify the diameter of the cylindrical toler-
ance zone to create the tolerance. Tolerancing compares the orientation of the
axis of the toleranced feature to a reference feature.

Use co-planarity as an orientation tolerance between planes. Two planes spaced
evenly apart with the same orientation are said to be co-planar.

To perform a parallelism tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a linear features only.  Parallelism tolerances do not apply
to other types of features.

Step 2
Click the parallelism/co-planarity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Select a reference feature from the pull down list.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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To perform a co-planarity tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a plane only.  Co-planarity tolerances do not apply to other
types of features.

Step 2
Click the parallelism/co-planarity button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Select a reference feature from the pull down list.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Circular runout tolerance
Use circular runout to set a tolerance of how far circular features may deviate
from the center of a reference feature in 360 degrees of rotation.

To perform a circular runout tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired feature in the features list.

NOTE
Use a circle only.  Circular runout tolerances do not apply to
other types of features.

Step 2
Click the circular runout button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter a value in the tolerance zone box as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Select a reference feature from the pull down list.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Angle tolerance
Use angle tolerance to set tolerance values for angles in a specified plane.  Enter
the respective nominal values for the angle according to its plane.  For example,
enter XY nominal values for angles in the XY plane.

To perform an angle tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired angle in the features list.

NOTE
Use angles only.  Angle tolerances do not apply to other types
of features.

Step 2
Click the angle button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter the nominal values as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).
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Step 4
Enter the nominal + and nominal - values as shown.

Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Width tolerance
Use the width tolerance to establish the amount of deviation in the distance
between two linear features.

To perform a width tolerance

Step 1
Highlight the desired distance in the features list.

NOTE
Use a distance only.  Width tolerances do not apply to other
types of features.

Step 2
Click the width button on the tolerance toolbar.

Step 3
Enter the nominal values as shown.

CAUTION
Enter tolerance values in the appropriate units of measurement.
For example, if you are measuring in metric (mm) enter tolerance
data in metric (mm).

Step 4
Enter the nominal + and nominal - values as shown.
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Step 5
Click OK in the dialog box.

The tolerance results window appears as shown.
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Templates
Templates control the format of output.  There are four templates used by the
QC-5000:
• Features Template
• Report Template
• Program Template
• Runs Template

Features and report templates are associated with data output.  Use the features
template to format data for output to other software applications.

Format print output using the report template.

Program and runs templates are associated with QC-5000 functions.  Use the
program template to construct, edit, and monitor your parts programs.

Compare program results from one run to the next using the runs template.
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Features Template
Use the features template to create the features list.  The features list displays
feature data and prepares it for export to other software applications.

To open the features template

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select features.5ft from the file name list box.  The file path is c:\qc5000\templates.

Step 3
Click OK.
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OR

Step 1
Select features.5ft from the windows menu.
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Adding Data to
Templates

Add data to the features list by dragging and dropping information from the
results window.

To drag and drop a single results window field into the features
list

Step 1
Highlight the desired field in the results window.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and move the field over the features list.

Step 3
Release the left mouse button.
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To drag and drop a multiple results window fields into the
features list

Step 1
Highlight the desired fields in the results window.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and move the fields over the features list.

Step 3
Release the left mouse button.

Step 4
Click the as multiple new columns button in the dialog box.

NOTE
Use the as 1 new column button if the fields are intended to
occupy only one column.
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Sorting the Features List
Sort data in the features list by clicking on the column header.  Each data col-
umn can be arranged from high to low, low to high, or by order entered.

To sort data in the features list

Step 1
Place the cursor on the desired column header.

Step 2
Click on the column header.

A small arrow to the right of the column label indicates the arrangement:
• high to low (arrow down)

• low to high (arrow up)

• order entered (no arrow)
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Reports Template
Use the reports template to prepare data in a standard print format.  The reports
template displays the same feature data as the features template in a printer-
friendly format.  Add data to the reports template by dragging and dropping
information from the results window.

To open the reports template

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select report.5ft from the file name list box.  The file path is c:\qc5000\templates.

Step 3
Click OK.
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OR
Step 1
Select reports.5ft from the windows menu.
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Adding Data to the Reports Template
Add data to the reports template by dragging and dropping information from
the results window.

To drag and drop a single results window field into the reports
template

Step 1
Highlight the desired field in the results window.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and move the field over the reports template.

Step 3
Release the left mouse button.
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To drag and drop a multiple results window fields into the
reports template

Step 1
Highlight the desired fields in the results window.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and move the fields over the reports template.

Step3
Release the left mouse button.

Step 4
Click the as multiple new columns button in the dialog box.

NOTE
Use the as 1 new column button if the fields are intended to
occupy only one column.
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Sorting Data in the Reports Template
Sort data in the reports template by clicking on the column header.  Each data
column can be arranged from high to low, low to high, or by order entered.

To sort data in the reports template

Step 1
Place the cursor on the desired column header.

Step 2
Click on the column header.

A small arrow to the right of the column label indicates the arrangement:
• high to low (arrow down)

• low to high (arrow up)

• order entered (no arrow)
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Report Headers
Report headers contain additional information that is placed at the top of the
first report page.  Users can customize report headers to suit specific application
or documentation needs.

To show a report header

Step 1
Right click on the reports template.

Step 2
Select template properties from the list.

Step 3
Use the mouse to check the show report header check box.
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Step 4
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Customizing Report Headers
Users can edit report headers to suit individual needs.  Report headers can in-
clude text and graphics.

To place a graphic  in a report header

Step 1
Right click on the report header and select add image from the list.

Step 2
Select the graphic file.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To arrange text and graphics in a report header

Step 1
Click on the text or graphic to be moved.

Step 2
Hold down the mouse button and drag the object to the desired location.

Step 3
Release the mouse button.
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Automated Text Input
& Prompting

Use automated text input and prompting to automatically supply text input or
to request it from the user.  The QC-5000 recognizes these automated text
inputs:

• <u> prints the user name from login
• <n> prints the part name
• <d> prints the date
• <t> prints the current time
• <x> prints the max number of pages
• <p> prints the current page number

NOTE
Automated text inputs are case sensitive. For example, <U> is
NOT the same as <u>.

Use automated input prompts to request text entry from the user.  For example,

Part number: <?1>

prompts the user to enter the part number in the report header before printing.

Enter automated input prompts sequentially.  For example, if <?1> is used for
prompting the part number use <?2> for the next input prompt.
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Overlays
Save headers for repeated use as overlays.  Using an overlay saves the time and
trouble of creating the same header for each new job.

To save a report header as an overlay

Step 1
Right click on the report header and select save as overlay from the list.

Step2
Type a name for the overlay as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To place an overlay in a report header

Step 1
Right click on the report header and select open overlay from the list.

Step 2
Select the overlay as shown.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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Program Template
Use the program template to monitor the steps of a parts program.  Green
checkmarks indicate steps successfully completed and a blue arrow points to the
current step.  Loop counts are displayed in the data column.  Programs can be
set to run a certain number of times.  This is referred to as ‘looping’ and each
individual run is a ‘loop.’

Program templates display information only.  No data from the features list can
be imported to the program template.

To open the program template
Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select program.5ft from the file name list box.  The file path is
c:\qc5000\templates.
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OR

Step 1
Select program.5ft from the windows menu.
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Template Properties
Standard template features can be modified by the user.  Use the template prop-
erties dialog box to modify QC-5000 templates to suit your application.

To access the template features dialog box

Step 1
Right click on any template.

Step 2
Select template properties from the list.
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Template Features Dialog Box
The template features dialog box contains three tabs: display, filters, and misc
(miscellaneous).  Click on the display tab to modify template display features.

Display tab
Use the mouse to place check in the horizontal lines check box to display hori-
zontal separator line between each template row.

Check the vertical lines box to display vertical separator lines between each
template column.
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Display partview/image features in a template by checking the expand images
box.

Check the snap to grid box to activate the alignment grid in the template.  When
snap to grid is checked fields in the template are automatically aligned to the
nearest grid intersection.

Set the size of the grid squares using the grid size text box.
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Display a report header at the top of a template by checking the show report
header box.  The report header can include custom text and graphics.  Report
headers print at the top of the first page of a report.

Create a report footer at the bottom of a template by checking the show report
footer box.  Report footers can include custom text and graphics.  The report
footer prints at the end of a report.

Display a page header at the top of each report page by checking the show page
header box.  The page header can include custom text and graphics.
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Create a page footer at the bottom of each report page by checking the show page
footer box.  Page footers can include custom text and graphics.

Click on the set text color button to change the color of text in the template.

Select a color from the color window as shown.
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Click on the set line color button to change the color of horizontal and vertical
lines in the template.

Select a color from the color window as shown.
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Filters tab
Filters are conditions (or sets of conditions) that determine what features appear
(or do not appear) on a template.  Use the filters tab to establish the conditions
features must meet to be included or excluded from the template.

For example, if a part drawing calls for a circle to have a diameter of 0.375
inches with a tolerance of 0.006 inches, you can create a template that displays
only circles with a diameter greater than 0.381 inches or less than 0.370 inches.
This filter allows the user to track features that fail to meet specifications with-
out having to sort through all the features.

To create a filter

NOTE
This filter is based on the example above but steps can be varied
to suit specific applications.  Once you have created this filter it
is easy to create other filters for your applications.

Step 1
Right click on the template and select template properties from the list.

Step 2
Select the filters tab in the dialog box.
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Step 3
Click on the show features button.

Step 4
Click on the that meet any conditions button.

Step 5
Click the add button.

Step 6
Click the fields> button in the filter dialog box.
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Step 7
Select diameter from the list.

Step 8
Click the other> button.

Step 9
Select the < (less than) symbol from the list.
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Step 10
Type 0.370 in the text box as shown.

Step 11
Click OK in the filter dialog box.

Step 12
Click the add button.

Step 13
Click the fields> button in the filter dialog box.
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Step 14
Select diameter from the list.

Step 15
Click the other> button.

Step 16
Select the > (greater than) symbol from the list.
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Step 17
Type 0.381 in the text box as shown.

Step 18
Click OK in the filter dialog box.

Step 19
Click OK in the template properties dialog box.
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To modify a filter

Step 1
Highlight the desired filter.

Step 2
Click the modify button on the filters tab (template properties dialog box).

Step 3
Type in the modification.

Step 4
Click OK in the filters dialog box.
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Step 5
Click OK in the template properties dialog box.
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To remove a filter

Step 1
Highlight the desired filter on the filters tab (template properties dialog box).

Step 2
Click the remove button.

Step 3
Click yes in the dialog box.
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Misc tab (miscellaneous)
The miscellaneous tab contains three check boxes.

Place a check in the locked box to require the supervisor password before tem-
plates are edited.

Place a check in the append to file when exported box to export template proper-
ties.

Place a check in the include headers when exported box to export report and page
headers.
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Column Properties
Columns in each template have properties that can be modified to suit specific
application needs.  Standard column properties apply to columns in every tem-
plate.  Additionally, there a column properties unique to specific templates.

Standard column properties
Right click on any template and select column properties from the list.  This
brings up the column properties dialog box.

Appearance tab
The appearance tab allows the user to assign a name to the column, establish
column width, title alignment, and data alignment.

Formulas tab
Column formulas are conditions (or sets of conditions) that determine what
labels appear (or do not appear) with features in a column.  Use the formulas tab
to establish the conditions features must meet to be labeled.

Use formulas to customize column data and perform calculations.  For example,
a formula a formula can be written to display the 'X' value of a feature.

A more complex formula can be written to display the standard deviation of
several diameters.
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Parantheses( )
Use parantheses to order mathematical equations.  For example, in the follow-
ing equation

6*(4+2) = 36

the 4 and 2 are added together before being multiplied by the 6.

The same equation without the parantheses is as follows:

6*4+2 = 26

Here 6 is multiplied by 4 then added to 2.

Work from the innermost set of parantheses to the outermost set in equations
using multiple sets of parantheses.

For example,

((4+2)*(4+2)+1) = 37

Here the addition in the innermost parantheses is performed first, then the two
sums are multiplied and added to 1.

NOTE
The mathematical order of operations is always multiplication,
division, addition, subtraction.

Parantheses can also be used to call functions such a squares, square root, max,
min, etc.  For example,

sqrt(100) = 10

the function (square root)  is performed  on the number in the parantheses
(100).

Brackets [ ]
Use brackets to recall previously measured features for a formula.  For example,

[Circle 1]x

recalls the 'x' value of Circle 1.

A more complex equation might be

sqr([Circle 1]radius)*PI

Here the radius of Circle 1 is squared and multiplied by pi which produces the
area of Circle 1.
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Quote marks ""
Use quote marks to indicate an output in a formula.  For example,

If([Circle 1]radius<=2.0,"Small")

prints the word "Small" in the column if the radius of Circle 1 is less than or
equal to 2.0.

A more complex equation might be

If([Circle 1]radius<=2.0,"Small","Big")

Here the "Small" is printed if the radius of Circle 1 is less than or equal to 2.0
and "Big" is printed if it is greater than 2.0.

Use empty quote marks "" to show no output.  For example,

If([Circle 1]radius>2.0,"","Small")

gives the same output as

If([Circle 1]radius<=2.0,"Small")

using a slightly different formula.

Min/Max
Use the min and max functions to find the minimum or maximum parameter
for a series of features.  For example,

Max(-1,-10,"Diameter")

will produce the maximum diameter of the last 10 circles measured.
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Sample Formula
The following example creates a formula to group circle features into by size.

Use the formula:

If(Diameter<0.381,”Small”,”Large”)

to sort circle features into two groups: large or small.

To create the sample formula

NOTE
This formula is an example.  Steps can be varied to suit specific
applications.  Once you have created this formula it is easy to
create other formulas for your applications.

Step 1
Right click at the top of the template column as shown.

Step 2
Select column properties from the list.

Step 3
Click on the formulas tab.
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Step 4
Click add.

Step 5
Type ‘size group’ in the label text box.

Step 6
Click on the fields> button.
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Step 7
Select diameter from the list.

Step 8
Click on the other> button.

Step 9
Select the < (less than) symbol from the list.
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Step 10
Type 0.381 in the text box as shown.

Step 11
Type in the rest of the formula as follows:
If(Diameter<0.381,”Small”,”Large”)

Step 12
Select text from the result type list box.
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Step 13
Click OK in the formula dialog box.
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To modify a formula

Step 1
Highlight the desired formula.

Step 2
Click the modify button on the formulas tab (column properties dialog box).

Step 3
Type in the modification.

Step 4
Click OK in the formulas dialog box.
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Step 5
Click OK in the column properties dialog box.
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To remove a formula

Step 1
Highlight the desired formula in the text box on the formula tab (column prop-
erties dialog box).

Step 2
Click the remove button.

Step 3
Click yes in the dialog box.
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Runs Template
Use the runs template to track critical features from one program run to the
next.  Data in the runs is restricted to one feature attribute per column.  For
example, a column may display only the ‘x’ value for a given circle.

To open the runs template

Step 1
Select open template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Select runs.5ft from the file name list in the open template dialog box.

Step 3
Click OK in the dialog box.
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To add data to the runs template

Step 1
Highlight a feature in the features list.

Step 2
Click on the desired fields in the results window to highlight them.

Step 3
Place the cursor over the highlighted fields and hold down the left mouse but-
ton.

Step 4
Drag the fields into the runs template.

The new fields appear in the template as shown.
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Nesting Template
Windows

Up to ten can be open at one time.  Nest templates within a single window to
organize the desktop.  Use the tabs to view nested windows.

NOTE
Do not open unneeded templates.  System speed decreases as
more templates are opened.  Use the minimum number of
templates required for fastest processing.

To nest template windows

Step 1
Place the cursor over the title bar of the template window.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the window another template win-
dow.

Step 3
Release the left mouse button.
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To separate template windows

Step 1
Place the cursor of the desired template tab.

Step 2
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the template out of the window.

Step 3
Release the mouse button.
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Creating New Templates

Creating a new template allows you to customize report formats and informa-
tion in the features list.  For example, templates can be designed to export data
in a certain format.

To create a new template

Step 1
Select new template from the windows menu.

Step 2
Type a name for the template in the file name text box.
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Step 4
Click OK in the new template name dialog box.

Step 5
Select  type of template to create in the  dialog box.



Chapter 6
User Setup Screens

Setup screens are available to the user for customizing display and some mea-
surement parameters.  The specific screens that are avialable are often deter-
mined for each system by the OEM or by the supervisor responsible for system
setup and maintenance.  A collection of setup screens typically made available to
the user is included in this chapter.  Screens presented in this chapter are listed
below:

Setup task Screen Page
Setting up axis encoders Encoder set up program.......................... 6-2

Tools/Customize Screens
Customizing screen colors Tools/Customize/Colors ......................... 6-6
Including a startup message Tools/Customize/Miscellaneous ............. 6-14
Specifying error messages Tools/Customize/Errors .......................... 6-15
Specifying status bar information Tools/Customize/Status bar .................... 6-17
Specifying toolbar contents Tools/Customize/Toolbars ...................... 6-18

Tools/Options Screens
Setting up video parameters Tools/Options/VED ................................ 6-23
Setting up touch probe parameters Tools/Options/Probes ............................. 6-36
Setting up programming parameters Tools/Options/Programming .................. 6-39
Specifying the number of program executions Tools/Options/Runs ................................ 6-45
Selecting system sounds Tools/Options/Sounds ............................ 6-46
Locking display and set up settings Tools/Options/Locks .............................. 6-47
Specifying measurement parameters Tool/Options/Measure ............................ 6-49
Specifying displays of parts and probes Tools/Options/Part view ......................... 6-53
Assigning functions to joystick and foot switch buttons Tools/Options/Buttons ............................ 6-63
Specifying display resolution and formatting time/date Tools/Options/Display ............................ 6-67
Specifying encoder resolution Tools/Options/Encoder ........................... 6-69
Specifying system file locations Tools/Options/Files ................................ 6-71
Saving user settings and configuring general parameters Tools/Options/General ............................ 6-74

Tools/CNC/Screens
Setting up the joystick Tools/CNC/Joystick ............................... 6-79
Setting up the motion mouse Tools/CNC/Motion mouse...................... 6-83
Setting up and calibrating a probe rack Tools/CNC/Probe rack ........................... 6-86

6 - 1
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Encoder setup program

The Encoder Setup Program is used to define and calibrate the system encoders.
The program must be run prior to attempting to configure other QC5000
setup parameters.

NOTE
Analog encoders must be configured and then calibrated.  TTl
encoders only need to be configured.

Configuring analog and TTL encoders
Each system axis can be configured independently to accept input counts from
an analog encoder or a TTL encoder.  Analog encoders require calibration, TTL
encoders do not.  To configure an analog or a TTL axis encoder:

1 Shut down the QC5000 if necessary.

2 Double-click the encoder setup icon to launch the Encoder
program.  The Custom Encoder Setup screen will be displayed.

3 Click an Axis radio button to select the
desired axis, then click an Axis Scale Type
radio button to select the desired  encoder
(scale) type.
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NOTE
Select Pseudo-Sinusoidal if your TTL encoder output waveshape
is degraded by the capacitive characteristics of its cable/wiring.

4 Repeat step 3 for the remaining axes.

Proceed to the next section to calibrate analog encoders.  TTL encoders require
no further action.

Calibrating analog encoders
Analog encoders require calibration.  The process of calibrating analog encoders
is very straightforward and is identical for current and voltage output devices.
To calibrate an analog encoder:

1 Select the desired axis,
confirm that the correct Axis
Scale Type is selected and click
the Wave Display Type.

2 Click the Calibrate button.  You will be instructed to move the axis.  Begin
moving the axis in slow, gradual back and forth or up and down motions, and

click OK.  The sinewave output of the analog encoder will be displayed as the
axis is moved.  The display is shown as two sinewaves that are 90 degrees out of
phase.  The real-time display changes as the encoder is moved, however, still
images can be captured for evaluation at any time by clicking the Freeze button.
Clicking the Display button reverts to the real-time
display.

After a moment the Custom Encoder Setup window will also be displayed and
will show the changing output count value and the number of count errors
detected since the calibration began.
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3 Continue moving the encoder slowly between the limits of motion until a
few full limit-to-limit motions have been completed.

NOTE
The waveshape can include imperfections that won’t affect the
accuracy of measurements.  However, irratic frequency or
amplitude variations or high noise content can cause
inaccuracies.  If any irratic output is noted, or if scale errors
appear, check the encoder head mounting, alignment and wiring
for problems.

4 When a few full limit-to-limit
motions have been completed with-
out scale errors, click OK to close the
Custom Encoder Setup window and
proceed to the next
step.

The display of scale
and error counts can
be recalled at any time by clicking the Counter button.

5 Select the Phase Display Type to display the combined
phases of the encoder output as an ellipsoidal pattern in the
Custom Encoder Setup window as the encoder is moved slowly
between the limits of motion.  Move the encoder and evalu-
ate the resulting pattern.
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The relative brightness of the pattern can be
changed to facilitate the evaluation.  Click
the Persistence buuton to display the Persis-
tence Adjustment data field.

The persistence of the pattern image can be
changed from 1 to 1000.  Higher numbers result in brighter pattern images.
The combined-phase pattern will form a circle when the encoder output phase

amplitudes are equal.  Generally when the pattern displayed is not circular, the
reader head will need to be realigned, and the encoder recalibrated from the
beginning.

6 When the pattern is circular, repeat the process described in steps 1 through
5 to calibrate any remaining analog encoders.

A Persistence of 100 produces
a dim display

A Persistence of 1000 produces
a bright display
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Setup  Tools/Customize screens

Colors screen
Most items on QC5000 screens are displayed in colors that can be changed
using tools provided on the Colors screen.

The default color of each item is shown next to the items name in the list box.

Changing item colors

To change the color of an item:
1 Scroll to the desired item
if necessary and highlight it
by clicking the mouse cursor
on the item name.

2 Click the Set Color but-
ton. The color palette will be
displayed.
3 Click the new color for
the selected item and click
OK.
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Color list items

Items included in the list are shown below and described in subsequent pages.
Dark Edge Tool
DRO Axis
DRO Digits
DRO Window
Feature Stamp Background
Feature Stamp Filtered
Feature Stamp Selected Point
Light Edge Tool
QC5000 Window
Results Text
Results Window
Part View Parents
Part View Probe Indicator
Part View Selection Border
Part View Window
Pattern Finder Failure
Pattern Finder Success
Point Stake Marks
Probe Selector Background
Probe Selector Current Probe
Probe Selector New Qualification
Probe Selector Old Qualification
Probe Selector Text
Temporary Point Stake Marks
Profile Background Color
Whisker Failed Inside
Whisker Failed Outside
Whisker Passed Inside 0-50%
Whisker Passed Inside 50-100%
Whisker Passed Outside 0-50%
Whisker Passed Outside 50-100%
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Dark edge and light edge tools
Each VED probe consists of a dark edge tool and a light edge tool.  The dark
and light edge tools must be oriented properly to scan across an edge:

• The dark edge tool must be on the dark side of an edge
• The light edge tool must be on the light side of an edge

In the example shown here the Circle
VED probe is correctly oriented with the
dark side tool in the black, and the light
side tool in the white.

The default colors are:
Dark edge tool: Black
Light edge tool: Green

DRO axis, digits and window
DRO colors that can be changed are shown below:

The default colors are:
Axis: Black
Digits: Red
Window: Gray

Dark edge tool Light edge tool

Axis Digits Window
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Feature stamp background, filtered and selected point
The feature stamp colors that can be changed our shown below:

The default colors are:
Selected: Orange
Background: Black
Filtered: Yellow

QC5000 window
The background color of the QC5000
window can be changed.

The default color is: Dark green

Results text and window
The Results window text and back-
ground colors can be changed.

The default colors are:
Text: Black
Window: White

Selected

BackgroundFiltered

Window

WindowText
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Part view parents, probe indicator, selection border, window
The part view colors that can be changed are shown below:

NOTE
The probe indicator is enabled by clicking the View/Show position
indicator menu item.

The default colors are:
Window: White
Parent: Orange
Probe indicator: Blue
Border: Blue

Pattern finder failure and success
When attempting to teach the pattern finder VED probe a new pattern, failure
or success is indicated by a brief message on the screen and by the color of the
pattern finder Circle.

The default colors are:
Successful teach: Green circle
Unsuccessful teach: Red circle

Window

Parent

Selection border

Probe indicator

Line constructed of two parent circles

Always green

Failure/Success
circle
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Point stake marks
As points are a acquired, point stake
marks are displayed on the screen indi-
cating data point locations.

The default color of point stake marks
is Red.

Temporary stake marks
VED probes can be fired manually at
the user’s discretion, or continuously by
the system.  When VED probes are fired
continuously, temporary point stake
marks are continuously displayed on the
screen to indicate data point positions.
These point stake marks are smaller and
generally different in color than the point
stake marks described above.

The default color of temporary stake
marks is cyan.

Profile background
The background color of the Measure
Profile window can be changed.

The default color of the background is white.

Temporary stake marks

Background

Point stake marks

Temporary stake marks
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Probe selector background, current probe, new qualification,
old qualification and text
The probe selector is used to select and qualify the positions of indexable probe
heads.  The probe selector colors that can be changed our shown below:

The default colors are:
Background : Blue
Current probe: Red
New qualification: Green
Old qualification: Yellow
Text: Black

Whiskers (used to display profile form errors)
During profile measurements, shapes are measured and compared to nominal
profiles.  The differences between actual and nominal data generate form errors
inside and outside material surfaces.  The default colors of whiskers are:

Failed inside: Red
Failed outside: Red
Passed inside 0-50% of tolerance: Green
Passed inside 50-100% of tolerance:: Yellow
passed outside 0-50% of tolerance:: Green
Passed outside 50-100% of tolerance:: Yellow

Help screen

Background

Current probe

New qualification

New qualification

Text

Inside material
whiskers

Outside material
whiskers
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On-screen help is available in the form of tool tips for:
Menus (tips for menus appear in the status bar)
Toolbars
Status bar
Results window

Check the desired box(s) on the Help screen to show tips for the associated
item(s).

All tooltip boxes are checked by default.

Results window tooltip

Status bar tooltipToolbar tooltip

Tips for highlighted menu items appear in the status bar
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Misc screen
The Misc screen contains a data field for entering a message that will be dis-
played when the QC5000 program is started.

Enter the desired message directly into the data field.

The message field is empty by default.

Startup message example
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Errors screen
Error messages can be displayed that describe most system errors.  These mes-
sages are listed below.

NOTE
The error messages are not necessarily listed in their order of
appearance in the Error screen list box.

System error messages

• Temperature Compensation should be disabled before doing any kind of Teach or Calibration.
• NC control off.
• A Device Driver is either not installed on your PC, or is not working properly.  Because of this, the Axis

Cards will not work.
• An Axis Card is either not installed on your PC, or is not working properly.  Because of this the DRO will

not work, and measurements can only be probed using the Demo Stage (located under the Windows
menu).

• A scale error has occurred on your X axis.
• A scale error has occurred on your Y axis.
• A scale error has occurred on your Z axis.
• A scale error has occurred on your Q axis.
• A hardware error has occurred while trying to read your Axis Card.
• The measurement failed.
• This arc measurement may not be repeatable due to short arc length.
• This line measurement may not be repeatable due to short line length.
• This measurement may not be repeatable due to short axis length.
• This construction is not currently supported.
• There are one or more statistical outlier points in this measurement.
• This distance is valid only in the cardinal directions.
• Poor form - No feature was found for these points.
• Warning: result has poor form.
• The features you have selected are on different projection planes.  The result will be 3-D.
• Insufficient data - this result could only be approximated.
• The position of the material is ambiguous.
• This alignment can be done only in the primary workplane.
• This alignment will delete magnetic planes.
• This alignment may convert projected features to 3-D.
• Projection must be on to measure this feature.
• The result is out of range.
• There is no intersection between these features.
• Lines intersect.
• The points probed in Measure Magic do not make a good enough feature of that type.
• Datum Magic could not complete successfully because an invalid feature type was measured.
• This alternate fit computation failed
• Please use the blob probe for this measurement
• Cannot complete programmed move
• You can’t use the crosshair probe while using Measure Magic or Datum Magic.
• The magnification that you are in has not been calibrated. The points that are about to be entered into

the measurement may be invalid.
• Sorry, but motors are currently turned off.
• A following error has occurred on your X axis.
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• A following error has occurred on your Y axis.
• A following error has occurred on your Z axis.
• A following error has occurred on your Q axis.
• A limit switch on the X axis has been hit!
• A limit switch on the Y axis has been hit!
• A limit switch on the Z axis has been hit!
• A limit switch on the Q axis has been hit!

Any of these error messages can be disabled by clearing their check boxes.  All
error messages can be disabled simultaneously by checking the Disable all sys-
tem error messages box.

All error messages are enabled by default.
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Statusbar screen
The status bar extends across the bottom of the QC5000 screen.  The status bar
can be customized to display a variety of system and measurement status infor-
mation by checking or clearing boxes in the Statusbar screen.

To display information in the status bar, highlight the
desired item and click Show.

Information can be displayed in the status bar from
left to right, or from right to
left.  Click the Display items
from left to right box for left to
right presentations.

The default status of the status bar depends on system
configuration.
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Toolbars screen
Toolbars can be customized to facilitate measurement, programming, file and
other activities using functions provided by the Toolbars screen.

All QC5000 toolbars are shown in alphabetic order in the Toolbars listbox.

NOTE
Toolbars are shown or hidden by
checking or clearing boxes
contained in the View/Toolbars
screen.

Displaying toolbar buttons
Click a toolbar name in the Toolbars
listbox to display its contents in the But-
tons in Toolbar listbox.
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Adding buttons to a toolbar
To add a button to a toolbar:

1 Click a toolbar name in the
Toolbars listbox.

2 Scroll to the matching
toolbar button group in the All
possible buttons listbox.

3 Click the desired button
name and click Copy.

The new button will be shown
in the middle Buttons in
Toolbar listbox and added to
the toolbar.

Removing buttons from a toolbar
To remove a button from a toolbar:

1 Click the toolbar name in the Toolbars listbox.

2 Click the button you wish to remove and click
the Remove button.

The button will be removed from the Buttons in
Toolbar listbox and from the toolbar.
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Enable/Disable raised edges for toolbar buttons
Toolbar buttons can be displayed with
or without raised button edges.  Check
or clear the Display buttons without
raised edges box as desired.

Allows/Prohibit toolbar docking
Toolbars can be docked to the inside
edges of QC5000 windows.  Check or
clear the Allow toolbars... box as desired.

Mapping parts to a toolbar
Parts can be mapped to toolbar buttons when more structured or automated
operator environments are required.  To map a part to a toolbar:

1 Click the toolbar that
will include the new part
button.

2 Click the Map Part
button.

The Map Part to Button
file dialog box will be dis-
played.

3 Click the file name of
the desired part and click
Open.

You will be asked if you
wish to have the part’s pro-
gram run automatically
when the button is
pressed.

Click Yes or No as desired.

Without raised edges

With raised edges

Docking the VED toolbar...

inside the Video window
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The new part button will appear in the Buttons in Toolbar list.

4 Click OK.  The new part button will be displayed in the toolbar.

5 The current workspace was changed
when the new button was added, and
now must be saved.  Click View/
Workspaces/Save workspace as...

Save the workspace under an existing or
a new file name.

Mapping workspaces to toolbar
Workspaces can be mapped to toolbar
buttons to simplify and speed the pro-
cess of changing operators.  To map a
workspace to a toolbar:

1 Click the toolbar that will include
the new workspace button.

2 Click Map Workspace.

The Map Button to Workspace file dia-
log box will be displayed.

3 Click the file name of the
desired workspace and click
Open.

The new button will appear in
the Buttons in Toolbar listbox.

4 Click OK.  The new workspace button will be
displayed in the toolbar.
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5 The current workspace was changed
when the new button was added, and
now must be saved.  Click View/
Workspaces/Save workspace as...

Save the workspace under an existing or
a new file name.

Creating custom toolbars
Custom toolbars can be created to include any combination of buttons that
organize measurement functions, parts, workspaces and other elements of the
QC5000 operating environment.  Up to four custom toolbars can be constructed
to provide unique work environments that satisfy specific operator and applica-
tion requirements.  To create a custom toolbar:

1 Click one of the four cus-
tom toolbars in the Toolbars
listbox.

NOTE
If the custom toolbar
contains buttons
already, it might be
necessary to select
another custom toolbar
or to remove the existing buttons.

2 Add any desired buttons
from the All possible buttons
listbox, and map parts or
workspaces to buttons if de-
sired.

3 Show the new custom toolbar by high-
lighting it in the View/Toolbars listbox and
clicking Show.

The new toolbar will be displayed.
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Setup  Tools/Options screens

VEDscreen
Use the VED screen to configure video measurement and display parameters.

Automatic probe alignment and the high accuracy mode

VED probe alignment affects the quality of feature data.  Improperly aligned
probes can result in inaccurate feature measurement results.

Check the Realign probes... box to au-
tomatically optimize the alignment of
VED probes when they’re fired.

Probe alignment optimized
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Specifying the advanced teach mode

Video probe edge recognition is optimized using either the Standard or Ad-
vanced edge teach tool.

The Standard edge teach tool automatically optimizes video edge recognition
based on 1 of 4 specified edge algorithms; First, Strongest, Auto or Soft.

The advanced edge teach tool optimizes video edge recognition based on a speci-
fied edge algorithm or permits the user to optimize edge recognition manually.

Check the Always do an advanced teach
box to specify the advanced edge teach
tool as the default.
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Scaling video charts to magnification

Video charts are overlays that are super-
imposed over part images to facilitate
visual inspections.

NOTE
The video charts are drawings
created for specific parts and
saved as .DXF files in the QC5000
Imports directory.

Check the Scale video charts to magnifi-
cation box to automatically maintain a
consistent chart-to-image ratio as the
video magnification is changed.

Video chart scaled to maintain consistent chart-to-image ratio

Video chart not scaled
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Specifying pattern search rings

Search rings expand the area evaluated by the pattern tool beyond the current
field of view during CNC program execution.  Each search ring expands the
pattern tool search in a clockwise series of rectangles.  The size of each rectangle
depends on the pattern tool size and the search ring overlap specified.

During program execution, the initial field of view is evaluated.  If the target
pattern is not found, and search rings were specified, the field of view is moved
to the lower-left corner of the first search ring.  Then the pattern search contin-
ues as a clockwise series of (field of view) rectangles is added until a feature is
found.

If the target feature is not found, the search continues to the next ring, or stops
if no additional rings were specified.

Enter the number of desired the search rings into the Number of pattern... field.

Initial FOV

FOV plus 1 search ring

Initial FOV

FOV plus 1 search ring

FOV plus 2 search rings
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Specifying search ring overlap

Pattern tool search rings and fields of view must overlap to ensure that target
features will be found.  This search ring overlap is specified in pixels.

Target features must be enclosed completely within a field of view to be recog-
nized.  Since features can sometimes be located across the boundary between
two adjacent field of view rectangles, the specified search ring overlap must be
slightly larger than the target feature, as shown in the example below.

NOTE
A more detailed discussion of search rings is included in
Chapter 3: Probes.

Enter the desired overlap in the Search
ring overlap field in pixels.

Search ring overlap too small, feature
not recognized

Search ring overlap OK, feature
found in FOV 1, 6
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Calibrating the display of magnification value

The video window image magnification is displayed in the bottom-right corner
of the QC5000 main screen.

The image magnification depends on the optical characteristics of the system
and must be found by performing the measurement procedure provided below.

Calibration procedure
Step 1
Verify that the X pixel size... field is set to
1.000

Step 2
Click Tools, Customize and then click the Status bar tab.
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Step 3
True magnification must be enabled.  If the True magnification box is not checked,
click on True magnification and then click Show.

Step 4
Click OK to close the Customize screen, and then return to the Tools/Options/
VED tab.

Step 5
Bring a standard artifact into sharp focus in the video Window’s field of view.
The Metronics calibration slide is an excellent standard to use for this proce-
dure.

Step 6
Measure the distance between 2 of the
standard’s marks on the computer
screen using a scale or ruler.  Measure
as great a distance as possible.

Step 7
Calculate the measured magnification
by dividing the measured distance
(Step 6) by the actual distance shown
on the standard.

Measured magnification = Measured / Actual

Step 8
Calculate the pixel size factor by dividing the measured magnification by the
magnification value currently displayed in the right corner of the status bar.

Pixel size factor = Measured Magnification / Status bar value

Step 9
Enter the pixel size factor into the X pixel
size... field.

NOTE
The value shown here is only an example.
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Allow crosshair probes to rotate

Probes that detect edges are most effective when oriented orthogonally to the
edge.  Since feature edges can be positioned at any angle, edge detection probe
rotation is enabled by default.  However,  crosshair probes are point measure-
ment tools and probe rotation is disabled by default.  Crosshair probe rotation
can be useful when the feature geometry makes the crosshairs difficult to see on
the screen.

Check the Allow crosshair probe to rotate box to
enable crosshair rotation.

Allowing video charts to rotate

Video chart rotation is disabled by de-
fault.  Video chart rotation can be use-
ful when the alignment of the part in
the field of view does not match that of
the imported chart.

Click on the Allow video charts to rotate
box to enable video chart rotation.

Default crosshairs are difficult to see Rotated crosshairs are easy to see
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Moving video charts with a mouse

The video window origin is located in the top-left corner of the video window.
When a video chart is loaded, the video chart origin is positioned over the video
window origin.  This initial alignment can sometimes cause portions of the
imported chart to fall outside the boundaries of the video window.

Check the Allow video charts... box to
allow repositioning of the chart using the
mouse.

Moving video charts with the part

Video charts are positioned over part features with the mouse.  By default, if the
part position is changed, the chart position must be realigned manually using
the mouse.  This is acceptable for small parts, but when parts and associated
charts extend beyond the field of view, the part position will usually be changed
repeatedly and manual realignments would reduce throughput.

Check the Make video charts... box to automatically maintain chart-to-part align-
ment as the part is moved.

Specifying video camera image type

Check the Image type radio button that corresponds to the output format of your
video camera system.
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Specifying video probe animation rate

Video probes are animated to indicate video scan direction and to enhance
visibility.  The animation shows dashed lines moving along the probe path in
the direction of the scan.

Animation intervals are entered to increase or decrease the animation rate.  Small
intervals result in high rates and smooth animations, but commit more com-
puter resources.  Large intervals result in lower rates and animation hesitation,
but commit fewer resources.

Enter the desired animation interval into
the Animate VED... field in milliseconds.

Specifying maximum field of view for worm tool (probe)

The worm probe scans along an edge until the scanning process is complete, or
the scanning is terminated by an error or by an enabled scan-limit boundary.
The scan-limit boundary is shown in red when enabled, and in green when
disabled.

Red boundary line
Scanning stops at scan-limit boundary

Green boundary line
Scanning continues beyond field of view
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NOTE
A more detailed discussion of the worm tool is provided in
Chapter 3: Probes.

When the scan-limit is enabled, the limit boundary can be configured to pre-
vent scanning within a specified number of pixels from the edge of the field of
view.

Limiting worm tool scanning to the center of the field of view eliminates the
effects of lens-edge aberrations.

Enter the desired boundary distance into the Max distance from edge... field.

Specifying pattern file names

Whenever the pattern tool is taught a new pattern, it can be saved automatically
in the Parts folder using a default filename, or can be saved in another folder
using a user-specified filename.

The default file naming convention is:
Part name_Pattern (n).5pt
Where n is incremented for each new file.

Check the Prompt for pat-
tern file name... box to
specify a pattern file name
and storage location whenever a pattern is taught to the pattern tool.

Scanning prevented 30 pixels from edge of field of view Scanning prevented 75 pixels from edge of field of view
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FOV spherical and NLEC corrections

Normally, measurements are made at or near the center of the optical system to
avoid aberrations normally present near lens edges.  Spherical and NLEC cor-
rections compensate for these aberrations, but can only be enabled by OEMs
and distributors after performing specific calibration procedures.

NOTE
Contact your OEM or distributor for more information regarding
these two corrections.

CAUTION
Do not change the status of the Enable FOV spherical correction
or Enable FOV NLEC check boxes without specific instructions
from your OEM or distributor.

Specifying a larger video window

Windows XP systems that include smaller monitors can sometimes benefit from
larger live video part displays.  The default display resolution of the monitor
used for live video displays is 1024 X 768 pixels.  Changing the resolution to
800 X 600 pixels enlarges the video display of parts.

NOTE
Larger video displays of parts do not provide increased
measurement accuracy.

To change the resolution of live video displays on Windows XP systems:
Step 1
Close the QC5000 program

Step 2
Right-click the desktop, click Properties and then click Settings.

Step 3
Click the monitor used for live video
displays and then change the screen
resolution to 800 X 600 pixels.

Step 4
Click OK to save the revised Settings.
You will be asked if you wish to re-
tain the new Settings.  Click Yes.
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Step 5
Launch the QC5000 program.

Step 6
Click Tools/Options/VED tab.

Step 7
Check the Second monitor resolution is 800 X 600 box.
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Probes screen
Use the Probes screen to configure touch probe parameters including:
Probe qualification sphere diameter

• Probe hit debounce time
• Probe hit delay
• Probe qualification requirements
• Indexable probe type

Specifying probe qualification sphere diameter

A qualification sphere standard is used to teach the QC5000 the dimensions of
all touch probes.  The qualifications sphere diameter can be entered in millime-
ters or inches.

Enter the qualification sphere diameter
into the Sphere diameter field, and then
click the mm or inch radio button.

Debouncing the touch probe

Debounce time is the elapsed time of uninterrupted probe contact with a sur-
face required for a valid position measurement.  Debounce time eliminates
measurement inaccuracies caused by CMM machine vibration and mechanical
switch noise.  The default 0.02 seconds of debounce time is adequate for most
applications.  Increase the debounce time in 0.02 second increments to accom-
modate noisy environments.  Enter the
debounce time into the Probe hit
debounce time field in seconds.
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Preventing multiple probe hits

Probe hit delay is the minimum quiet time between valid probe hits.  Probe hit
delay eliminates the possibility of unintended multiple probe measurements
due to probe vibration against a surface or, mechanical switch noise.  The de-
fault of 0.10 seconds of delay is adequate for most applications.  Increase the
delay in 0.10 second increments if multiple probe hits occur.

Enter the probe hit delay into the Probe
hit delay field.

Specifying probe re-qualification across sessions

A lack of encoder reference marks, temperature variations, different operators
and other measurement conditions might make it necessary to re-qualify the
reference position of a touch probe before each new measurement session.

NOTE
It is only necessary to re-qualify the reference position of
indexable probes.

Check the Require requalification... box
to require requalification before each new
session.

Adding requalification to the features list

Check the Create a feature... box to in-
clude probe re-qualifications in the fea-
tures list.

Specifying maximum form error for qualification

Form error is the difference between a nominal dimension and the measured
value of the dimension.  The maximum form error allowed for probe calibration
should be set slightly higher than the machine repeatability specified by the
system provider or installer.  For example, if machine repeatability is found to be
3 microns, the form error might reasonably be set to 5 microns.

Enter the maximum allowable qualifi-
cation form error into the Maximum
form for... field.

Specifying indexable probe type

The QC5000 supports indexable probes
listed in the Indexable probes type group.

Click the radio button of the desired
indexable probe.  Click the None radio
button if the desired probe is not
indexable.
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Specifying interchangeable probes

Magnetic interchangeable probe tips are supported by the QC5000, and do not
require requalification.

NOTE
Threaded probe tips are not interchangeable.

Check the Tips are interchangeable box to use inter-
changeable probe tips.

Specifying the probe requalification interval

Probe qualifications remain valid for the number of days specified.  Outdated
qualifications change from green to yellow in the Probe selector window.  Users
are prompted to re-qualify the probes after the specified interval.
Enter the desired interval in the A qualification becomes... field.

Specifying user prompts for probe position change

Messages can be displayed during program execution that ask the user to change
the position of an indexable probe for the next measurement.

Check the Prompt on position change box to in-
clude user prompts.
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Programming screen
Use the Programming screen to configure program recording and execution
parameters.

Starting program recording automatically

Programming recording can be started automatically when the first part mea-
surement is made.

Check the Turn on recording... box to enable automatic programming on each
new part.
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Including light adjustments in programs

Video edge detection measurements typically include adjustments of lighting to
optimize the contrast of different feature images.  These light adjustments can
be recorded in the part program.

Check the Include a light step... box to
include VED light adjustments in part
programs.

Including probe qualifications in programs

Probe qualifications conducted before or during part measurements can be in-
cluded in a part program.  This feature is helpful when an application requires
probe qualification prior to each series of part feature measurements.

Check the Record an automatically... box
to include probe qualification in pro-
grams.

Specifying vector probing

During program execution, the touch probe moves in a straight-line from the
last probe contact point or GO TO point, along the machine axis taken when
the program was recorded.  Under these circumstances, the probe does not nec-
essarily make rightangle contact with the target surface.

Without vector probing

Boss surface

Approach distance
(in Probe path data screen)
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Vector probing increases probing accuracy by modifying the probe path to be-
come orthogonal to the target surface at contact.

Check the Record probed points... box to
enable vector probing.

CAUTION
Some probing applications might include tight part geometry
that doesn’t provide adequate space for vector probing using
default parameters.  The probe approach distance can be reduced
in the Probe data path screen of the Probe menu if required.  Be
careful to provide enough distance to avoid probe collisions.

NOTE
More detailed information regarding probe path configuration
is included in the discussion of the Probe Path Data screen of
the Probe menu.

With vector probing

Boss surface

Approach distance
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Specifying permanent fixturing as the system default

The properties of each program include one of three possible fixturing modes;
None, Temporary and Permanent.  Each fixturing mode requires different da-
tum activities when the program is executed:

• None: No fixture is used.
A part datum must be created for each part.

• Temporary: A temporary fixture is used.
A part datum must be created for the first only
series of parts.

• Permanent: A permanent fixture is used.
The part datum is assumed to be constant.
It is not necessary to create a part datum.

The fixturing mode of each program can be changed from the default mode in
the Program Properties window.

The default fixturing mode for all pro-
grams can be set to Permanent in the
Programming Options screen.

Click the Default programming
fixturing... box to set the default program
fixturing to Permanent.  Uncheck the
box to set the default fixturing to Tem-
porary.
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Enabling sounds during program execution

System sounds configured in the Sounds Options screen alert the operator to
various conditions during program execution.  These sounds can be enabled or
disabled in the Programming Options screen.

Click the Make sounds... box to enable
sounds during program execution.

Specifying the minimum percentage of VED points

VED tools generate up to the maximum number of points specified in the
Measure Options screen when fired on a feature edge.  Fewer than the maxi-
mum number might actually be generated when a program is recorded depend-
ing on the video tool used and the sharpness of the edge being measured.  Mea-
surement failures occur when the number of points missed during program
execution equals or exceeds the specified percentage of points generated when
the program was recorded.

For example, when 40% is specified, 60% of the points generated when the
program was recorded must be collected when the program is executed.

Specify the percentage of points that can be missed in the A probe firing... field.

NOTE
The default value should only be changed by qualified product
support personnel.

Specifying CNC movement warnings

Users can be warned prior to the first CNC movement executed by a program as
a means of avoiding probe collisions.

Click the Warn user on the first CNC
movement box to enable warnings.

Delaying VED tool firing after CNC moves

Settling time can be included in programs to eliminate the effects of machine
vibration caused by CNC stage movements if necessary.

Enter the settling time delay into the Delay in firing... field.
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Showing program complete messages

Check the Show program completion
messages box to display the program com-
plete message each time a program ex-
ecution is complete.

Showing VED tools in the video window in max speed mode

VED tools can be shown in the video window in the max speed mode as points
are collected, or can be hidden to further accelerate program execution.

Check the Display VED tools... box to
display VED tools during program ex-
ecution.

NOTE
The max speed mode is discussed in detail in Chapter 6:
Programming.

Enabling collision avoidance for touch probes

Collision avoidance separates XY motion from Z motion so that:
• For motions including + Z movements, the Z-axis movement is
   executed (straight up), then the XY movement is executed
• For motions including - Z movements, the XY movement is
   executed, then the Z-axis movement is executed (straight down)

Check the Use collision avoidance... box
to enable collision avoidance CNC
moves.

Halting execution for failure to select features

Feature constructions recorded in programs require the successful selection of
parent features.  Under certain circumstances, it is possible that one or more
parent features will be missing due to feature measurement irregularities.  Pro-
gram execution can automatically be halted if a parent feature is missing from a
construction to avoid new feature construction inaccuracies and omissions.

Check the Failed select features... box to halt program execution when one or
more features required for a new feature
construction are missing.
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Runs screen
Use the Runs screen to specify
the maximum number of pro-
gram executions (runs) to be
displayed in the Runs tem-
plate.

As the number of runs in-
creases, the amount of system
memory available for process-
ing and storage decreases.
This can eventually degrade
QC5000 program perfor-
mance as the number of runs
grows large.

NOTE
If the number of runs
displayed in the Runs
template exceeds the Max Runs setting, the oldest run data will
be deleted as new runs are added.  Regular backups of the Runs
data are recommended.

Enter the desired number of runs to be
displayed into the Max runs field.
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Sounds screen
Use the Sounds screen to toggle various system sounds on or off.  Check the box
associated with a sound to enable it.

Preview a sound by clicking the Exclamation point button associated with it.

Check the box labeled Use enhanced sounds to use the sound created for the
QC5000.  Leave this box unchecked to use default Windows sounds.  The use
of QC5000 or Windows sounds is a matter of user preference.
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Locks screen
Use the Locks screen to lock display and setup parameters in order to prevent
unintended or unauthorized changes.

NOTE
The locks option screen is accessible only to individuals that can
provide the correct supervisor password.

Locking Windows

Check the Lock positions... box to prevent changes in the display window posi-
tion and size.

Locking programs

Check the Lock all programs... box to prevent changes to existing programs, and
to prevent the creation of
new programs.

Locking templates

Check the Lock all templates... box to prevent changes to existing templates, and
to prevent the creation of new templates.
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Locking results

Check the Lock the fields... box to prevent changes to the contents of the results
window.  This also prevents dragging results from the results window into a
template window.

Locking the status bar

Check the Lock the status bar... box to
prevent status bar changes.

Locking the DRO

Check the Lock the DRO... box to prevent
zeroing an axis datum.

Locking the run mode

Check the Activate “Run Only” mode box to limit QC5000 activities to only
running existing programs.

Locking part

Leave the Allow overwriting box unchecked to prevent non-supervisory person-
nel from saving new part files using existing part file names.

Locking supervisor settings

Check the Prevent supervisor... box to prevent changes to the configuration set-
tings made by supervisory personnel in the Tools Custom, Tools Options and
Tools CNC screens.

Locking user settings

Check the Prevent user settings... box to prevent changes to the configuration
settings made by non-supervisory per-
sonnel in the Tools Customize, Tools Op-
tions and Tools CNC screens.

Locking the video window

Check the Prevent live video... box to lock
the position of the video window.
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Measure screen
Use the Measure option screen to configure the display, the number of data
points and other parameters governing QC5000 measurements.

Specifying feature display defaults

Features can be displayed in the Part window as solid lines as dashed lines, or
can be hidden.  Displayed features can also include the names that appear in the
results window.

Four types of features are displayed:
• Features that are probed
• Features that are relations of two other existing features

(angles and distances)
• Features that are constructed of other existing features
• Features created by entering data
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Specify the display defaults of each feature type by checking the desired box in
the Feature defaults group.

Specifying distance type

Distances can be calculated by the sys-
tem as Standard (least squares best fit)
or MMC (maximum material condi-
tion).  Click the desired Distance type
radio button.

Starting Measure Magic automatically

Measure Magic can be configured to start automatically at the beginning of
each new feature measurement.  Check
the Start Measure Magic... box to auto-
matically start Measure Magic.
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Pre-selecting features for construction

Two methods can be used to construct features:
Method 1

• Click a measure tool
• Select existing features
• Click measure OK

Method 2
• Select existing features
• Click a measure tool
• Click measure OK

The required steps and resulting constructions are the same in either case.
However, the order of steps can be specified to suit the preferences of the user.
Check the Allow pre-selection... box to
select features before choosing a measure
tool.

Displaying distances as absolute values

Distance values can be positive or negative depending on the locations of fea-
tures selected for distance constructions, and on the order of selection.  How-
ever, the system can be configured to display the absolute values (always posi-
tive) of distances regardless of feature location and selection order.

Check the Always display distance... box
to display distances as positive values.

Enabling magnetic planes

Normally, 2-D features are shown where they were probed or constructed in 3-
D space.  Alternatively, they can be shown on their projection planes in
2-D space.

Check the Treat work planes as magnetic
planes box to show 2-D features on their
projection planes.

Automatically complete point measurements

Normally, point measurements are completed by clicking OK in the Feature
measure dialog box after probing the point.  This last step can be eliminated for
point measurements.

Check the Automatically finish a point measurements... box to automatically com-
plete point measurements.
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Specifying the maximum number of measurement points

Each video probe can be configured in the video library to collect a specific
maximum number of points when it’s fired.  These points accumulate as a video
probe is repeatedly fired during a feature measurement.  The system can be
configured to collect up to 3000 points for an entire feature measurement.

Enter the maximum number of points for a complete feature measurement into
the Maximum number... data field.
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Part view screen
Use the part view screen to configure the default displays of parts, video probes
and touch probes.  The default pixel size of constructed points and feature selec-
tion zones are also configured in the part view screen.
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Specifying part view tiles

Parts can be displayed in single and multiple tile views.

The orientation of the part in each tile is selected by the user in the Part View
toolbar, and is independent of part orientations in other tiles.

Click the radio button of the desired tile
view in the Tiling group.

Specifying probe position indicator type

The default probe indicator shown in the Part View window during program
execution can be specified as Spherical (asterisk) or Crosshairs.

Click the radio button of the desired
probe position indicator in the Position
Indicator group, and then enter the de-
sired indicator size.

Specifying point size

The displayed size of measured and constructed points can be specified in pix-
els.

Enter the desired size for displaying point
features into the Point feature... field.
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Specifying feature selection zones size

The feature selection zone is the circular
area around the tip of the arrow cursor.
Features are recognized by the QC5000
system only within this area.

 The diameter the selection zone can be
increased or decreased by entering a size
into the  Feature selection... data field.

Increasing the diameter of the selection
zone makes feature selection less sensi-
tive, but increases the danger of acciden-
tally selecting multiple features.  Decreas-
ing the diameter of the selection zone
reduces the danger of accidentally select-
ing multiple features, but increases the
difficulty of selecting an individual fea-
ture.

NOTE
The default 7 pixel diameter strikes an excellent balance of
sensitivity and ease of operation, and should be retained if
possible.

Specifying automatic redraw of part view

During program execution, the part view is periodically redrawn to show the
probe position changing as features are measured.  The part view is redrawn
each time the probe moves the distance specified in the data field.  Change the

redraw rate by entering a new value into the Minimum amount... field.

Zooming to view whole part on measurements

Check the Zooming to fit... box to zoom to display the entire part when a
feature is mea-
sured or created.

Feature selection zone
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Zooming to view whole part on constructions

Check the Zoom to fit... box to zoom to display the entire part when a feature is
constructed.

Displaying feature numbers and names on part views

Feature properties and the part view options screen can be configured to show
only features, features with numbers or features with numbers and names of
selected features.

When feature properties are configured to show names, the Part View options
screen can be set to show numbers or numbers and names on the part view
screen.

Displaying only features
To display selected features without numbers or names on the part view screen:

Step 1
Close the Part View Options screen, highlight and right-click the desired fea-
tures, and then click Feature Properties.  The Feature Properties window will be
displayed.
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Step 2
Uncheck the Show Name box, and then click OK.

Only the selected features will be shown
on the part view screen, without num-
bers or names, regardless of settings in
the Part View options screen.

Displaying features with
numbers
To display selected features with numbers on the
part view screen:

Step 1
Close the Part View Options screen, highlight and right-click the desired fea-
tures, and then click Features Properties.  The Feature Properties window will be
displayed.
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Step 2
Check the Show Name box and then click OK.

Step 3
Reopen the Part View Op-
tions screen and check the
Display a feature numbers...
box.

Selected features will be displayed with
a feature numbers on the Part View
screen.

Displaying features with
numbers and names
To display selected features with numbers and names on the part view screen:

Step 1
Close the Part View Options screen, highlight and right-
click the desired features, and then click Feature Proper-
ties.  The Feature Properties window will be displayed.
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Step 2
Check the Show Name box, and then click OK.

Step 3
Reopen the Part View Op-
tions screen and uncheck the
Display Feature numbers...
box.

Selected features will be displayed with
feature numbers and names on the Part
View screen.
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Highlighting parents of constructed features

Parent features, used to construct new features, can be highlighted on the Part
View screen using a different color.

To highlight parent features:
Check the Show the parent features... box to show parent features in a different
color.

NOTE
The color used to display parent features in specified in the
Customize Color screen of the Tools menu.
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Saving layers with settings files

Layers, layer feature assignments and layer colors can be saved in the QC5000
settings file, eliminating the need to create and configure commonly used layers
each time the program is launched.

To save layers with settings:
Check the Save layers... box to save layers in the QC5000’s settings file.

Displaying grid lines in planes

Planes can be displayed as empty, or can include grid lines.

Check the Show inner lines... box to dis-
play grid lines in planes.
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Displaying 3-D features as wireframes

Three-dimensional features can be shown as solids, or as wireframes in the part
view window.

Check the Show features as wireframes
box to display 3-D features as
wireframes.
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Buttons screen
Use the buttons screen to assign frequently used QC5000 system functions to
joystick and foot switch buttons.  Using preassigned buttons saves the time
normally required to navigate menus to invoke frequently used functions.

Each of the joystick and foot switch buttons can be assigned to 1 of 14 QC5000

system functions in the Buttons screen.  Thereafter, pressing the button invokes
the assigned function.
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Level-based button functions

Many button functions are invoked only once when the button is pressed.  Others
can be configured to be momentary (level-based) or to toggle functions on or
off.  Momentary functions are active only while the button is pressed and held.
Toggle functions are activated when the button is pressed and deactivated when
the button is pressed again.

Button functions that are invoked only once
Button functions that are invoked only once when the button is pressed in-
clude:

Measure: OK
Measure: Enter pt
Measure: Remove last
Measure: Cancel
View from probe
Go to here
Pause program
Run program

NOTE
None of the eight button functions listed above can be
configured as momentary (level-based).

Button functions that can be momentary or toggled
Buttons that are active while pressed and held, or toggled on and off include:

Axis lock
Speed toggle
Motors off
Swap Z joystick
Swap Z digital positioner
Swap Q joystick

Configure any of the six button functions listed above as level-based by check-
ing the button’s Level-based box.

Button functions
Descriptions of the functions are provided in the following paragraphs:

No assignment
Pressing the button causes no action
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Feature measure functions
The functions below duplicate those shown on Feature measure dialog boxes.

Measure: OK
Measure: Enter pt
Measure: Remove last
Measure: Cancel

The Feature measure dialog box is displayed each time a feature measurement is
selected.

View from probe
Pressing the button refreshes the Part View screen image to show the current
view of the part being measured from the perspective of the probe tip.  The
example screens below show how the view might change when the probe is
moved from the front to the rear of the part.

Axis lock
Pressing the button toggles the Axis Lock function on or off.  When Axis lock is
toggled on, motion is permitted on only one Axis at a time; diagonal motion is
not permitted.  This function duplicates the Axis Lock found in the Joystick
Tools menu.
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Speed toggle
Pressing the button toggles all Axis motor speeds between fast and slow.

NOTE
Axis motor speeds are defined in the CNC Tools screen.

Motors off
Pressing the button toggles all Axis motors on or off.  This function duplicates
the Motors Off found in the Tools menu.

Swap Z joystick
Pressing the button toggles the vertical
joystick motion between the Y-axis and
the Z-axis.

Swap Z digital positioner
Pressing the button toggles the vertical
trackball motion between the Y-axis and
the Z-axis.

Swap Q joystick
Pressing the button toggles the vertical joystick motion between the Y-axis and
the rotary Q-axis.

Go to here
Pressing the button inserts a Goto Here step into
the current line of the program being recorded.

This function duplicates the Goto Here found
on the program toolbar.

Pause prg
Pressing the button pauses the current program
execution.

This function duplicates the Pause found on the
program toolbar.

Run prg
Pressing the button runs the current program
starting from the current step, and is typically
used to resume program execution after a pause.

This function duplicates the Run
Program From Current Step found
on the program toolbar.
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Display screen
Use the display screen to define the display resolution of linear and angular
values, and to format the display of time, date and angles.

Specifying display resolution

Enter the display resolutions for linear
and angular values into the appropriate
fields.  Metric values are expressed in
millimeters.

Display resolutions that exceed the resolution of the input encoders result in
unnecessary zeros at the right of the displayed value.  Display resolutions less
than the resolution of input encoders result in the display of rounded values.

Formatting the display of time, date and angles

Format the display of time, date and
angles by clicking the desired radio but-
ton.

NOTE
The time and date are set in the Windows operating system.
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Displaying the distance to target surfaces for CNC moves

Normally, the DRO displays the current
input sensor position.

Checking the Display distance to target
... box changes the DRO to display the
distance to the next CNC target while
running a program.  This distance de-
creases during CNC moves until the
continuation zone around the CNC tar-
get point is reached.  At that time, the
DRO displays the current position until the measurement at the target is com-
plete.  When the measurement is complete, the DRO changes to display the
distance to the next CNC target again.  When the program is completed or
halted, the DRO displays the current position until the next program execution
begins.
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Encoder screen
Use the encoder screen to specify encoder resolution, units of measure, count
direction and reference mark type.

Specifying encoder resolution

Enter the resolution specification of the
encoders used with your system into the
X, Y and Z Resolution fields.

Specifying encoder unit of measure

Check the mm box for metric encoders, or uncheck the mm box for encoder
output values in inches.

Specifying encoder count direction

Check or uncheck the reverse boxes to achieve the desired DRO count direc-
tions.
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Specifying encoder reference marks

Highlight the desired reference mark
type in the drop-down lists, and then
uncheck the TTL Ref box for analog ref-
erence marks.

Reference offsets
The Reference offsets fields are used by OEM setup personnel and qualified ser-
vice technicians to move the location of the system’s machine zero.

CAUTION
The machine zero location must be undisturbed to ensure correct
operation and accurate error correction.  Do not change to
reference offsets values.
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Files screen
Use the files screen to specify QC5000 system file locations, methods of auto-
matic file saving, file name display and automatic file backup interval.

Specifying file locations

The default storage location for files is:
C:\QC5000

The storage location for any file can be changed
by selecting a new location using the Browse tool.

CAUTION
Storing files in the QC5000 directory is
recommended.  Storing files in other
directories or on other drives can lead
to lost files and program execution
problems.  Never store files on network
drives.  Network priorities and timing
requirements can cause program
execution problems when writing to
or reading from network drives.
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File types

The file types are described below:

Backups
Automatic and manual QC5000 backup files contain QC5000 system and en-
coder configuration settings.  A QC5000 installation can be completely re-
stored from a backup file if necessary.  The backup file extension is:

Filename.5fi

Exports
Any feature(s) in the Feature list can be highlighted and exported as an export
file.  Export files can be drawing, database or delimited string files.  Export file
extensions include:

.tdf

.csv

.dxf

.igs

Imports
Features can be imported to the Feature list and Part view from drawing files
contained in the default imports directory or from other directories accessed by
browsing.  Imported files include geometric features and video charts.  Import
file extensions include:

.dxf

.igs

Overlays
Templates can include page and report headers and footers.  Headers and footers
are created of text and graphic images, and are saved in the overlays folder to be
recalled and added to pages or reports later.  Overlay files have the following
extension:

.5io

Parts
Part files contain all aspects of a part including geometric features, part view and
program.  Part files have the following extension:

.5pa

Templates
Template files can be created by the user to organize program, feature, report
and other information into columns in the report window.  Template files have
the following extension:

.5ft

Patterns
Geometric patterns can be created by the user to automatically recognize part
features.  These patterns are stored by default at the root of the QC5000 direc-
tory.  A Pattern folder can be created and specified as the default storage location
if desired by using the Browse tool.
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Saving part files automatically

Part and template files can automatically be saved upon exiting the program.
Part files can also automatically be saved upon the completion of a program
run.  Check the desired Automatic File Saves box.

Showing full file names

File names displayed in menus can be shown in an abbreviated form, or can be
displayed with complete file names and paths.  Check the Show full file names
box to display complete file names and paths.

Performing automatic backups

Backup files of QC5000 configuration settings can be saved automatically at an
interval set by the user in the Perform an automatic backup... data field.

Enter the desired number of days between automatic backups directly into the
Perform an automatic... data field.
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General screen
Use the General screen to save QC5000 configuration settings, configure serial
communication data, set machine zero or configure other general settings.

User access to settings

Many QC5000 system settings are configured on the Customize, Options and
CNC screens of the Tools menu.

The supervisor determines which of the
settings screens are accessible to the user
by checking the User settable box at the bottom-left of many
configuration screens.

User accessible settings are saved in the Filename.5us file
at the root of the QC5000 directory.

To save the user settings immediately, click the Save now
button.

To automatically save the user settings when the QC5000
program is closed, check the Save on exit box.
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Sending coefficient data to the serial port

Coefficients from the current results window can be sent to an RS-232 serial
port of the user’s choice whenever a new feature is measured.  The user can also
insert an ASCII delimiter between the coefficients and include coefficient labels
in the data transmission.

To send coefficients:
Step 1
Enter the desired COM port number for the RS-
232 transmission of coefficient data into the
COM# field.  Verify that the specified COM port
is not already reserved for some other purpose.

Step 2
Enter the ASCII code of the delimiter used to
separate coefficient data fields into the Delimiter
field.  A delimiter is required to separate data fields.

NOTE
A chart of ASCII codes is provided in Chapter 9:  Reference
Material.

Step 3
Check the Send on new feature box to send coefficient data to the RS-232 port.
Coefficient data will be sent from the results window each time a new feature is
measured.

Step 4
Check the Include labels box to transmit the result window’s alpha labels with
the numeric coefficient data.  Without labels, the data is transmitted as a series
of numeric data fields.

Setting machine zero

The QC5000 machine zero can be specified and set at any time to facilitate set
up, testing and encoder replacement.

To set machine zero:
Step 1
Click the Reference marks, Hard stop or None ra-
dio box to specify the type of machine zero used.

CAUTION
The type of machine zero specified here
should be consistent with the type
specified on the Encoder Options screen.

Step 2
Click the Set now button to set machine zero.
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Moving the datum on alignments

Until a datum is created by the user, machine zero is the datum used to display
features in the part view window.  This can exclude the datum from view during
primary plane measurement and secondary alignment, depending on the prox-
imity of the part to machine zero as shown in this example.

The system can be configured to automatically move the datum to the center of
the primary plane, and then to the center of the secondary line as the user
creates a datum.
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Check the Move datum on a primary... box to automatically move the datum
during primary plane measurement
and secondary alignment.

Starting Datum Magic automatically

Datum Magic can be configured to automatically establish the primary plane
and secondary alignment at the beginning of each measurement session.  Check
the Start datum magic... box to start datum magic on the first probe hit if no
alignments exist.

Displaying results in wide format

The contents of the Results window can be displayed in narrow or wide format.

Check the Display the coefficients... box
to display the results window in wide
format.

Opening the last part automatically

The QC5000 can be configured to automatically open the last active part file
upon startup.  Check the Open last part... box to open the last part file.

Tracking user activity

User activities such as key presses and mouse clicks can be logged to facilitate
troubleshooting and other diagnostic processes.  The logged file is stored in the
Recent Activity folder at the root of the QC5000 directory.

Click the Enable tracking... box to log
user activities.
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Click Help, Diagnostics, and then Show this session’s activity to display the logged
file.

NOTE
Enabling this logging feature uses small amounts of system
memory and processor time.  However, older systems might run
a little slower when the logging feature is enabled.
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Setup  Tools/CNC screens

Joystick screen
Use the joystick screen to enable, calibrate, and configure motions controlled by
the joystick on all axes.

Enabling/Disabling joystick motion control

Check or clear the Enable box to enable or disable joystick motion control for
the designated axes.

Viewing current position values

The current joystick position is indicated by the Current Values fields.  These
values can range from a low of 0 to a high of 5.0.  The center of each axis at rest
should be near 2.5.  The Current values displays provide use-
ful information for joystick performance evaluations and
troubleshooting.
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Sharing axes

When machine motion axes outnumber
joystick axes, the Z and Q axes can be shared
with the X and Y axes using buttons on the
digital positioner as diagrammed in this
example of sharing the Z axis.

NOTE
Refer to the description of the
Tools/Options/Buttons screen for
details regarding the configuration
of digital positioner buttons.

To share the Z axis:

1 Enable the Z axis.

2 Select the axis with which to share the
Z axis.

3 Assign Swap Z Joystick to a button of the digital positioner using the Tools/
Options/Buttons screen.

The process shown above can also be used to share the Q axis.
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Specifying a deadband

Mechanical vibrations in the work environment and joystick noise can generate
small joystick output signals when the joystick is at rest.  These signals can result
in unintended axis motions.  A deadband can be created around the joystick’s
rest (zero) position to prevent these axis motions.

Create the desired
deadband around each
axis zero position by en-
tering the minimum percentage of the total joystick range of motion required to
cause axis motion.

The default deadband is 18% of the joystick’s total range of motion.

Calibrating the joystick

The full range of joystick motion must be calibrated for optimum control.  To
calibrate the joystick:

1 Click the Teach button.  The Joystick Teach wizard will be displayed.

2 Follow the instructions provided by the wizard screens.

Viewing calibration values

Joystick calibration values will fall somewhere between a low
of 0 and a high of 5.0.  Click the View Calibration button to
display the current values.

The Min and Max values should be almost evenly distributed around the center
values.  The center values should be approximately 2.5.

Specifying axis motion direction

Check or clear the axis Reverse boxes
to specify the direction of motion of
all axes.
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Specifying normal and fine velocities

Normal velocity is generally used to
move between probed points.  Fine ve-
locity is generally used to probe points.
The normal and fine velocities of each
axis are expressed as percentages of the
maximum veolcities specified in indi-
vidual Tools/CNC/Axis set up screens.

Normal velocities are usually set as high as the manual joystick control of each
axis will permit.  The fine velocities are usually set  to optimum probing veloci-
ties for touch probes (approximately 5 mm per second).

Enter the desired percentages directly into the Normal and Fine data fields of
each axis  The default percentages are 100% for normal velocities, and 30% for
fine velocities.

Specifying the axis motion profile

The joystick control of axis motion can be linear, exponential or a mixture.
Linear control causes the axis velocity to increase in direct proportion to joystick
displacement.  Exponential control causes little or no axis motion in response to
early joystick displacements, but quickly increases the axis velocity toward the
extreme end of joystick displacement.

Exponential control is useful when very small and precise motions are required
at low velocities.  The Expo % field is used to specify the amount of exponential
control for each axis.  This range can extend from 0% (linear control) to 100%
(exponential control) as shown by the graph below.

Enter the desired value into the Expo % field for each axis.  The default values
are 1% for each axis and provides nearly linear response.
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Motion mouse screen
The 3-button mouse can be used to control movement on the X, Y and Z axes
when manual control is required.  The Motion mouse screen contains tools for
specifying X, Y and Z axis movement direction and sensitivity.  The Z-axis can
also be configured to include fine and coarse movements.

Specifying X and Y axis movement sensitivity

The stage can be moved in the XY plane
by clicking and dragging the Image with
the middle mouse button in the video
window.  The amount of X and Y axis
stage movement is expressed as a scale
factor of the cursor movement in the
video window.  As shown in this ex-
ample, a scale factor of 1.0 will cause
the stage to move an XY distance on the
screen equal to the distance moved by
the cursor.

The scale factor can be a fraction or a
multiple of the cursor movement on the
screen.  Enter the desired value from 0.1
to 5.0 directly
into the Scale
factor data
field.
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Specifying X and Y axis movement direction

Check or clear the Reverse X and Reverse Y boxes
to specify the desired axis movement directions.

Specifying Z-axis movement sensitivity

The Z-axis movement is controlled by clicking and dragging the right mouse
button up or down over the Image in the video window.

Control of the Z-axis is divided into fine and coarse movements.  The fine and
coarse movements are expressed in inches/pixel or mm/pixel depending on the
unit of measure currently used by the system.

Fine Z-axis movement continues until a threshold distance in pixels is traversed
across the screen.  Once the threshold is reached, further Z-axis movement is
coarse.  Releasing the right
mouse button resets the
movement sensitivity back
to fine.  The example
shown in this screen is
graphed below.

Enter the desired Fine,
Threshold and Coarse val-
ues into the corresponding data fields.

Microns of
stage movement

Pixels of
mouse movement

10 microns/pixel

1 micron/pixel

Fine
movement

Coarse
movement

Coarse
movement

threshold 10
pixels
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Specifying Z-axis movement direction

Check or clear the Reverse
Z box to specify the de-
sired Z-axis movement di-
rection.

Enabling/disabling the motion mouse

Check or clear the Enabled box to enable or disable the motion
mouse functions.
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Probe Rack Settings screen
The Probe Rack Settings screen provides tools for calibrating the storage loca-
tions of touch probe tips in a rack of 4 or 6 probe tip ports.  Probe rack calibra-
tion should be performed immediately after rack installation.

Probe tips housed in the probe rack can be exchanged during inspections ac-
cording to need.  For example, a probe rack allows the user to switch from a
single probe tip to a star probe tip.

All probe transitions must occur through the appropriate established methods.
Never manually change a probe tip or place/remove probes from ports in the
rack. Valid probe transitions can be set in the Probe Library dialog box by select-
ing the probe you wish to switch to, then clicking the Set Current button.
Proper probe transitions can also be included in a program.

If at any time, during normal operation or while a program is executing, the
QC-5000 fails to correctly perform a probe change, then the affected probes
will need to be unloaded from the probe rack, and then reloaded.
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Probe rack installation

Set machine zero each time you launch the QC-5000.  A repeatable machine
zero position is required to find the probe rack.

Follow the  instructions of the probe rack manufacturer to install the probe rack
on your system.  Once the probe rack is mounted and it’s position entered in the
QC-5000, it cannot be moved.

NOTE
Mount the probe rack so the current probe can reach each of
the ports, and so there is no probe rack movement in any
direction.

Probe rack orientation

The four orientations accepted by the QC-5000 are shown below.

+X Orientation
Along the back edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the
+X direction.

+Y Orientation
Along the left edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the +Y
direction.

-X Orientation
Along the front edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the
-X direction.

-Y Orientation
Along the right edge of the table with the docking side of the rack facing in the
-Y direction.
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Probe Rack Calibration

Probe rack calibration establishes the rack’s position on the measuring table and
defines the location of probe tip ports within the rack.

Defining the probe rack type
To define the probe rack type, select the appropri-
ate number of ports and the probe rack orienta-
tion on the table.

Probe rack parameters
The probe rack parameters explained below require
adjustment only if there is difficulty loading a probe
tip.

Initial clearance
The position the probe moves in preparation for
docking.

Docking distance
The distance the probe moves into the rack port to dock or pickup a probe.

Retract distance
The distance the probe moves from the rack port after docking.
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Dropping in Z
The distance the Z axis moves into the rack during a probe drop.

Pickup in Z
The distance the Z axis moves from the docking port after probe pickup.

Release in Z
The distance the Z axis moves from the docking port during a probe drop.

Approach in Z
The distance the Z axis moves into the rack during a probe pickup.

Entering port position offset
The offset distance along the axis of the rack between the center of the docking
module and the center of the probe tip used for calibration.  Enter port position
offsets in the QC-5000 as follows:

Rack orientation is X Positive
Enter the X value

Rack orientation is X Negative
Enter the negative of the X value

Rack orientation is Y Positive
Enter the Y value

Rack orientation is Y Negative
Enter the negative of the Y value

Checking the probe rack orientation
The probe rack must be aligned within 1 degree of the nominal X or Y axis
orientation to ensure reliable probe rack operation.

NOTE
When error correction is enabled, the error correction (NLEC or
SLEC) data entry must be performed before calibrating the probe
rack.

1 Lock Z-axis motion and measure a line along the front of the probe rack.

2 Re-adjust the orientation of the probe rack if the angle of the line is greater
than 1.0 degree from the nominal orientation.
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Running the DATRACK part program
Run the DATRACK part program  to establish and save the coordinate system
of the rack.  There are eight DATRACK programs stored in the c:\qc5000\Probe
Rack folder.  Select the appropriate program for the probe rack installed.

4 port rack, X Positive
DATRACK4XP.5pa

4 port rack, Y Positive
DATRACK4YP.5pa

4 port rack, X Negative
DATRACK4XN.5pa

4 port rack, Y Negative
DATRACK4YN.5pa

6 port rack, X Positive
DATRACK6XP.5pa

6 port rack, Y Positive
DATRACK6YP.5pa

6 port rack, X Negative
DATRACK6XN.5pa

6 port rack, Y Negative
DATRACK6YN.5pa

NOTE
Use a 2mm probe tip with a 20 mm stylus when running the
DATRACK program.

To run the DATRACK program:

1 Click File/Open to display the Part Open file dialog box, then navigate to
C:\QC5000\ProbeRack, select the desired DATRACK program and click Open.

2 Click the New Run button on the program toolbar to execute the selected
DATRACK program.

3 Follow the on-screen prompts to complete the
DATRACK program.
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NOTE
Use the following procedure to edit the initial settings of the
DATRACK program if this error message is displayed.

To edit the initial settings of the DATRACK program

1 Click on the + next to initial settings to expand the content.

2 Double-click on the Select Probe line to edit it.
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3 Click the line again to automatically insert the current probe into the pro-
gram in place of the original probe.

Click the New Run button on the program toolbar
to run the edited program.

When the DATRACK program runs, the user will be prompted to complete
several tasks.  Use the following procedures to complete the DATRACK pro-
gram.

Entering the datum in the DATRACK program

1 Click OK to acknowledge reference frame creation.

2 You will be instructed to open the rack port covers.  Click OK and open the

port covers.
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3 You will be instructed to measure a point on the top-inside of the rack.

Click OK and probe the first point
on the probe rack.

4 You will be instructed to measure a point on the front of the rack.  Click

OK and probe the second point on
the probe rack.

5 You will be instructed to measure a point on the left-inside wall of the rack.

Click OK and probe the third point
on the probe rack.

6 You will be informed that the system is ready to create a reference frame.
Click OK to continue.
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7 You will be informed that the probe rack reference frame is saved, and in-
structed to close the port covers.  Close the covers and click OK to continue.
8 The program will complete execution.  Click OK to close the DATRACK

program and display the Part View window.

The probe rack will be displayed in the Part View window.

The probe rack is calibrated and ready for probes to be loaded.



Appendix A
Profile measurement

Profile measurements compare part features acquired by video, touch-probe
or other measurement technologies to nominal part profiles from drawing or
part data files.  Measured features and nominal profile features are shown in
the Measure Profile window.

NOTE
Video measurement tools are shown throughout these instructions to illustrate
the various aspects of profile measurement.  However, the concepts apply
equally well to other measurement technologies.

The nominal profile in the Measure Profile window can be imported from a
drawing file in .IGS or .DXF formats, or as a collection of features from the
Features template.

As features are measured, their points can be displayed in the Measure Pro-
file window.  When the desired feature measurements are complete a Fit
operation can be performed, During the Fit operation, the system superim-
poses the measured data over the nominal profile and adjusts the X, Y and
rotational orientation of the data cloud to achieve the best fit.  Data points
can be shown as dots, form errors can be shown as whiskers.

Part shown in the Video window Nominal profile shown in the Measure Profile window

Part measured in the Video window Measured points displayed in the
Measure Profile window

Fit performed and form errors
displayed as whiskers

A-1
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Tolerances can be applied to profile measurements as bilateral or unilateral
pass/fail boundaries.  Bilateral tolerances can be distributed equally or un-
equally around the nominal edges of the part, and are specified by the user.

The X, Y and angular offsets, the maximum form error, the number of data
points and tolerance pass/fail results can be displayed in the Measure Profile
window at the conclusion of the Fit operation.  Upon completion of the
profile measurement the profile feature is created in the Features template.

Operator screens and menus
Functions for conducting profile measurements are located across the bot-
tom of the Measure Profile window.  Functions for evaluating, displaying
and printing results are contained in the Measure Profile menu and in the
Measure profile toolbar.  These functions are discussed in detail later in the
profile measurement operating instructions.

The Measure Profile window

The Measure Profile window contains functions for:

• Allowing (or prohibiting) data shifts during profile fit analyses
• Assigning measurement tolerances
• Entering part data
• Importing part data from the Features template
• Removing the last point data entered
• Initiating a fit analysis
• Cancelling a fit measurement
• Resetting the fit results and restoring data points
• Selecting specific data
• Accessing the Measure Profile menu
• Completing the profile measurement
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Measure profile menu and toolbar

Right-click anywhere in the Measure profile window to display the measure
profile menu.

The Measure profile menu contains tools for:

• Printing the contents of the Measure Profile window
• Zooming in and out to display more or less detail
• Moving the data cloud manually to facilitate the fit operation
• Magnifying the display of form error whiskers
• Showing or hiding profile fit information
• Driving the CNC stage to a selected data point location
• Sending (exploding) profile fit data to the Features template

as points and distances
• Filtering selected points from the part data
• Filtering the worst point from the part data
• Restoring filtered data (unfiltering) to the part data

The Show/hide profile fit information and form error multiplier func-
tions of the Measure profile menu are duplicated in the Measure profile
toolbar shown at the right.

Results

Filtered

Tolerance

Material

Points

Passed

Failed

Form error
whisker

multiplier

Automatic multiplier

User-defined multiplier
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Conducting manual profile measurements
The diagram shown below outlines the minimum steps required to com-
plete a profile measurement.  Details regarding the use of measurement win-
dows, menus and tools are described in the referenced pages.

The complete collection of profile measurement functions is listed in the
table of contents.

Page 5

Page 5

Page 8

Page 8

Page 17

Page 13

Page 10

Page 25

Page 22

Page 11

Page 10

Page 3

Page 19
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Displaying the Measure toolbar

Check the Profile box of the View/Toolbars checkbox
list to display the Measure toolbar.

Initiating a profile measurement

Click the Profile icon in the Measure toolbar, or
click Profile in the Measure drop-down menu to
initiate a profile measurement.

A dialog box will be displayed for importing a
nominal part profile.

Importing a nominal part profile

A nominal part profile can be imported from a drawing file or from the
Features template.

Importing from a drawing file
Nominal part profiles can be imported from .IGS or .DXF drawing files.
Click the Import button to import a profile from a drawing
file.  The Import Profile file dialog box will be displayed.

Select the .IGS or.DXF
file type, highlight the
desired file name and
Click Open to specify the
nominal profile data file.

When importing data
from .DXF files, the Im-
port Options dialog box
will be displayed.
Specify the unit of mea-
sure originally used to
create the file and click
OK.
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The title bar will show “1 file” indicating that an import file was selected.

Click OK to import the file.  The nominal profile will be displayed in the
Measure Profile window.
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Importing from the Features template
Nominal part profile data can be imported from the Features template when
the nominal profile is based on previous measurements of standard part.

Highlight the desired features in the Features tem-
plate.

The title bar will show the number of features se-
lected.

Click OK to import the feature data.  The nominal profile will be displayed
in the Measure Profile window.
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Measure Profile window functions
The Measure Profile window contains functions for:

• Allowing (or prohibiting) data shifts during profile fit analyses
• Assigning measurement tolerances
• Entering part data
• Importing part data from the Features template
• Removing the last point data entered
• Initiating a fit analysis
• Cancelling a fit measurement
• Resetting the fit results and restoring data points
• Selecting specific data
• Accessing the Measure Profile menu
• Completing the profile measurement

Allowing (or prohibiting) data shifts during profile fit analyses
The fit algorithm shifts the data cloud obtained from measurements in the
Video window in the Cartesian and polar coordinate systems to achieve the
best fit between the data and the nominal part profile.

Maximum degrees of freedom are given to the fit algorithm by checking the
Allow X, Allow Y and Allow a boxes across the bottom of the window.  Clear-
ing a box prohibits data cloud movement in the indicated orientation.

Assigning measurement tolerances
Bilateral or unilateral tolerances can be assigned to profile measurements.
Bilateral tolerances can be equal and unequal.  Click the Tolerance button to
display the tolerance zone dialog box.
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Equal bilateral tolerances
Bilateral tolerance values will be centered around the edges of the nominal
profile.  For example, an equal bilateral tolerance of 0.005 will be applied as
±0.0025.

Check the Bilateral box and enter the desired tolerance value into the Toler-
ance data field for equal bilateral tolerances.

Unequal tolerances
Unequal bilateral or unilateral tolerance values are specified by the user for
In-material tolerance and Out-material tolerances.  The example below shows
a bore with different In-material and Out-material tolerances.

Uncheck the Bilateral box and enter the desired In-material and Out-mate-
rial tolerance values in the data fields provided.

An equal Bilateral tolerance of 0.005 is applied as... ±0.0025

In this example,
Unequal bilateral tolerances are applied as...

Bore tolerances of
+0.003 and -0.001
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Entering part data from the Measure Profile window
As points are acquired they appear (in green) in the Measure Profile window,
as shown in this example of a video circle measurement.

Video tools are typically fired from the Video window, however, they can
also be fired from the Measure Profile window.

Position the video tool over the desired feature in the
Video window and click the Enter Pt button in the
Measure Profile window.

Importing point data from the Features template
Point data that were previously measured can be imported to the Measure
Profile window from the Features template.

Select the desired features in the Features template and
click the Import Pts button.

Removing the last data point entered
The last data points entered into the Measure Profile
window can be removed by clicking the Remove Last
button.

Multiple data points can be removed by repeatedly clicking the Remove Last
button, until no points remain.

Firing a tool in the Video window... Causes points to appear in the
Measure Profile window

Circle points from the
Features template...

are imported to the Measure Profile
window
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Initiating a fit analysis
When all the required points for a profile measurement
have been acquired from the Video window, press the
Fit button to initiate the fit analysis.

Canceling a profile measurement
Click the Cancel button to cancel the profile measure-
ment and close the Measure Profile window.

Resetting the fit results and restoring data points
The results of the fit analysis can be reset to review the positions of data
points, remove data points or change the degrees of freedom for the fit analy-
sis (allow X, Y or a).

Click the Reset button to reset the last fit results and
restore the data points to their original positions prior to
the analysis.

Selecting data
Multiple or single data points or error whiskers can be selected in the Mea-
sure Profile window using the 3-button mouse.  To select data points or
whiskers, press and hold the left mouse button and drag a marquee around
the points or whiskers of interest, then release mouse button.  Single data
points or whiskers can be selected by clicking the mouse cursor on the point
or whisker.

The results of a fit analysis... are reset and the original data points
are displayed

Data is selected with the mouse... and the color of the selected data
changes to blue
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Displaying the form error of a single data point or whisker
Display the form error of a data point or whisker by positioning the mouse
cursor to hover over the point or whisker of interest.  A pop-up information
box will be displayed.

Accessing the Measure Profile menu
Many measurement and display functions are provided by the Measure Pro-
file menu.  Right-click anywhere in the Measure Profile window to display
the Measure Profile menu
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Completing the profile measurement
When the profile measurement is complete, press the
OK button to create the profile feature in the Features
template and close the Measure Profile window.

The profile feature will be labeled and color-coded to indicate whether the
profile measurement passed or failed any specified tolerance tests.  Profile
feature characteristics are shown in the Results and Feature Stamp windows.

Completing the profile measurement closes the Measure
Profile window and creates a profile feature in the

Features template
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Measure profile menu and toolbar functions
Right-click anywhere in the Measure profile window to display the measure
profile menu.

The Measure profile menu contains tools for:

• Printing the contents of the Measure Profile window
• Zooming in and out to display more or less detail
• Moving the data cloud manually to facilitate the fit operation
• Magnifying the display of form error whiskers
• Showing or hiding profile fit information
• Driving the CNC stage to a selected data point location
• Sending (exploding) profile fit data to the Features template

as points and distances
• Filtering selected points from the part data
• Filtering the worst point from the part data
• Restoring filtered data (unfiltering) to the part data

The Show/hide profile fit information and form error multiplier func-
tions of the Measure profile menu are duplicated in the Measure profile
toolbar shown at the right.

Results

Filtered

Tolerance

Material

Points

Passed

Failed

Form error
whisker

multiplier

Automatic multiplier

User-defined multiplier

Right-click anywhere in the Measure Profile window to display
the Measure Profile menu
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Printing the contents of the Measure Profile window
Clicking Print prints the Measure profile window on the specified Windows
printer.

Zooming to display all images in the Measure Profile window
Click Zoom All to position all nominal profile and fit data in the center of
the measure profile window.

Zooming in and out to display more or less detail
Click Zoom Special/Zoom In to increase magnification and display more
detail.

To display the entire imageClick Zoom All...

To display more detailClick Zoom In...
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Click Zoom Special/Zoom Out to display a larger percentage of the image
and less detail.

Panning to reposition the image in the
Measure Profile window
The contents of the Measure Profile window can
be moved to any location of the user’s choice by
panning the image with the mouse.  To pan  an
image, click Zoom Special/Pan.  The cursor will
change to the hand shape.  Press and hold the left
mouse button and move the mouse to shift the
image to the desired location.  When the mouse is
released, the cursor will change back to the arrow
shape.

To display less detailClick Zoom Out...

and move the image to the desired locationPress and hold the left mouse button...
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Results

Filtered

Tolerance

Material

Points

Passed

Failed

Form error
whisker

multiplier

Automatic multiplier

User-defined multiplier

Click Results to display
profile fit results

Showing or hiding profile fit information
Clicking Show displays a menu of profile fit information that can be toggled
on or off in the Measure profile window.  Click the desired item to  display or
hide it in the window.  Displayed information can include:

• Results: Numeric profile measurement results
• Filtered: Points filtered out of fit calculation
• Tolerance: Tolerance boundaries as dotted lines
• Material: Surface normals indicating material
• Points: Part profile data points
• Passed: Whiskers indicating form error within tolerance
• Failed: Whiskers indicating form error outside tolerance

The items contained in the Show
menu are duplicated in the Profile
toolbar.  Clicking an icon in the tool-
bar toggles the display of the corre-
sponding information on or off in
the Measure Profile window.

Results
Click the Show/Results menu item
or toolbar icon to display numeric
profile fit results in the upper-left
corner of the Measure Profile win-
dow.

Profile fit results include:

X: The x-axis offset after shifting
the data cloud to achieve the
best fit.

Y: The y-axis offset after shifting
the data cloud to achieve the
best fit.

a: The angular offset after shifting
the data cloud to achieve the
best fit.

F: The form error
#: The number of points acquired,

and the number of points used
to determine profile fit results.

T: The tolerance Pass/Fail result.
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Filtered
Click the Show/Filtered menu item or toolbar icon to display points and
error whiskers that were filtered earlier using the Filter or Filter Worst profile
menu command.  Filtered points appear as dark gray.

Tolerance
Click the Show/Tolerance menu item or toolbar icon to display dotted lines
that indicate the tolerance zones around profile edges specified earlier using
the Tolerance button in the Measure profile window.

Click Show/Filtered... To display previously filtered data

Filtered points...

are now displayed

Click Show/Tolerance... To display tolerance zones
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Material
Click the Show/Material menu item or toolbar icon to display surface normals
that are outside the material and normal to the material surfaces.

The material indicator lines are used by the system to identify
the material sides of nominal part surfaces.  This is necessary
when unequal inside/outside tolerances are applied to the nomi-
nal profile.  Material indicator lines must be positioned outside
the material surface as shown below.

The orientation of the material indicator lines can be changed by selecting
them with the mouse.  Select by clicking on a line, or by dragging a marquee
around a line and releasing the mouse button.

Click Show/Material... To display material indicator lines

Unequal tolerances applied

Clicking on a line... or selecting a line with
a marquee...

Changes the
orientation of the line

Material indicator
within a hole

Material indicator
outside a boss
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Points
Click the Show/Points menu item or toolbar icon to display the points ac-
quired from measurements in the Video window.

Points will appear as a green dotted line near mea-
sured surfaces until the display magnification is in-
creased to show individual data points.

Click Show/Material... To display material indicator lines

Display magnification increased
to show individual points
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Passed
Click the Show/Passed menu item or toolbar icon to display the points and
form error whiskers that passed the tolerance criteria.  The default colors of
points and form error whiskers that passed are green for 0 to 50% and yellow
for 51% to 100% of the tolerance value.

The default colors can be changed in the Tools/Customize/Colors setup screen.

Failed
Click the Show/Failed menu item or toolbar icon to display the points and
form error whiskers that failed the tolerance criteria.  The default color of
points and form error whiskers that fail is red for greater than 100% of the
tolerance value.

The default color can be changed in the Tools/Customize/Colors setup screen.

Click Show/Passed... To display points/whiskers that passed
the tolerance criteria

Click Show/Failed... To display points/whiskers that fail tolerance criteria
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Magnifying the display of form error whiskers
During the fit operation, points acquired that do not fall precisely on the
nominal profile generate form errors.  When tolerances are specified, the
errors are divided into two groups, those that pass (Passed) and those that fail
(Failed) tolerance criteria.

The passed and failed errors can be displayed
as whiskers that extend orthogonally from the
nominal surface.  The length of each whisker
is proportional to its magnitude of error.

Typically, the magnitude of most form errors
is so small in proportion to the part displayed
that without magnification they would not be
visible.  The Error Mag menu item provides
fixed, automatic and user-definable levels of
magnification for displaying error whiskers.

Error magnification levels are also available in the profile toolbar.

NOTE
The Show/Passed or Show/Failed menu item must be checked or toolbar
icon must be clicked for whiskers to be displayed.

Fixed magnification
Click the Error Mag menu item, then
click the desired level of magnification,
or click the desired level icon in the
toolbar.

Automatic magnification
Click the Error Mag menu item, then
click AX for automatic adjustment of
magnification, or click the AX icon in
the toolbar.

When automatic magnification is se-
lected, the system optimizes the dis-
play of error whiskers based on the
maximum form error value.

Error magnification set at 10X

Fixed
levels

Auto
levels
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User-defined magnification
Click the Error Mag menu item, then
click UX to specify a level of magnifi-
cation, or click the UX icon in the tool-
bar.  A data field will be displayed for
specifying the level of magnification.

Enter the desired level of magnification and click OK.

Driving the CNC stage to a selected point location
The CNC stage can be moved by the system to position the video camera
over a specified point.

Zoom to show individual points, then right-click the desired point to dis-
play the Measure Profile menu.  Click Goto Point to drive the stage and
position the selected point under the video camera.

Magnification of 30
specified by the user

User
levels
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Sending (exploding) the profile fit data as points and distances
in the Features template
The results of a profile measurement can be used to create a single profile
feature by clicking the OK button in the measure profile window, or can be
used to create individual point features or distance features by clicking one of
the Explode profile menu items.

Data points explode as point features, and form errors as distances.

Clicking OK in the Measure profile window... Creates a single profile feature in
the feature template

Clicking Explode/Points or
Explode/Errors menu items...

Creates point or distance features
in the feature template
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Filtering selected points from the part data
Data points can be selectively filtered out of fit operations to evaluate the
influence of specific points on fit results, or to eliminate the effects of un-
wanted measurement artifacts.

Select the point(s) to be filtered, then
right-click anywhere in the Measure
Profile window to display the Measure
Profile menu.

Click on Filter to filter out the selected
points, then click Fit to perform a new
fit operation.  The new results will not
include the filtered points.

Filtering the worst (form error) point from the part
data
Right-click anywhere in the Measure Profile window to dis-
play the Measure Profile menu.  Click Filter Worst to exclude
the data point with the greatest form error from the next fit
analysis.

Click Filter Worst repeatedly to filter a group of data points
with the greatest form errors.

Click Fit to perform a new fit operation.  The new results will
not include the filtered points.

Unfiltering (restoring) filtered data points
Right-click anywhere in the Measure Profile window to dis-
play the Measure Profile menu.  Click Unfilter All to restore
all previously filtered data points to the data cloud for the
next fit analysis.

Select points to be filtered out of a fit
analysis

Click Filter... to remove selected points from the next fit analysis
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Manually fitting part data to the nominal profile
The position of data points can be moved manually prior to facilitate a diffi-
cult fit operation by clicking and dragging or rotating the data points.

Clicking and dragging (translating) data points
Click Move Data/Translate.  The cursor will change to the hand shape.  Click
and drag the entire cloud of data points to the desired location.  The offset
coordinates are shown in the upper left corner of the Measure Profile win-
dow, and change as the data cloud is dragged into position.

Once the data cloud is in the desired
position, right-click the mouse to dis-
play the Move data menu.  Click Done
to return to the normal cursor mode.

Clicking and rotating data points
Click Move Data/Rotate points.  The cursor will
change to the pointing-hand shape.  Click  and
rotate the entire cloud of data points to the de-
sired angle.  The offset coordinates are shown in
the upper left corner of the Measure Profile win-

dow, and change as the
data cloud is rotated into
position.

Once the data cloud is
rotated to the desired
position, right-click the mouse to display the Move
data menu.  Click Done to return to the normal cur-
sor mode.
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Fixturing tab  4-40
Flatness  5-24
Focus lock  4-43
Foot switch  6-63
Form error for qualification  6-37
Formula  2-1, 2-107, 5-82
Formulas tab  5-74
FOV spherical and NLEC corrections  6-34
Frequency  6-4

G

General screen  6-74
General tab  4-41
Go to here  6-66
Goto here button  2-7
Goto label  4-73, 4-75
Goto position step  4-48
Graphical user interface  1-6
Grid lines in planes  6-61
Grid wizard  4-51
Grids  4-51
Group tolerance  2-93

H

Halting execution  6-44
Hand cursors  3-36
Height probe  3-34, 3-49
Help screen  6-12
Hide position indicator  4-42
High accuracy mode  4-43, 6-23

I

Icons  1-4
If-Goto Statement  4-72, 4-74, 4-82
If-Then Statement  4-72, 4-74, 4-83
Image magnification  6-28
Imports  6-72
Index probes  3-69
Indexable probe type  6-36
Initial clearance  3-87, 6-88
Initial settings  4-42
Insert a clearance move  4-12
Insert a user message  4-50
Interchangeable probes  6-38
Item colors  6-6
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J

Joystick  6-63
Joystick calibration  6-81
Joystick motion control  6-79
Joystick noise  6-81
Joystick output signals  6-81
Joystick performance  6-79
Joystick position  6-79
Joystick screen  6-79

L

Laser probes  3-1
Last part  6-77
Layers  1-18, 6-61
Least material condition  5-8
Level-based button functions  6-64
Light adjustments in programs  6-40
Light contrast orientation  3-54
Light control  4-42
Light control statement  4-46
Light edge tools  6-8
Light-to-dark  3-60
Line  2-88, 2-90
Linear control  6-82
LMC  5-8
Load a probe  3-97
Lock display  6-47
Lock/unlock feature  1-8, 1-10 
Locking parts  6-48
Locking programs  6-47
Locking results  6-48
Locking supervisor settings  6-48
Locking templates  6-47
Locking the DRO  6-48
Locking the run mode  6-48
Locking the status bar  6-48
Locking the video window  6-48
Locking user settings  6-48
Locking Windows  6-47
Locks screen  6-47

M

Machine zero  2-2, 6-75
Magnetic planes  6-51
Magnification  2-18, 3-1, 3-3, 3-5, 6-25, 6-28
Main menu bar  1-22
Mapping parts to a toolbar  6-20
Mapping workspaces to toolbar  6-21
Master probe tips  3-69
Max speed mode  6-44
Maximum material condition (MMC)  5-8
Measure a circle  2-33, 2-74, 4-32
Measure a cone  2-38
Measure a cylinder  2-41
Measure a line  2-88, 2-90

Measure a plane  2-50
Measure circle  2-55
Measure magic  6-50
Measure profile toolbar  A-3
Measure profile window  6-11, A-1
Measure screen  6-49
Measure the primary plane  4-13
Measure the secondary line  4-16
Measure the zero feature  4-23
Measure toolbar  1-22
Measured magnification  6-29
Measurement points  6-52
Measurement with VED  2-53
Measuring 3-D Features  2-36
Mechanical vibrations  6-81
Menu Bar  1-22
Menus  1-22
Messages  6-44
Metronics calibration slide  6-29
Min/max  4-87, 5-76
Minimum percentage of VED points  6-43
Misc screen  6-14
Misc tab  5-73
MMC (Maximum material condition)  5-8
Modify a filter  5-70
Modify a formula  5-82
Modify template properties  2-104
Momentary functions  6-64
Motion direction  6-81
Motion mouse screen  6-83
Motion profile  6-82
Motors off  6-66
Mouse  6-31
Move a probe tool  3-36
Movement direction  6-84
Movement sensitivity  6-83, 6-84
Moving the datum on alignments  6-76
Moving video charts with a mouse  6-31
Moving video charts with the part  6-31
Multiple probe hits  6-37

N

Nearest distance  2-66
Nearest probe  3-34, 3-48
Nest template windows  2-4
Nesting template windows  5-87
New probe button  3-15, 3-34
New probe group  3-66
New qualification  6-12
New run  4-2
New run button  2-123, 4-6
New templates  5-89
New VED probe  3-34
NLEC Status  1-18
Noise  6-4
Non-probing %  4-43
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Normal and fine velocities  6-82

O

Obstruction  2-8
Offset distance  3-88
Offset positions  4-73, 4-75
Offsets for probe compensation  3-68
Old qualification  6-12
On a measurement failure goto label  4-41
Open a saved program  4-5
Open the all tolerance template  2-102
Open the features template  5-39
Open the program template  5-56
Open the reports template  5-44
Open the runs template  5-85
Operators  4-81
Optical crosshair  3-1
Optimum probing  6-82
Output count value  6-3
Overlays  5-54, 6-72
Overview  1-1

P

Palletizations  4-51
Palletize  4-60
Palletize multiple parts  4-60
Parallelism  5-28
Parantheses  4-86, 5-75
Parcentricity calibration  3-7, 3-27
Parent features  6-60
Parents  6-10
Part features  1-1
Part files  6-73
Part view  6-10
Part view display  2-37
Part view map  4-42
Part view perspective  2-53
Part view screen  6-53
Part view tiles  6-54
Part view window  1-1, 3-27, 2-10
Part view window display  4-11
Part view window perspective  2-36
Part views  6-56
Parts  6-72
Paste special  4-67
Pattern file names  6-33
Pattern finder  6-10
Pattern probe  3-34, 3-51
Pattern search rings  6-26
Pattern tool  6-26
Patterns  6-72
Pause program  4-2, 6-66
Percentage of VED points  6-43
Perform a bi-directional tolerance  2-93, 5-3
Perform a camera calibration  3-20
Perform a circular runout tolerance  5-32

Perform a circularity tolerance  5-18
Perform a co-planarity tolerance  5-30
Perform a concentricity tolerance  5-14
Perform a cylindricity tolerance  5-22
Perform a flatness tolerance  5-24
Perform a LMC  5-11
Perform a MMC tolerance  5-8
Perform a parallelism tolerance  5-28
Perform a parcentricity calibration  3-27
Perform a perpendicularity tolerance  5-26
Perform a pixel calibration  3-15
Perform a simple edge teach  3-59
Perform a sphericity tolerance  5-20
Perform a straightness tolerance  5-16
Perform a true position tolerance  2-97, 5-5
Perform a width tolerance  2-100, 5-36
Perform an advanced edge teach  3-61
Perform an angle tolerance  5-34
Perform an edge teach  3-12
Perimeter scan direction  3-55
Permanent  4-40
Permanent fixturing  6-42
Perpendicular scan direction  3-53
Perpendicularity  5-26
Persistence  6-5
Perspective  2-36, 2-53
Phase  6-3
Phase amplitudes  6-5
Pickup in Z  3-87, 6-89
Pixel calibration  3-7, 3-15
Pixel size factor  6-29
Place a toolbar on the QC-5000 desktop  1-24
Plane  2-50
Point measurements  6-51
Point size  6-54
Point stake marks  6-11
Points  1-1
Polar grids  4-51, 4-55
Polar/cartesian  1-18
Port position offset  3-88, 6-89
Position indicator  4-42
Position of the probe tip  3-68
Preparation  2-1
Prevent program from being modified by anyone but  4-41
Primary plane  2-11, 4-13, 6-77
Probe  1-1, 2-88
Probe alignment  6-23
Probe animation rate  6-32
Probe calibration  3-68
Probe collisions  2-8
Probe compensation  3-68
Probe contact  6-36
Probe families & groups  3-64
Probe group  2-55, 3-66
Probe hit debounce time  6-36
Probe hit delay  6-36
Probe hits  6-37
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Probe indicator  6-54
Probe library  3-1, 3-4, 3-64
Probe library button  3-1, 3-17
Probe path data  4-42
Probe qualification  3-68
Probe qualification requirements  6-36
Probe qualification sphere diameter  6-36
Probe qualifications in programs  6-40
Probe rack  3-82, 6-87
Probe rack calibration  3-87, 6-88
Probe rack installation  6-87
Probe rack orientation  3-83, 6-87
Probe rack parameters  6-88
Probe rack settings screen  6-86
Probe rack setup  3-82, 6-87
Probe rack type  6-88
Probe requalification across sessions  6-37
Probe requalification interval  6-38
Probe selector background  6-12
Probe selector colors  6-12
Probe set up functions  3-64
Probe teaching  3-68
Probe tip  1-18, 3-68
Probe toolbar  1-22
Probe transitions  3-82, 6-87
Probe type  6-37
Probes  3-1
Probes screen  6-36
Probing  6-82
Probing technique  2-5
Probing velocities  6-82
Profile background  6-11
Profile measurements A-1
Program  2-122, 2-123
Program comment  4-72, 4-74
Program complete messages  6-44
Program executions  6-45
Program properties  4-39
Program properties dialog box  4-39
Program recording  6-39
Program template  2-3, 4-10, 5-38, 5-56
Program toolbar  1-23, 4-2, 4-72, 4-74
Programming  4-1
Programming overview  4-1
Programming screen  6-39
Programming wizards  4-51
Projection plane  1-18
Prompting  5-53
Prompts  6-38
Pseudo-sinusoidal  6-3
Pull-down menus  1-22

Q

QC-5000 desktop  1-6, 1-8
QC-5000 pull-down menus  1-22
QC-5000 Windows  1-8,  6-9

Qualification  3-68, 6-12
Qualification sphere diameter  6-36
Qualify a master probe tip  3-69
Qualify a non-master probe tip  3-72
Quick start  2-1
Quote marks  4-87, 5-76

R

Rack  3-82, 6-87
Rack orientation  3-88
Radius of the probe tip  3-68
Raised edges for toolbar buttons  6-20
Random placement   4-51, 4-63, 4-65
Randomly measure this percent of guide features  4-41
Requalification across sessions  6-37
Resize a probe tool  3-38
Resize a VED probe tool  2-21
Record a program  4-8
Record part view display  2-37
Record the part view window display  4-11
Record/edit button  4-3
Record/edit program  4-2
Recording  2-6
Recording a program  4-3
Recording mode  1-18
Recording the part view window  2-10
Redraw of part view  6-55
Reference frame  1-18, 2-1, 2-29, 2-72, 2-81, 2-83
Reference mark type  6-69
Reference offsets  6-70
Reference steps in a part program  4-63
Release in Z  3-87, 6-89
Remove a filter  5-72
Remove a formula  5-84
Remove a toolbar from the QC-5000 desktop  1-25
Remove buttons from a toolbar  1-28
Report headers  5-49
Reports template  5-38, 5-44, 5-46
Resolution  6-67
Results window  1-8, 6-77
Retract  4-43
Retract distance  3-87, 6-88, 6-89
Ring overlap  6-27
Rotate a probe tool  3-40
Rotator  1-14
RS-232 serial port  6-75
Run a parts program with a random placement  4-66
Run a program  2-123, 4-6, 4-38
Run just current step  4-2
Run program 6-45, 6-67
Run program from current step  4-2
Run the DATRACK program  3-90, 6-90
Running a Program  4-6
Runs Template  5-38, 5-85
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S

Sample formula  5-77
Save a program  4-37
Save a reference frame  2-30, 4-31, 2-83
Save program  2-122
Save reference frame button  2-30
Saved program  4-5
Saving part files  6-73
Scale errors  6-4
Scale factor  6-83
Scale type  6-2
Scaling video charts to magnification  6-25
Scan direction  3-53, 3-55
Scan-limit boundary  6-32
Search  4-43
Search ring overlap  6-27
Search rings  6-26e
Second reference frame  2-72, 2-81
Secondary alignment  2-14, 6-77
Secondary line  4-16
Secondary line button  2-14
Select a magnification  2-18
Select probe  4-43
Select the active probe  2-88
Selected point  6-9
Selection zones  6-55
Sending coefficient data to the serial port  6-75
Sensitivity  6-83, 6-84
Serial port  6-75
Set color  6-6
Set probe compensation to cardinal  4-43
Setting machine zero  6-75
Settings files  6-61
Setup  tools/customize screens  6-6, 6-23, 6-79
Sharing axes  6-80
Showing full file names  6-73
Simple probe  3-34, 3-42
Sinewave output  6-3
SLEC Status  1-18
SLEC tab. See SLEC (segmented linear error correction)
Sorting Data in the Reports Template  5-48
Sorting the Features List  5-43
Sounds during program execution  6-43
Sounds screen  6-46
Spatial (X, Y, and Z) position of the probe tip  3-68
Speed toggle  6-66
Sphere diameter  6-36
Spherical  6-54
Sphericity  5-18
Spreadsheet  2-113
Stage movement  6-83
Stake marks  6-11
Stamp  1-11
Standard edge teach tool  6-24
Star probe group  3-65 3-69
Start point  2-8

Starting the QC-5000  1-5
Status bar  1-18
Status bar value  6-29
Statusbar screen  6-17
Stop sign  3-55
Straightness  5-16
Strongest  3-58
Super step  4-73, 4-75
Swap Q joystick  6-66
Swap Z digital positioner  6-66
Swap Z joystick  6-66
Switch the active probe to VED  4-19
Switch to magnification  4-43
System axis  6-2
System error messages  6-15
System sounds  6-46

T

Tab delimited file  2-113
Teach (qualify) a master probe tip  3-69
Teach (qualify) a non-master probe tip  3-72
Template  1-15, 2-102
Template features dialog box  5-59
Template properties  2-104,  5-58
Template windows  1-15, 2-4, 5-87
Templates  5-38, 6-72
Temporary  4-40
Temporary stake marks  6-11
Test conditions  4-80
Text  6-12
Text input & prompting  5-53
Time  6-67
Toggle break point  4-72, 4-74
Toggle functions  6-64
Tolerance  2-93, 2-97, 2-100
Tolerance report  2-98
Tolerance results window  2-99
Tolerance template  2-102
Tolerance toolbar  1-23, 5-1
Tolerances  2-1
Tolerancing  5-1
Toolbar  1-1, 1-7, 4-76, 4-78
Toolbar buttons  1-7, 6-18
Toolbar docking  6-20
Toolbars  1-6, 1-22, 6-18
Toolbars screen  6-18
Tools menu  1-18
Top view  2-53
Touch probe and camera  3-75
Touch probe measurement   2-1, 2-32
Touch probe parameters  6-36
Touch probes  3-1, 6-44
Touch probe group  3-65
Tracking user activity  6-77
True position tolerance  2-97, 5-5
TTL encoders  6-2
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Turn off high accuracy mode  4-43
Type diagram  1-11
Type faces  1-4

U

Units of measure  1-18, 6-69
Unload a probe  3-99
Unlocked features  1-10
Use machine reference frame  4-41
Use probe teach values as recorded  4-41
User access to settings  6-74
User activity  6-77
User message  4-50
User prompts  6-38

V

Vector probing  6-40
VED  2-53, 3-1
VED cameras  3-75
VED measurements  2-1
VED probe  6-8
VED probe group  2-17, 2-55
VED probe tool  1-23, 2-21
VED probes  3-34
VED screen  6-23
VED tool firing  6-43
VED toolbar  1-23
VED tools  6-44
Velocity factor  4-43
Video camera image type  6-31
Video chart rotation  6-30
Video charts  6-25
Video charts probe  3-57
Video display of parts  6-34
Video edge detection (ved)  3-1
Video probe animation rate  6-32
Video probe edge recognition  6-24
Video probes  3-57,  6-52
Video window  6-34
View from probe  6-65
View rotator  1-14
View toolbar  1-22

W

Wait for point(s) step  4-44
Wave display type  6-3
Whiskers  6-12
Wide format  6-77
Width  5-36
Width probe  3-34, 3-50
Width tolerance  2-100
Windows and toolbars  1-6
Wireframes  6-62
Wiring  6-4
Wizards  4-51

Worm probe  3-34, 3-52,  6-32
Worm tool  6-32

Z

Zero  2-2
Zero button  2-28
Zero feature  4-23
Zero point  2-17, 2-22, 4-30
Zoom position for a magnification  3-5
Zooming  6-55
Zooming to fit  6-55
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